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Abstract
Language learners spend a considerable amount of time interacting with other learners in
both second and foreign language classrooms. The idea that peer interaction has
increasingly been considered as a context for language learning has been matched by a
growing body of research examining different aspects of peer talk. Previous literature has
provided important insights into varied aspects of learner-learner interaction. Studies
from interactionist perspectives often focus on the provision of interactional feedback,
output production and modifications in the process of negotiation for meaning. These
studies also investigated the attention paid by language learners to language forms.
Research from a sociocultural perspective often examines the collaboration among
learners in the construction of the language knowledge. However, no comprehensive
framework has been established to enable the integration of various features. Recently,
engagement with language, proposed by Svalberg (2009) has emerged as a more
encompassing concept which integrates cognitive, social and affective aspects of learnerlearner interaction. Nevertheless, as a cognitive construct, there is a lack of a framework
with which to identify evidence of engagement with language during peer interaction.
This study aims to examine the potential of Halliday’s (1978) systemic functional
linguistic theory to provide a nuanced and systematic description of learners’ engagement
with language during peer talk.
The findings of this study provide a detailed picture of how a group of EFL Vietnamese
learners engaged with English language during oral classroom peer interaction. That is,
how they employed the English language to communicate. Their engagement with
language was depicted using the linguistic tools offered by the systemic functional
linguistics framework. The learners’ engagement with the target language was firstly
demonstrated through the structure of their discussion (i.e., generic structure) which was
evident during their interaction. In addition, the learners engaged with the process of
making meanings (i.e., experiential meanings and interpersonal meanings), thus
construing their classroom learning experiences and enacting their roles and attitudes.
Genre analysis provided insights into the learners’ cultural ways of participating in group
discussion. The analysis of experiential meanings represents their knowledge of the topic
and knowledge of language. Both generic structure of their talk and the experiential
meanings describe the learners’ cognitive engagement with language. On the other hand,
ii

the interpersonal meanings depict both learners’ social and affective engagement with
language, that is, how learners initiated talk, negotiated to maintain the talk, and provided
mutual support as well as enacted attitudes towards other interlocutors and the talk.
While SFL tools provide linguistic evidence for the learners’ engagement with language,
observational notes and interviews offer additional insights into the learners’ group
discussions, as well as the factors perceived by them to affect their engagement with
language. This study does not only contribute to a new understanding of engagement with
language from an SFL perspective, but also offers a model for the linguistic description
of this construct during learner-learner interaction. Based on the discussion of the
findings, implications for teachers and researchers are provided for the purpose of
increasing students’ engagement with language during group work to maximize the
pedagogical potential of peer interaction in second language learning.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1. Background to the study
Classroom research has paid considerable attention to the important role of interaction in
student learning in both mainstream education and second language teaching and learning
(e.g., Braidi, 2002; Iwashita, 2003; Mackey & Philp, 1998; McDonough, 2005; Philp,
2003 as well as works reviewed in Gass and Mackey, 2012; Philp, Adams, & Iwashita,
2014; Sato & Ballinger, 2016). This is not surprising as interaction has been widely
recognized as a context for language learning in which learners experiment with
language, receive feedback, modify their language (Philp et al., 2014), and co-construct
language knowledge (Swain & Lapkin, 1998). A majority of this research has focused on
dialogues between the teacher and learners and between native speakers and learners
rather than on the talk among learners (Philp et al., 2014; Sato & Ballinger, 2016).
However, interaction among learners has become the focus of more recent research due
to its recognized importance in language learning.
Peer interaction has been increasingly recognized as a context for second language
learning which complements teacher-learner interaction. The current literature has
enriched our knowledge of the role of peer talk in making input and output more
comprehensible through different types of interactional feedback provided by learners
(Adams, 2007; García Mayo & Lázaro Ibarrola, 2015; Mackey, Abbuhl, & Gass, 2012;
Pica, 2013). Studies of interactional feedback provided by learners also reveal their
attention paid to different aspects of target language features (e.g., grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation). This attention has been shown to facilitate second language learning
(Norris & Ortega, 2000). In addition, research has examined the collaborative nature of
peer interaction, which promotes language learning (Donato, 1994; Edstrom, 2015;
Storch, 2001; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). Whilst previous studies had shed light on different
aspects of peer interaction, there is a lack of an integrative framework that could provide
a comprehensive view of how learners actually use the target language to communicate
during peer interaction. The study aims to employ the recently emerged concept of
engagement with language, which helps to capture varied aspects of peer interaction.
1

These aspects include how learners participate in peer talk, how they negotiate meaning
regarding both content and language, how they provide support for one another, as well
as how they display their attitudes towards other learners and the content of the talk. The
capturing of these aspects enables a more comprehensive understanding of peer
interaction, which then results in better teaching and learning of English in varied
contexts.

1.2. Context of the study
English has recently been considered to be a global language, and it has become a very
popular foreign language in Vietnam since the early 1990s due to the common demand
for the development of this country in the fields of science, technology and commerce
(Denham, 1992). The prevalence of English language teaching and learning has been the
result of the Vietnamese government’s implementation of Doi Moi (economic
renovation) in 1986 and Vietnam’s becoming a member of the World Trade Organization
in 2008. At this stage of Vietnam’s development and integration into the world economy,
anyone who wants to secure employment must be fluent in at least one foreign language,
besides having expertise in the required field. In most cases, English is the compulsory
language skill that is required of the candidate. Subsequently, in the recent Resolution 14
on the ‘Fundamental and Comprehensive Reform of Higher Education in Vietnam 20062020’ (also known as the Higher Education Reform Agenda, or HERA), one element of
educational reform in higher education is the “improvements in the teaching and learning
of foreign languages (especially English)” (Harman, Hayden, & Pham, 2010, p. 3).
Colleges and universities in Vietnam have recently begun offering language and content
integrated study programs that enable students to graduate with double majors or double
degrees. One major or degree is related to foreign languages (e.g., English); and the other
major might be Finance and Banking, International Economics or Business
Administration, which is usually taught in the first language – Vietnamese. This program
has not only provided students with the necessary content knowledge of their chosen
fields, but also equipped them with English language to prepare them for the employment
market after graduation. Vietnamese students are not alone in this respect. In such an
international context for most businesses “speaking a foreign language is often an overall
requirement for university graduates” to be recruited (Hünerberg & Geile, 2012, p. 223).
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Although English has played an important role in Vietnam’s economic development, the
environment for learners to practice speaking English outside the classroom is often
limited. As a foreign language in Vietnam, English is not used in daily life activities.
Rather, it is often restricted to use within companies or in business transactions. As such,
most learners’ oral interactions in English occur within the classroom. The
communicative approach to language teaching recently applied in the English language
teaching in Vietnam has provided learners with more opportunities to interact with the
teacher and with one another. However, how Vietnamese learners actually interact using
English when working together in small groups is still under-investigated. Based on my
more than 16 years’ teaching experience at a tertiary institution in Vietnam and informal
discussions with colleagues, it seems that senior students have not taken full advantage
of such opportunities in order to develop their target language competence, as well as
their oral communication skills. I have noticed that third and fourth year students tend to
pay less attention to the language use during their discussions than first and second year
students. Senior learners tend to rely on certain basic structures and vocabulary during
their classroom oral discussions, despite the requirements for a wide range of structures
and vocabulary of such tasks. There is a need to understand how students actually use
language to communicate in the classroom in order to support students to make full use
of the potential of peer interaction within the classroom, in order to enhance English
language fluency.
So far, most of the internationally recognized studies devoted to interaction in the
Vietnamese context have investigated dialogues between the teacher and learners,
focusing specifically on the teachers’ instructional practices and their effectiveness (e.g.,
Le, 2011; T. N. C. Nguyen, 2011; T. T. M. Nguyen, Pham, & Pham, 2012). A few studies
on peer talk examined learners’ cooperative learning (Luu, 2010; Pham, 2010),
collaborative learning (Hoang, 2013; Truong & Storch, 2007), and learners’ pragmatic
strategies through giving and responding to criticism (T. T. M. Nguyen, 2008). These
studies have added to our understanding of how Vietnamese learners co-operate and
collaborate, as well as how they respond to criticism during peer interaction. However,
in order to improve Vietnamese learners’ English language learning through oral
discussions, a comprehensive study on how learners actually use English to communicate
with their peers during classroom activities is needed. In particular, it is important to
investigate how learners use the English language to conduct discussions, to negotiate
3

meaning and to display attitudes towards other learners and the task. This study aims to
gain a better understanding of language use in activities among Vietnamese university
learners. This study’s review of the current literature on peer interaction elsewhere has
shown the potential of the concept engagement with language for this investigation.

1.3. Peer Interaction in second language teaching and
learning
Interaction has been found to have positive impacts on second language learning as it
affords learners with the chance to communicate in the target language. This is because
while learners are engaged in communicative discussions, they employ different types of
feedback strategies to negotiate both form and meaning at the same time (Nassaji, 2015,
2016), creating valuable opportunities for learning. This is particularly true with foreign
language classrooms where learners have limited exposure to the target language (Fujii
& Mackey, 2009; Philp & Tognini, 2009). The facilitative role of interaction in second
language learning has been proved by substantial research evidence from empirical
studies as well as meta-analyses (e.g., García Mayo & Alcon Soler, 2013; Gass, 2003;
Lyster & Saito, 2010; Mackey, 2007; Mackey et al., 2012; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Pica,
2013; Russell & Spada, 2006). For example, a meta-analysis conducted by Mackey and
Goo (2007), which examined 28 studies from the early 1990s to June 2006, has shown
that interaction has both immediate and delayed beneficial influence on the performance
of learners and a strong impact on the acquisition of lexical and grammatical items.
As one type of interaction, peer interaction has been considered as a ‘comfortable’ context
in which language learning can take place, as the comfort level of peer talk positively
impacts learners’ processing of the target language and overall language production (Sato
& Ballinger, 2016). Indeed, when interacting with other peers, learners feel more
confident to test out their use of the target language. They also have more time to
articulate their ideas as well as to modify their talk more often than when interacting with
the teacher or native speakers (Fernández Dobao, 2012; McDonough, 2004; Oliver, 2002;
Sato & Lyster, 2007). Peer interaction is often investigated from either interactionist or
socio-cultural approaches, and covers aspects such as interactional feedback, attention
paid to the target language, and support among learners.
4

Interactional feedback has become the focus of recent research based on the interactionist
perspective and has been widely believed to provide the “driving force for learning”
(Polio, Gass, & Chapin, 2006, p. 238). Typically, learners provide interactional feedback
and solicit modifications and adjustment through a variety of strategies. These range from
implicit feedback such as recasts (i.e., operationalized as target-like reformulations of the
non-target-like utterances retaining the central meaning of the original utterance), to
confirmation checks (i.e., expressions to check whether the previous utterance is correctly
understood), comprehension checks (i.e., strategies that check whether the interlocutor
understands what is being said), clarification requests (i.e., expressions to clarify the
previously heard utterance), to more explicit types of feedback such as correction or
metalinguistic feedback (i.e., explanation which points out the mistakes) (Mackey, 2007).
A positive relationship between feedback provision and language development has been
found (e.g., Adams, 2007; Egi, 2007; Mackey, 2006). For example, Adams’ (2007)
findings show that about 60% of learners’ feedback episodes promoted their learning of
linguistic issues.
The provision of interactional feedback also reveals the nature and impact of learners’
attention paid to different aspects of the target language, such as vocabulary, grammar or
pronunciation (e.g., Fujii & Mackey, 2009; Mackey, 2006; Mackey, Philp, Egi, Fujii, &
Tatsumi, 2002; Philp, 2003). Mackey (2006) found that learners’ noticing of feedback
concerning target language features had a positive influence on their language
development, especially on their formation of questions. This body of research suggests
that learners need to consciously apprehend the language information and become aware
of certain language features in order to internalize such language knowledge (Schmidt,
2001; Van Lier, 2004).
In addition, the investigation of certain interactional feedback moves such as
comprehension checks, confirmation checks and clarification requests also represent
collaborative support among learners (Foster & Ohta, 2005). In other words, interactional
feedback among peers is associated with collaborative scaffolding (Donato, 1994), which
is based on the socio-cultural perspective. Scaffolding among peers shows the support
learners provide for one another during the interaction. The review of collaborative
studies by Swain, Brooks, and Tocalli-Beller (2002) has shown that collaborative
dialogue among learners has a positive impact on second language learning through
5

learners’ “questioning, proposing possible solutions, disagreeing, repeating and
managing activities and behaviours” (p.173). Other studies on group work have revealed
that learners collaborate in group tasks (Chappell, 2014b; Donato, 1994; Ho, 2011;
Hoang, 2013; Suksawas, 2011). For example, Chappell (2014b) points out that group
discussion provides learners with language learning opportunities through collective
scaffolding and the need for negotiation when there are communication breakdowns.
The above important aspects of peer interaction have often been investigated through
learners’ language use during their communication using language-related episodes
(Swain & Lapkin, 1998). LREs are instances of dialogue in which students talk about the
language they are producing, question their own or others’ language use, or correct
themselves or others.
Added to those factors is the affective dimension of peer talk which exerts direct influence
on learners’ enjoyment of learning and motivation to talk (Philp et al., 2014) and includes
learners’ attitudes towards other learners and various aspects of the learning task.
Learners’ attitudes have often been investigated using questionnaires or tests rather than
learners’ actual language use; however, verbal communication with others has been
argued to be a reliable source to manifest learners’ attitudes (Berscheid, 1987; Imai,
2010). Recent studies drawing on a Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) perspective
have succeeded in examining learners’ attitudes through their linguistic choices (e.g.,
Jones, 2005; Suksawas, 2011). This thesis reports on a project which investigates all the
above-mentioned aspects of peer talk through learners’ use of language to communicate
during their group interaction from the perspective of SFL.
Suksawas (2011) has contributed to our understanding of how learners used language to
negotiate for meaning, to support each other and display their attitudes; however, her
major concern was learners’ willingness to communicate in peer interaction. Willingness
to communicate in second language teaching and learning refers to learners’ “ readiness
to enter into discourse at a particular time with a specific person or persons, using a L2”
(MacIntyre, Dörnyei, Clément, & Noels, 1998, p. 547) which has been considered as a
facilitating factor for language learning (Cao, 2014; MacIntyre, 2007). Although
Suksawas (2011) provides a nuanced account of how learners’ willingness to
communicate was manifested linguistically in their talk, it focuses on learners’
communication to reflect an initial entry point in a conversation. This study extends her
6

study by investigating how learners engage with language during their peer interaction.
The investigation of engagement with language will not only reveal how learners use
language to initiate talk, to maintain talk, provide peer support, and to display their
attitudes, but also reveal their focus of their language use as a medium or object of study.
This construct is introduced in the following section.

1.4. The concept of engagement with language
Engagement has recently appeared in the field of education as a multidimensional
construct (Appleton, Christenson, & Furlong, 2008; Philp & Duchesne, 2016).
Engagement in educational psychology has often encompassed such aspects as cognitive,
social and affective engagement (Appleton et al., 2008; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris,
2004); whereas, engagement in the language learning field is often used to refer to
students’ involvement and participation in classroom activities. The concept engagement
with language as proposed by Svalberg (2009) has emerged in the language learning
literature to include these three aspects (i.e., cognitive, social and affective). Svalberg’s
multiple-aspect concept is argued by Philp and Duchesne (2016, p. 62) to be a “critical
step forward in understanding engagement in language learning contexts” and this study
examines its potential for the investigation of how learners actually use language to
communicate during their group discussions.
Svalberg (2009) relates cognitive aspects of engagement with language to learners’
alertness and focused attention in language use, which is an important aspect of peer
interaction. The social aspect is associated with learners’ actual communicative
behaviour, which includes their negotiation for meaning and the mutual support provided
by themselves in the maintenance of the dialogue to complete the learning task. The
affective aspect in Svalberg’s construct is related to learners’ attitudes towards language,
the interlocutor and towards that which is presented by language. These three aspects
have been acknowledged by Svalberg to be closely related and often overlapped. This
interdependence among these factors suggests that they should be investigated together
rather than investigated separately (Philp & Duchesne, 2016). Therefore, this study aims
to examine these aspects of engagement with language simultaneously.
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Although the construct of engagement with language offers a comprehensive framework
for investigating interaction, Svalberg did not provide a tool for analysing the enactment
of engagement with language in peer interaction. This study aims to investigate how the
concept of engagement with language proposed by Svalberg might be understood from
the systemic functional linguistics perspective. Specifically, the study will provide
insights into how linguistic tools offered by Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL) enable
the description of different aspects of learners’ engagement with language during
classroom oral discussions. This will be discussed in more detail below and in Chapter 3.

1.5. Understanding engagement with language through SFL
perspectives
Systemic functional linguistics theory stresses the role of language in learning (Halliday,
1993) and the cultural context in which language is embedded (Halliday, 1978, 1994;
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Therefore, the examination of learners’ engagement with
language should be carried out in a specific context, such as peer interaction in an
“English as a foreign language” (EFL) classroom in Vietnam. Interaction among learners
in the classroom is not merely the production of sounds and words through turn-taking
but “a process of making meanings” (Eggins & Slade, 2004, p. 6). During conversational
interactions, people take turns negotiating meanings about what they think is happening
in the world, how they feel about such happenings as well as how they feel about their
interlocutors. In that light, the examination of how learners engage with language is
actually the investigation of how learners use language to make meanings.
The three strands of meanings or metafunctions enacted by language are ideational,
interpersonal and textual. Ideational metafunction involves the construal of meanings
about the world, interpersonal metafunction refers to meanings about roles and
relationships, and textual metafunction relates to meanings about the construction of text.
Of these three metafunctions, the ideational and interpersonal are of particular importance
to this study. Different aspects of interaction, such as learners’ attentional focus of
language use; learners’ actual communication behaviours; peer support; learners’
attitudes towards their interlocutors and the discussion, can be identified and become
apparent through the analysis of these meanings as created by learners in their spoken
discourse during classroom discussion.
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The ideational metafunction refers to how language is used to express language users’
perceptions of the world (i.e., experiential meanings) as well as how these perceptions
are linked together (i.e., logical meanings). The experiential meanings encode language
users’ own experiences as members of a certain culture through the system of
TRANSITIVITY.

In this study, the grammatical resources of

PARTICIPANTS

and

CIRCUMSTANCES)

TRANSITIVITY

(i.e.,

PROCESS,

will enable the examination of how English

language learners use English to express their learning experiences through exchanging
ideas on the topic of the discussion, as well as negotiating language use, thus revealing
their attentional focus of their language use as well as their knowledge of the topic and
of the English language.
The interpersonal metafunction of language relates to how language users employ
linguistic resources to build up their roles and maintain relationships with others. It is
used to encode how language users interact with others through systems of

MOOD

(Halliday, 1994), SPEECH FUNCTION Eggins and Slade (2004), and APPRAISAL (Martin &
White, 2005). In the examination of learners’ engagement with language during peer
interaction, these systems enable a detailed description of how language learners actually
use language to communicate (e.g., initiate talk, maintain talk), as well as how they
display their attitudes towards other learners and any other aspects of the discussion (e.g.,
content, language use).

1.6. Aims and research questions
This thesis investigated how language learners engage with the target language during
oral peer interaction. In using the systemic functional linguistics approach, this study will
contribute to our understanding of how learners’ engagement with language is
linguistically enacted during their discussions, and the possible factors that might hinder
or facilitate such engagement. Specifically, the study will address one overarching
question and two sub questions:
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How do Vietnamese EFL learners engage with language during oral classroom peer
interaction?
1. How might Svalberg’s construct of engagement with language be
understood from the systemic functional linguistics perspective?
2. What are the factors (if any) that facilitate/hinder their engagement with
language as perceived by EFL learners?
In order to find answers to these questions, a case study approach was employed to
provide an in-depth analysis of learners’ language use during group work activities.
Linguistic data for the analysis came from recordings of several discussions among a
small group of learners. Other data sources were semi-structured interviews with students
and observation notes of students’ interaction. Further discussion of the SFL theory and
the research methodology will be provided in the theoretical framework and research
methodology chapters.

1.7. Significance of the study
As one of the first studies to employ Svalberg’s concept engagement with language to
investigate peer interaction, this study aims to make significant theoretical and practical
contributions to a comprehensive understanding of peer interaction.
Theoretically, this study will add to current literature an understanding of engagement
with language during social interactions from an SFL perspective. Specifically, this study
provides insights into how the concept engagement with language can be understood
from the perspective of SFL and how learners’ engagement with language during their
oral discussions can be systematically described using analytical tools offered by SFL.
This nuanced understanding and systematic description of learners’ engagement with
language during their conversational interactions will be useful for researchers who are
interested in conducting studies examining how learners use the target language to
communicate during oral peer interaction in their own language teaching and learning
contexts.
Pedagogically, the findings of this study will raise awareness of teachers, researchers and
students about the importance of learners’ engagement with language in peer interaction
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in particular, and in interaction in general. In order to assist students in learning language
through oral discussions, teachers need to understand how their students actually
communicate using the target language in their own teaching context. The implications
drawn from this study will be useful for teachers not only in this context but also in similar
contexts with respect to task design and assistance provided for learners on how to
participate effectively in group work interaction, which in turn is hoped to result in better
learning outcomes. This will contribute to the improvement of the quality of language
teaching and learning during oral peer interaction. In addition, this study will encourage
researchers such as myself to undertake further research in exploring dialogue among
learners in different contexts with learners of different proficiency levels. The knowledge
gained from future research will enable teachers to better prepare students for oral
discussions and help them benefit most from this potential learning context.

1.8. Overview of the thesis
This study comprises eight chapters. This chapter introduces and provides the most
general view of the study. Chapter Two reviews the literature on interaction research,
focusing on the role of interaction in second language teaching and learning and aspects
of interaction being researched so far, with special reference to peer interaction. It then
locates the focus of the current study – language learners’ engagement with language –
in the literature. It also reviews the literature on student engagement in education, as well
as discusses the concept of engagement with language. Chapter Three presents a detailed
discussion of the theoretical lens used in the study. It discusses the affordances of SFL in
the study, including the analytical tools offered by SFL in the description of learners’
engagement with language during oral interaction. Chapter Four provides a detailed
account of the research methodology used in the study. It discusses the research approach
chosen, data collection process and data analysis. Chapter Five presents the findings in
relation to how learners co-construct the organizational structure of their group oral
interaction and how learners used language to make meanings of their experiences.
Chapter Six continues to present the findings concerning learners’ language use when
enacting their roles and interaction behaviour. This chapter details learners’ interaction
patterns through linguistic analysis. Chapter Seven presents the findings concerning
learners’ attitudes construed through their lexical choices. It also provides insights into
the learners’ perceptions of their engagement with language as well as the factors that
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hinder/facilitate such engagement. The final chapter, Chapter Eight, discusses the key
findings with regards to the underpinning theoretical lens and the research questions. It
also presents the reconceptualization of the construct engagement with language in peer
interaction. It then draws out some implications and suggests further research possibilities
before making the final conclusion of the study.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, interaction plays an important role in second
language (L2) learning and teaching. In many L2 teaching and learning contexts, the
majority of opportunities for L2 learners to engage in communicative discussions occur
with other peers (Adams, Nuevo, & Egi, 2011). A recent review of peer interaction
studies by (K. I. Kang, 2015) shows that peer interaction benefits L2 learners by “creating
opportunities to produce and modify output, receive feedback, and engage in
collaborative dialogue”. This chapter discusses the importance of interaction in more
detail and considers aspects of interaction which have been researched, with a focus on
learner-learner interaction. The examination of this body of literature leads to the focus
of this study, which sets out to examine a number of aspects of peer talk under the concept
engagement with language. The first section of the chapter focuses on interaction research
in L2 teaching and learning, highlighting the recognized benefits of conversational
interaction and its common aspects in L2 learning contexts. This section reveals the gap
in the literature which this study aims to address. The second part of the chapter discusses
literature on the concept of student engagement in education in general, and introduces
the concept of engagement with language in the field of second language learning. Then
the focus of the study, the useful approach for understanding the concept of engagement
with language and the description of its different dimensions, will be presented.

2.2. Interaction in second language teaching and learning
Interaction in L2 teaching and learning1 has attracted increasing research interest over the
last several decades. Its origins can be traced back to the 1970s, when researchers became
interested in the ways native speakers simplified their speech for learners to understand
– foreigner talk (e.g., Ferguson, 1971, 1975). From the mid 1970s, researchers began to

1

second language acquisition and second language learning are used in this study to refer to the same phenomenon.
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credit more importance to the role of dialogue in language learning. For example,
Wagner‐Gough and Hatch (1975, p. 307) argued that researchers needed to investigate
“the relationship between language and communication if we are looking for explanations
of the learning process”, and Hatch (1978, p. 404) claimed interaction as the site for L2
learning, that “one learns how to do conversation, one learns how to interact verbally, and
out of this interaction syntactic structures are developed”. As will be discussed below, L2
interaction has often been examined from either an interactionist or socio-cultural
perspective.

2.2.1. Interaction from interactionist approaches
The interactionist approach, also called the interaction approach (Gass & Mackey, 2007;
Mackey et al., 2012), was formed based on hypotheses on input, interaction and output.
The above-mentioned interest in the ways native speakers modified their talk to make it
more comprehensible for learners shows the important role of input and
comprehensibility in learning a language. The Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1980, 1985)
claims that comprehensible input is necessary and sufficient for L2 development. Krashen
(1980) defined ‘comprehensible input’ as that which is heard/read and that contains
structures which are slightly ahead of the learner’s current knowledge. Although
criticized for the vagueness of the term ‘comprehensible input’ and the lack of empirical
evidence, the Input Hypothesis has made a significant impact on the exploration of the
relationships between input and acquisition, and has proved to be appealing to teachers
and researchers including Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Paninos, and Linnell (1996), Porter
(1986) and Gass and Varonis (1985a).
As one of the researchers influenced by the Input Hypothesis, Long responded by
proposing a central place for the role of dialogue in his early versions of Interaction
Hypothesis (Long, 1981, 1983a, 1983b) . While acknowledging the important role of
comprehensible input, Long shifted attention to a more interactive aspect of L2 discourse,
such as conversations between native speakers and learners (Mitchell, Marsden, & Myles,
2013). Long’s early research (e.g., Long, 1981; Long, 1983b), which examined
conversations between native speakers and non-native speakers, showed that native
speakers did not only modify their speech to non-native speakers, but also employed a
number of negotiation strategies to prevent the communication from breaking down.
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These strategies included clarification requests, confirmation checks, comprehension
checks and repetitions. It was claimed by Long that input is made comprehensible and
possible during interaction through “self and other repetitions, expansions, confirmation
checks, clarification requests and comprehension checks” (Long, 1983b, p. 183); and both
comprehensible input and interaction are essential for language learning to take place.
Long’s early Interaction Hypothesis led to a strand of research which focused on the
comprehension of input and negotiation strategies of learners during their oral
conversations (e.g., Gass & Selinker, 1994; Gass & Varonis, 1985a, 1985b; Pica, 1987,
1991, 1992; Pica & Doughty, 1985; Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987). These studies
confirmed the facilitative role of dialogue in L2 acquisition. For example, evidence from
a number of studies showed that negotiation of meaning during interaction led to greater
success in oral problem-solving tasks, and it had effects on both immediate and
subsequent task performance (e.g., Gass & Varonis, 1994; Pica et al., 1987).
In response to Krashen’s work, Swain argued that comprehensible input alone might not
be sufficient for learning to take place, and that what mattered was that the learner be
pushed to produce output. This was generally known as Swain’s Output Hypothesis
(Swain, 1985, 1995). Her claim came from her study of learners studying French as a
second language in immersion language programs. According to Swain, learners need
opportunities to develop their production skills to make their speech comprehensible to
other interlocutors. During the process of making their speech more comprehensible,
learners might receive additional input from their interlocutors and incorporate this into
their production (Swain, 1985) or they might reflect on their own output and modify it to
enhance comprehensibility, appropriateness and accuracy of their speech (Swain, 1993).
As a result, they would learn from this process. Swain’s Output Hypothesis also led to
continuing research on the production of modified output (e.g., Gass & Varonis, 1994;
Pica, 1992; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, & Morgenthaler, 1989; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, &
Newman, 1991; Sato & Lyster, 2007; Shehadeh, 2003; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). Through
these studies, the recognition of the role of interaction as vital for the modification of
output, and making it comprehensible, was broadly accepted.
Swain’s Output Hypothesis and studies on output prompted Long to revise the Interaction
Hypothesis which included interaction, input, and output in a meaningful way. That is,
during the discussion, learners’ negotiation for meaning facilitates acquisition because it
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“connects input, internal learner capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in
productive ways” (Long, 1996, pp. 451-452). It is also claimed by Long (1996) that
meaningful interaction is an essential condition for learners to acquire their L2
communicative competence. Long’s revised Interaction Hypothesis was the basis of the
interactionist approach. This perspective posits that when learners experience some kind
of communication breakdown during their interaction, interactional feedback would be
provided (Gass & Mackey, 2007). During their conversation, if a learner has difficulty
understanding his/her interlocutor or making himself/herself understood, they tend to
employ such strategies as clarification requests, confirmation checks, repetitions or
recasts to resolve the problem (Mackey et al., 2012). As a result, necessary modifications
of speech are made and comprehensibility is achieved, thus facilitating the language
learning process. Since its formation, the “interactionist approach remains a very active
strand of research, with mounting evidence concerning particular ways in which
interaction can promote second language learning” (Mitchell et al., 2013, p. 161).
Therefore, during group discussions in this study, it is anticipated that learners will
employ various feedback strategies to negotiate for meaning in order to complete the
learning task.

2.2.1.1. Aspects of dialogue from interactionist perspectives
Interactional feedback has been a focus of research within interactionist perspectives.
Positive results have been found about the facilitative role of interactional feedback on
L2 learning (e.g., Iwashita, 2003; Leeman, 2003; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Mackey & Silver,
2005; McDonough, 2007; McDonough & Mackey, 2006; Oliver & Mackey, 2003; Polio
et al., 2006; Sato & Lyster, 2012). Leeman (2003), for example, investigated the use of
recasts in conversations between the researcher and L2 Spanish learners, and suggested
that recasts “can lead to greater development by highlighting specific forms in the input”
(Leeman, 2003, p. 57). There have been a number of studies showing positive evidence
of interactional feedback on the development of different aspects of L2 such as the
production of questions (e.g., Mackey, 1999; Mackey & Silver, 2005; McDonough, 2005;
Philp, 2003), past tense forms (Ellis, Loewen, & Erlam, 2006); English adverbs (Long,
Inagaki, & Ortega, 1998); Japanese morphology (Ishida, 2004; Iwashita, 2003); English
articles (Muranoi, 2000); pragmatics in English language learning (Soler, 2002); and
vocabulary (De La Fuente, 2002; Ellis & He, 1999). So far, a considerable number of
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experimental studies have been conducted in the laboratory context, in which researchers
can manipulate certain aspects of interaction, such as specific types of interactional
feedback for in-depth investigation. However, teachers are warned about applying the
findings from such laboratory research in their classroom teaching (Foster, 1998; Gass,
Mackey, & Ross-Feldman, 2005). This is due to the fact that what happens in the
authentic classroom may not be the same as what can be found in the laboratory studies.
One aspect of interaction related to interactional feedback is the notion of negotiation
which is often referred to as negotiation of meaning and negotiation of form (Nassaji,
2015). Negotiation of meaning refers to the exchanges among learners which focus on
meaning of the messages conveyed by learners. During the conversation “when a listener
signals to a speaker that the speaker’s message is not clear, and listener and speaker work
interactively to resolve this impasse” (Pica, 1992, p. 200). Negotiation of form refers to
exchanges that deliberately draw learners’ attention to their linguistic problems. In the
negotiation of meaning, the message may be unclear to listeners, but in the negotiation of
form the message is often clear and the listener intends to alert the speaker to their
linguistic problems (Ellis, Basturkmen, & Loewen, 2001). In addition to the negotiation
of meaning and negotiation of form, Rulon and McCreary (1986) created a term
‘negotiation of content’ to refer to the negotiation that arises when problems with content
knowledge occur. Basically, this negotiation also has similar sequences as the negotiation
of meaning; however, the focus in on the content idea of the interaction rather than just
on language used to convey messages. All these three types of negotiation are beneficial
for language learners as they are provided with opportunities to gain comprehensibility
and modify their speech through negotiation exchanges (Ellis, 2003). As students in this
study are taking a language and content integrated course, it is likely that these three
forms of negotiation will occur during their classroom group discussion. Although
interactional feedback is not the focus of the current study, feedback is evident in different
aspects of engagement with language during the process of learners’ negotiation over
tasks. Indeed, when students work in small groups carrying out a discussion, they
communicate with one another, exchanging ideas, providing feedback of different types,
thus learning more about the target language.
In addition to the provision of interactional feedback, learners’ attention to language form
has also been the focus of much interaction-oriented research in L2 learning. Although
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there was considerable controversy regarding the operationalizing and measuring of
attention in language learning, there is a growing consensus on the facilitative role of
attention to language form in L2 learning (Norris & Ortega, 2000). For example, studies
investigating the link between the attention paid to language features in interactional
feedback and subsequent learning have revealed positive results (e.g., Bao, Egi, & Han,
2011; Izumi, 2002; Mackey, 2006; Mackey et al., 2002; Nabei & Swain, 2002). There
have been a number of methods identified to measure learners’ attention to the target
language, but one typical method for oral interaction studies is self-reports through
stimulated recalls (i.e., learners’ recall of their attention using audio-visual recording of
their conversations) (e.g., Gass & Mackey, 2000; Mackey, 2006; Mackey, Gass, &
McDonough, 2000). Mackey et al. (2000) investigated learners’ attention to the target
language by looking at their perceptions of oral feedback, and found that learners focused
their attention on lexis, semantics and phonology rather than morphosyntax. This study
will not only look at the features of the English language which learners paid attention to,
but also the focus of their language use as a medium of communication or an object of
study.
Besides this method, an increasingly popular method for measuring the attention paid by
learners to language features is Swain and Lapkin’s language related episodes (e.g.,
Braidi, 2002; Iwashita, 2003; Mackey & Philp, 1998; McDonough, 2005; Philp, 2003;
Philp, Walter, & Basturkmen, 2010; Swain & Lapkin, 1995, 1998, 2002; Williams, 1999,
2001). Rather than capturing learners’ attentional focus on different parts of language
through their self-reports, this method examined their language use to find out this focus.
Williams (2001), for example, used LREs to investigate students’ spontaneous attention
to form in four classrooms, with two students in one and a different teacher for each class
as the participants, examining the effectiveness of such attention to forms on students’
subsequent tests. She found a strong connection between students’ attention to forms and
their subsequent production. She also found that this connection was affected by learners’
proficiency levels. She suggested that “higher proficiency learners were more likely to
benefit from the information provided during the LREs than the lower proficiency
learners” (p. 336) regardless of whether the focus of the LRE was lexical or grammatical,
and whether the LRE was initiated by a learner or a teacher. Learners’ attention to the
target language is also an important element of group discussion in this study, that is,
whether learners use the target language as a medium of communication (i.e.,
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communicating content ideas) or an object of study (i.e., explicitly discussing language
use). Although LREs provide specific evidence of learners’ use of the target language,
they cannot uncover how learners use the target language to communicate their ideas –
an important aspect of engagement with language. Instead of using learners’ self-reports
or LREs, this study will draw on the linguistic tools offered by systemic functional
linguistics to investigate the attentional focus of learners during group work discussions.
The tools enable a number of interaction aspects, including learners’ focus of their
attention on language use, to be examined. Detailed discussion of the tools offered by
SFL will be provided in Chapter 3 and 4.

2.2.1.2. Learner-learner interaction
Research from an interactionist perspective has investigated conversations between
native speakers and non-native speakers, between teachers and learners, and among
learners. Such meta-analyses conducted by Keck, Iberri-Shea, Tracy-Ventura, and WaMbaleka (2006), Russell and Spada (2006), Mackey and Goo (2007), and S. Li (2010)
have provided insights into the facilitative role of interaction on learners’ L2 learning.
However, recent reviews of the literature on interaction have shown that there has been
more interest in investigating dialogues between the teacher/native speaker and the
learner than in examining dialogues among learners (Philp et al., 2014; Sato & Ballinger,
2016). This has led to calls for more research on peer talk. Compared to other contexts of
interaction, peer work has been claimed to offer more opportunities for communication
due to the equal status of the interactants and a more relaxed atmosphere (Léger & Storch,
2009; Sullivan, 2000; Varonis & Gass, 1985). Indeed, research on learner-learner
interaction may be more relevant to classroom language learning contexts than research
on conversations between native speakers and learners (Bowles & Adams, 2015). This
study, therefore, sets out to explore peer interaction occurring in the classroom context.
With regards to its benefits for language development, peer interaction has been found to
outweigh the interaction between the teacher and the learner, and even of that between
the native speaker and the learner in certain aspects. Research shows that students
performed better when working in small groups than in a teacher-fronted classroom in
terms of both quantity and quality of language produced (Doughty & Pica, 1986; Long,
Adams, McLean, & Castanos, 1976), and that a more significant amount of negotiation
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of content was evident in a small group discussion than in a teacher-led discussion (Rulon
& McCreary, 1986). Comparing interaction between the learner and the native speaker,
with peer interaction, peer interaction language learners were found to provide more
elicitation of feedback than native speakers (Sato & Lyster, 2007), to give their peers
more opportunities to incorporate feedback than native speakers (Bruton & Samuda,
1980; Mackey, Oliver, & Leeman, 2003); and they modified their utterances more often
while interacting with other learners than with native speakers (Fernández Dobao, 2012;
McDonough, 2004). In addition, peer interaction language learners tend to pay their
attention to language features of the target language more often than when they interact
with the teacher or the native speaker (Sato & Ballinger, 2016). This is because learners
may feel more comfortable when working with other peers and they have more time to
try out their language use (Sato, 2007; Sato & Lyster, 2007). As such, learner-learner
interaction is a useful L2 learning context that complements teacher-learner interaction.
To date, a growing body of research has focused on examining the relationship between
peer interaction and L2 learning, and has often produced positive results (Adams, 2007;
Mackey, 2006; McDonough, 2004; Philp & Iwashita, 2013; Sato & Lyster, 2007, 2012;
Toth, 2008). For example, the findings of Philp and Iwashita (2013) show that practising
using language during peer interaction benefits the learning process. This is because when
learners actively participate in the conversation, they tend to pay more attention to form
and meaning connections, and try to use the target language to express their ideas. This
affords opportunities for learners to test out and modify their erroneous utterances. Adams
(2007) also shows evidence of the learning of L2 forms as a result of feedback provided
by learners in the post-tests, based on the feedback of learners.
International feedback has been one of the major foci of peer talk research based on the
interactionist approaches and the negotiation for meaning associated with interactional
feedback among language learners. This body of research has focused more on lexical
issues than on grammatical forms (Fujii & Mackey, 2009; García Mayo & Pica, 2000;
Toth, 2008; Williams, 1999). Philp, Adams, and Iwashita’s (2014) review of research
using language related episodes in the examination of the focus of interaction feedback
provided by learners during peer talk, also shows that learners paid attention to a wide
range of forms; however, lexis tends to receive more attention than grammar, mechanics
and most other aspects. For example, Philp et al. (2010) used LREs to investigate
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undergraduate students’ attention to form in a foreign language context, and found that
the focus of these episodes was placed on lexis rather than grammatical or phonological
features. This present study also aims to examine learners’ attentional focus on language
features during their negotiation for meaning, which then reflects their use of language to
communicate content ideas or discuss the different aspects of the target language.
In short, peer talk has the potential for much language learning to take place. It has been
suggested by Philp et al. (2014, p. 202) that peer interaction provides “a vital context for
learning” and “complements the roles played by the teacher” in a language classroom.
Peer talk is a context for language learners in which learners can be supported to move
from merely possessing knowledge of the target language and formulaic language, to
actual use of that language to communicate in varied situations. This study, with its
interest in classroom peer interaction, will continue the research line described above,
with a focus on the investigation of how learners use the target language to interact with
one another in the completion of the learning task.

2.2.2. Peer interaction from sociocultural perspectives
Complementary to cognitively oriented interaction research are studies based on sociocultural approaches. While the interactionist perspectives focus on how individual
learners learn a language through making input and output more comprehensible during
interaction, sociocultural perspectives emphasize interaction itself as the learning
process, in which the nature of learning is social rather than individual, and language
serves as a mediating tool to jointly construct meaning (Mitchell et al., 2013).
Sociocultural theory, which originated from the works of Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1987,
1978), has been applied in the field of L2 teaching and learning by Lantolf and others
(e.g., Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Donato, 2000; Dunn & Lantolf, 1998; Lantolf, 2000a,
2006; Lantolf, 2000b; Lantolf & Appel, 1994; Lantolf & Beckett, 2009; Swain, 2000;
Thorne, 1999; Wells, 1999). Two central concepts of sociocultural theory are the Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD) and scaffolding. The concept of ZDP describes child
language development through child-adult interaction, and it has currently been
extensively used in many academic fields and professional areas. In educational research,
the concept of the ZPD has been widely used in studies on teaching and learning in
subject-matter areas including reading, writing, mathematics, science and L2 learning
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(Chaiklin, 2003). The ZPD is now considered a potential learning opportunity for all
learners (Wells, 1998), as learners are deemed able to assist one another in language
development (Sato & Ballinger, 2012; Van Lier, 1996, 2004).
In L2 learning, the teacher or the other learner offers assistance (scaffolding) to a
language learner in solving a problem or performing a new task, which otherwise cannot
be completed by this learner alone (Antón, 1999; Rogoff & Gardner, 1984). In contrast
to teacher-scaffolding, scaffolding among learners in language learning has been named
in the literature as ‘collective scaffolding’ (Donato, 1994) and ‘collaborative dialogue’
(Swain, 2000; Swain & Lapkin, 1998, 2002). In collaborative dialogue, learners support
one another in solving linguistic problems and/or co-construct language or knowledge
about language. This has been demonstrated by empirical studies on collaborative
learning such as those of Donato (1994), Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994), Ohta (1995), Ohta
(2001), Foster and Ohta (2005), Nassaji and Swain (2000), and Swain and Lapkin (1998).
Donato’s (1994) study, which demonstrates collaboration among learners during
classroom group work, has stressed the role of the assistance among learners during nonstructured tasks in problem-solving:
“the critical point is that when students have the opportunities to help each other
during non-structured tasks and on the basis of internal goals for activity, they
are observed to create a context of shared understanding in which the negotiation
of language and meaning co-occur”. (p. 43)
During peer interaction, not only less proficient learners can benefit, but more capable
learners can as well. Through explaining difficult tasks to a less proficient learner, a more
capable learner must clarify their ideas by using suitable language; thus improving their
language ability (Van Lier, 2004; Watanabe & Swain, 2007). Empirical evidence also
shows that less proficient learners can support more proficient learners (Seo & Kim,
2011; Storch & Aldosari, 2013). Currently, Vygotskian’s “expert” and “novice” terms
have now been interpreted in a more flexible way; that is, they can be alternated between
learners as claimed by Storch (2002). Swain et al. (2002) concluded from their review of
peer collaborative studies that peer collaborative dialogue has a positive impact on L2
learning. Wu (2009) found that learners actively provided assistance for one another
during peer talks, and this resulted in considerable production of the target language.
Shima (2008) also found that both more proficient learners and less proficient learners
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receive benefits from peer assistance, and confirms the claim on the changeable nature of
the expert and the novice made by Storch (2002). The current study adds to the studies
described above by examining how learners support one another during the discussion
regarding both language use and content ideas, building under the concept of engagement
with language.
In studies adopting a sociocultural lens, the collaborative support and the co-construction
of language knowledge have often been examined through language related episodes
(e.g., Fortune, 2005; Gánem Gutiérrez, 2008; Kim, 2008; Swain & Lapkin, 1998;
Watanabe & Swain, 2007). For example, Gánem Gutiérrez (2008) used LREs to examine
how intermediate Spanish language learners collaborated in the completion of their
learning tasks, and found evidence of co-construction of language knowledge by the
learners. As such, LREs have been used in peer interaction studies not only to investigate
learners’ attention paid to language features, but also the collaborative support among
learners and the co-construction of language knowledge of the learner. The current study
contributes to this line of research into collaborative support among learners; however, it
aims to provide a detailed account of how learners employ language to provide
collaborative support for one another based on a different perspective – the systemic
functional linguistics. Further discussions of this theoretical lens will be provided in the
following chapters.
Nevertheless, participation of learners during peer talk is not equal, and not all peer
groups work collaboratively (Storch, 1998, 2001, 2002). Storch (2002) examined the
nature of pair talk in an adult ESL2 classroom and identified four patterns of dyadic
interaction. These four pair interaction patterns include collaborative, expert/novice,
dominant/dominant, and dominant/passive. The labels used to name these patterns predict
the roles and relationship between learners based on equality and mutuality between
learners (Storch, 2002). Equality refers to authority over the activity and mutuality refers
to the level of engagement with each other’s contribution. Storch (2002) found that the
first two patterns, which had high degrees of equality and mutuality (i.e., collaborative,
expert/novice) created more favourable conditions for problem solving and exchange of
ideas than the other two patterns (i.e., dominant/dominant, and dominant/passive), and

2

ESL means English as a second language.
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she claimed that collaborative oriented pairs are more likely to learn than noncollaborative oriented ones. Storch’s claim was later supported by the findings from a
number of studies such as those by Watanabe and Swain (2007), M. Li and Zhu (2013),
and Edstrom (2015). Watanabe and Swain (2007) adopted Storch’s (2002) pattern of pair
interaction and Swain and Lapkin’s (1998) LREs in the investigation of the effects of
ESL learners’ interaction patterns, and their proficiency differences, on their English
language learning. They found that the patterns of pair interaction significantly influenced
the frequency of LREs of learners and their post-test performance, and that “the pairs
with a collaborative orientation (collaborative and expert/novice) produced more LREs
than

the

pairs

with

a

non-collaborative

orientation

(dominant/passive

and

expert/passive)” (Watanabe & Swain, 2007, p. 137). These studies have proved the
importance of collaboration among learners in their language learning.
The literature has identified two typical types of learning regarding learners working
together; that is, collaborative learning and co-operative learning (Oxford, 1997). Oxford
(1997) distinguished collaborative learning from co-operative learning by emphasizing
the former as the assistance among learners and the latter as learners working together
towards the common goal. In collaborative activities, learners rely on one another to
complete the learning task (Philp et al., 2014), which makes collaborative learning a part
of co-operative learning, as this feature is one of the typical characteristics of co-operative
learning identified by Oxford (1997) and Johnson and Johnson (2008). In the current
research literature, these two terms are sometimes used interchangeably (McCaffetty,
Jacobs, & DaSilva Iddings, 2006; Philp et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the level of mutuality
of learners found is not the same for collaborative learning and co-operative learning.
Therefore, group work activities among learners should contain both these features for
successful completion of the learning tasks. This current study also aims to examine how
learners provide one another with assistance in the completion of the group discussion
task.

2.2.3. Affective dimension of peer interaction
Previous sections of this chapter have discussed a variety of aspects of peer talk including
the provision of interactional feedback, learners’ attention to the target language, output
modifications, and collaboration among learners. The affective dimension of peer talk is
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also an important aspect as affective values can influence learners’ learning, especially
the motivation to maintain the talk (Philp et al., 2014). The literature has documented a
variety of affective variables documented in the L2 learning literature such as emotions
(Bown & White, 2010; Imai, 2010), motivation (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993; Shoaib &
Zoltan, 2004), attitudes (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993), learning anxiety (Horwitz,
Horwitz, & Cope, 1986; Hurd, 2007), beliefs (Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993; Hurd, 2006),
and personality factors (Dewaele, 2005; Hurd, 2006). Among these factors, attitudes and
motivation have been the central foci of research for several decades. Both attitude and
motivation are closely related and attitude is even regarded by Gardner (1985) as one
component of motivation. Nevertheless, most studies investigating these factors deal
with language learners in general, not with language learners during peer interaction
specifically. For example, the attitudes of learners towards the language being learnt has
been extensively researched (e,g., Bui & Intaraprasert, 2013; Haswell, 2014) and
motivation has been considered to play a crucial role in language learning (Dornyei, 2005;
Gardner & Lambert, 1972; Spolsky, 2000).
Considering the role of motivation, Gardner and Lambert (1972) have suggested that
independently of their language aptitude, highly motivated students with positive
attitudes towards the target language are likely to do well in language learning. To date,
both motivation and de-motivation have been investigated to find out their influences on
second and foreign language learners in various learning contexts (e.g., Hassaskhah,
Mahdavi Zafarghandi, & Fazeli, 2015; Maniraho, 2013; Trang & Baldauf, 2007). One of
the recent foci of motivation has been on group work in classrooms investigating whether
group work influences individual learner’s motivation in language learning. This is
because, in a modern language classroom, a considerable number of learning activities
take place in groups (Chang, 2010). In a study of how ‘group cohesiveness’ and ‘group
norms’ (terms created by Dörney & Murphey, 2003) influence EFL learners’ motivation,
Chang (2010) found that group work has an important role in learners’ language learning
as learners’ motivation was strongly influenced by other members of the groups. Learners
were positively influenced by those learners who were co-operative and supportive.
When learners enjoyed working together in groups, they often displayed a “collective
orientation to problem solving” (Donato, 1994, p. 40). The current study does not aim to
examine learners’ motivation; rather it investigates their attitudes towards other
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interlocutors and towards the learning task. Both of these factors are believed to influence
their group discussion.
Learners’ attitudes are believed to influence learners’ willingness to communicate, which
has been considered as an important predictor of language learners’ participation in
communication and learning. L2 communication has been claimed by MacIntyre and his
associates to greatly depend on learners’ willingness to use the target language to
communicate (MacIntyre et al., 1998). Much research has been conducted on the
willingness to communicate, most of which focuses on a wide range of factors believed
to affect the willingness to communicate (e.g., Hashimoto, 2002; S. J. Kang, 2005;
Yashima, 2002; Yashima, Zenuk-Nishide, & Shimizu, 2004; Yu, 2009). However,
studies have often assessed willingness to communicate by measuring the initiation of
discussions or the frequency of communicative behaviour, rather than by looking at how
learners actually use the language to communicate. One notable exception is Suksawas’
(2011) study. Recently, Suksawas (2011) re-conceptualized willingness to communicate
to include learners’ actual language use in their interaction in an EFL context, drawing
on both sociocultural theory and SFL theory. The evidence for learners’ willingness to
communicate was that learners worked co-operatively using language to provide support
for each other both in terms of encouragement and text construction.
Willingness to communicate has been considered as one aspect of learners’ engagement
with language by Svalberg (2009). In her conceptualization, this willingness to
communicate refers to learners’ positive orientation towards the language, the
interlocutor and what is presented through language. Findings from Cao and Philp (2006)
also indicated that interlocutors had a major influence on learners’ willingness to
communicate, so the examination of learners’ attitudes towards other interlocutors is
important in interaction studies. Besides the use of self-report measures of learners’
perceptions of their attitudes towards other interlocutors, these attitudes have been
linguistically depicted through a number of studies including those by Eggins and Slade
(1997), Jones (2005), and Suksawas (2011). These studies draw on SFL as an analytical
toolkit to investigate this aspect and provide interesting results. For example, Suksawas
(2011) found that learners displayed positive attitudes towards the task and other
interlocutors, and that they actively involved others in group discussions through their
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linguistic choices. The current study similarly draws on SFL as an analytical framework
to investigate learners’ attitudes towards other interlocutors and toward the learning task.

2.2.4. Group work interaction tasks
Task-based language teaching, which has been considered as “an offshoot of CLT 3”
(Kumaravadivelu, 2006, p. 66), has had considerable influence on English language
teaching in most EFL classrooms in Vietnam and elsewhere. It is argued by Willis (1996)
that tasks form an important basis for an EFL syllabus. However, there has been no
consensus on the definition of a task. For example, a task is described by Willis (1996)
as an activity in which learners use the target language for a communicative purpose to
achieve an outcome. Ellis (2003) defined a task as a work plan with a clearly defined
communicative outcome which involves a primary focus on meaning, real-world
processes of language use, any of the four skills, and which requires learners to select,
classify, and evaluate information to carry out the task. Samuda and Bygate (2008, p. 69)
view a task as an ‘holistic’ activity (i.e., involving the learner in dealing with different
sub-areas of language – phonology, grammar, vocabulary and discourse) which “engages
language use in order to achieve some non-linguistic outcome while meeting a linguistic
challenge, with the overall aim of promoting language learning, through process or
product or both”. Other ways of defining a task can found in the literature including those
definitions by Bygate, Skehan, and Swain (2001), Lee (2000) and Nunan (2006). Despite
the differences in the operationalization of a task, it is evident that the objective of the
task is to achieve a learning outcome using the target language. It is claimed that tasks
provide a context for negotiations of different types to take place, thus resulting in
language learning.
The literature has documented a variety of oral tasks that have been widely used in both
teaching and research, such as information-gap tasks (e.g., Doughty & Pica, 1986) and
problem-solving tasks (Donato, 1994; Long & Porter, 1985). Learners have been found
to focus their attention on language in specially designed form-focused tasks (Eckerth,
2009; Gánem Gutiérrez, 2008; Swain, 2001). However, if learners spontaneously pay
attention to form during their discussions, their learning opportunities will be maximized
3

CLT means communicative language teaching, which aims to develop learners’ communicative competence, has been widely
adopted in language teaching worldwide and particularly in the Asia-Pacific region (Butler, 2011).
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(Sato & Ballinger, 2012). Therefore, tasks with no special design for form focus are
chosen as the focus of this study. Further discussion of task characteristics is given in the
following section.
One broad dimension of tasks identified in language teaching and learning literature is
the open/closed distinction (Ellis, 2003). Closed tasks are those that require students to
work out one correct solution, whereas open tasks include those without predetermined
outcomes, where learners are free to choose the solution. Examples of open tasks are
opinion gap tasks, general discussion tasks, choice making tasks and debates. Open tasks
can promote greater interaction among students (Ellis, 2003), thus providing a richer data
source for linguistic analysis than closed tasks. One key feature of open tasks identified
by Kahn (2012) is that learners pay attention spontaneously to lexical, grammatical and
discourse structures of the target language. Therefore, open tasks enable the collection of
rich, naturally occurring, classroom data for research. Among the open tasks being used
in oral classroom interaction is the discussion task that has been examined in a number
of studies (e.g., Mihye, 2014; Nakahama, Tyler, & Van Lier, 2001; Ryoo, 2010).
Nakahama et al. (2001) examined the dialogues between native speakers and non-native
speakers through two types of tasks: a two-way information gap task and a relatively
unstructured conversational task. They found that conversational tasks promoted a greater
amount of negotiation as defined by Long (1981), Long (1983a), Varonis and Gass
(1985), and provided learners with opportunities to produce a larger range of language
use than information gap tasks. These findings, according to Nakahama et al. (2001),
contrast with the claims of other researchers that conversational interactions do not
provide learners with as much opportunity for negotiation as more highly structured
interactions such as information gap tasks. With the employment of group discussion
tasks, this study aims to gain rich interaction data among learners, thus enabling a detailed
picture of how learners use language to communicate during their conversational
interactions.
Small group discussions have recently become one popular type of classroom research
task (Chappell, 2014a; Mihye, 2014; Nakahama et al., 2001; Ryoo, 2010). Chappell
(2014a) developed a taxonomy of classroom talk tasks, based on his own research and
that of other scholars, which includes ‘discussion’ as one type of classroom talk. He also
acknowledges that there has been extensive use of discussion activities in communicative
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language teaching classrooms. Discussion activities are defined as “the exchange of ideas
with a view to sharing information and solving problems” (Chappell, 2014a, p. 4). These
activities are often carried out in small groups of learners and the teacher takes a
facilitative role without directly interfering with the talk among students. During the
group discussion, learners not only state their ideas or opinions; they also explain or
justify their opinions, and clarify points of the discussion. Discussion tasks are also
considered as ‘opinion-exchange tasks’ as they both allow a number of outcomes related
to the topic (Ellis, 2003).
A recent study by Mihye (2014) investigated the task preferences among foreign language
university students who studying English. During the semester of study, learners
participated in three different speaking group tasks: discussion tasks (i.e., learners
discussed different topics in small groups for 20 minutes), information exchange tasks
(i.e., learners exchanged information through questions and answers about the given
information) and summary tasks (i.e., learners conducted a summary about the given
topic). The findings show that learners mostly preferred discussion tasks in which they
were found to try to express their opinions, and that their language complexity level for
discussion task was found to be higher than that of the other two activities. As discussion
tasks could provide learners with greater opportunities for language learning (Ellis, 2003),
this type of task is the perfect choice for the current study on peer interaction.

2.2.5. Group-work in L2 classroom: benefits and problems
Not only do types of tasks matter in learner-learner interaction, but whether the tasks are
carried out in pairs or small groups also matters. Research in peer talk from both
interactionist and sociocultural approaches have documented a considerable number of
studies; however, most of them focused on dyads (Edstrom, 2015). In real life situations,
especially in work places, working in small groups or teamwork is much popular than
pair work. Indeed, the advantages of group work have been recognized for a very long
time (e.g., Ho, 2011; Jordan, 1978, 1990; Long & Porter, 1985; Pica & Doughty, 1985;
Ur, 1981). The advantages of group work have long been identified as increased
participation for all learners (Jordan, 1990; Pica & Doughty, 1985; Ur, 1981); and
increased motivation and greater language use (Jordan, 1978). Long and Porter (1985)
documented five potential pedagogical benefits of group work including:
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a) Increased opportunities for learners to practice language.
b) Increased quality of learner talk (i.e., learners focusing creatively and
spontaneously on both meaning and form of language).
c) Individualized instruction in classes at their own pace.
d) Creation of a positive affective climate (i.e. learning atmosphere is more relaxed
than teacher-learner interaction and learners can free themselves from the pressure
for “accuracy at all costs” (p. 212).
e) More opportunities for promoting learner motivation.
In addition, learners have been found to pay attention to the target language more often
when working in small groups than working in pairs (Fernández Dobao, 2012, 2014;
Lasito & Storch, 2013). This suggests that small groups may afford more L2 learning
opportunities for language learners than pair work. Group work activities have now
become a popular choice in Vietnamese language classes and elsewhere, where
communicative language teaching is dominant. As pointed out by Antón (1999), CLT
advocates small group work activities to maximize learners’ opportunities to
communicate in the target language. During their group work, learners can use the target
language to express themselves and to share their ideas and opinions, thus being
responsible for their own learning (Antón, 1999). In two recent studies of group work in
the Vietnamese context, Hoang (2013) and Truong and Storch (2007) found that
Vietnamese students collaborated extensively during group work activities toward the
completion of learning tasks. Hoang (2013) challenged the previous stereotypical views
that suggest Vietnamese and Asian students are not active participants in group work.
This study adds to this body of research by further examining how students use language
to engage with one another during group work activities.
Despite their benefits, group work activities have not been used without complaints.
Besides Jordan’s (1990) positive findings mentioned above, he reported some problems
with group work activities; that is, some learners appeared happy to receive assistance
from other peers without providing help for others in return. Another typical problem of
group work generally identified in the literature about learning is that learners tend to
agree with one another at the expense of the diversity of ideas available (Janis, 1972,
1982). In addition, the power relationships existing among members can negatively
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influence the group interaction (Johnson & Johnson, 2013; West, 2012). Hoang (2013)
reported one of the factors leading to the dissatisfaction among Vietnamese group
members when working together was that of hierarchical relationships; whereby, those
identifying themselves as more competent learners were disappointed if their contribution
was not valued as expected, and equally those identifying themselves as less competent
were displeased when they did not have much chance to contribute, or if their contribution
was de-valued. Pham (2010) also found that Vietnamese learners in her study had
negative attitudes towards mixed ability groups and preferred to work harmoniously with
friends. Students in her study reported that they nodded their heads even when they did
not really understand the points being discussed, and that they did not want to question
the opinions of others as a way to maintain the group’s harmony. This finding confirms
the claim made by Janis (1972, 1982) regarding the possible loss of diversity of ideas as
a result of group work.
Another way to understand peer talk in group work is through the typology of classroom
talk suggested by Mercer (2004). Mercer (2004) identifies three ways of talking in group
work activities, including disputational, cumulative and, exploratory. Disputational talk
features short exchanges such as “yes it is” or “no it’s not” in speakers’ efforts to express
their disagreement or decision. However, in this type of talk, speakers make no attempts
to offer constructive comments or suggestions. In cumulative talks, speakers build on
each other’s ideas uncritically and positively through repetitions, confirmations and
elaborations of ideas given in the talk. In exploratory talks, however, speakers engage
critically and constructively with each other’s ideas. In these talks, speakers may
challenge others’ ideas, provide explanation and offer alternative solutions. As a result,
opinions are sought and jointly-considered before the final decisions are made (Knight
and Mercer, 2015). Knight and Mercer (2015) found that successful group talk involving
information-seeking tasks featured most exploratory talks. This suggests that critical
engagement with ideas proposed by others may result in more quality work. In this study,
Mercer’s categorization of classroom talk will be drawn on to examine how learners
engage with each other during their group work activities.
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2.2.6. Summary
The discussion of the literature in section 2 has shown that different aspects of peer
interaction have often been investigated in separate studies, thus revealing a lack of
research that could capture the multiple interaction aspects at play during discussion
tasks. This study, therefore, is set up to fill this current gap. In particular, this study
continues the line of research investigating peer talk with a specific focus on how learners
actually use the English language to interact with others during small group discussion.
The study’s goals are to depict how learners use English to conduct negotiation for
meaning, display their attention paid to the target language, their collaborative support,
as well as their attitudes towards other learners and to the discussion. These various
aspects will be realized through a newly emerged concept of engagement with language,
which is discussed in the following section.

2.3. Engagement with language - a potential construct
Student engagement4, which is drawn from the field of educational psychology, often
refers to the students’ behaviour and their psychological connections with schooling or
institutionalized learning. The concept has become an important notion in educational
literature, and it has been extensively researched in varied contexts since it was first
introduced about 30 years ago. The important role of student engagement has been
highlighted by Christenson, Reschly, and Wylie (2012, p. 817) as it “drives learning ...
and can be achieved for all learners”. However, there has been little consensus on its
definition or its measurement (Philp & Duchesne, 2016; Reschly & Christenson, 2012).
This concept appears in the literature under a number of different terms including
engagement, engagement with school, school engagement, student engagement, and
student engagement with school. Nevertheless, even when the same terms are used,
researchers propose a range of definitions, which causes difficulty in making cross-study
comparisons (Fredricks et al., 2004). Similarly, in the field of language learning
engagement has been recognized as an ideal condition for learning, but the term has been
overused with little principled understanding (Philp & Duchesne, 2016) with the
exception of Svalberg (2009) who suggested a model of ‘engagement with language’.
4

This engagement is different from the “Engagement” in SFL – a sub-category of the Appraisal theory
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This model has been used by a few researchers including Baralt, Gurzynski-Weiss, and
Kim (2016) and Kearney and Ahn (2013).

2.3.1. Student engagement as a multidimensional construct
Acknowledging the existence of the variety of conceptualizations of engagement,
Appleton et al. (2008) called for the development of consensus on the operationalized
definition of the construct ‘student engagement’ as well as more reliable measures of this
construct. Their meta-analysis of the 19 existing studies suggests that engagement is a
multidimensional construct encompassing a range of dimensions. The most often
documented dimensions were behavioural and emotional or affective (e.g., Finn, 1989;
Marks, 2000; Willms, 2003). The third most common dimension found in the literature
is the cognitive (e.g., Fredricks et al., 2004; Jimerson, Campos, & Greif, 2003). Besides
these is a less common model of four dimensions including academic, behavioural,
cognitive, and psychological (Reschly & Christenson, 2006a, 2006b) (see Appleton et al.,
2008 for examples of descriptions of engagement).
The two subtypes of engagement (i.e., behavioural and emotional) identified by Finn
(1989) were developed based on his participation-identification model. His version of
engagement referred to student’s active participation and involvement in classroom and
school activities, as well as their sense of valuing and belonging to school. Examples of
positive behaviours include completing homework and following school rules, while
instances of emotional engagement include feelings towards teachers and school.
According to Finn’s model, the more students participate in school activities, the more
successful outcomes they achieve; thus leading to better identification with school.
The model encompassing three subtypes with the additional subtype of cognitive
engagement – suggested by Fredricks et al. (2004) and Jimerson et al. (2003) – was
consistent with Connell and Wellborn’s (1991) theoretical model of self-system
processes, featuring three fundamental psychological needs of autonomy, belonging and
competence. When these needs are met, engagement occurs in behavioural, affective and
cognitive levels. For example, their behavioural engagement incorporates doing school
activities and complying with rules; the affective aspect encompasses emotions and
values; and the cognitive dimension includes motivation, effort and strategy use.
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The four-component model developed by Reschly and Christenson (2006a, 2006b) was
based on both Finn’s model and that of Connell and Wellborn (i.e., cognitive,
behavioural, psychological, and academic). Their cognitive and behavioural components
are quite similar to those of Fredricks et al. (2004) and Jimerson et al. (2003), and their
psychological subtype is close to the emotional or affective subtype of Finn (1989),
Fredricks et al. (2004) and Jimerson et al. (2003). The additional subtype is academic
engagement which refers to such variables as time spent on tasks, credits gained during
schooling and homework completion.

This addition showed the continuity of the

research, especially research by those concerned with learners’ engagement with specific
tasks (e.g., Marks, 2000; Sinclair, Christenson, & Thurlow, 2005). Academic engagement
also appears as one type of engagement employed in the High School Survey of Student
Engagement (HSSSE) directed by the Center for Evaluation and Educational Policy at
Indiana University in Bloomington. Nevertheless, in this large scale survey, student
engagement

was

conceptualized

cognitive/intellectual/academic

(i.e.,

to

encompass
engagement

three
of

dimensions:
the

mind),

social/behavioural/participatory (i.e., engagement in the life of school), and emotional
(i.e., engagement of the heart) (Yazzie-Mintz, 2007, 2010).
It is clear from the literature that engagement is a meta-construct consisting of multiple
dimensions which have been most often conceptualized as behaviour or social (e.g.,
positive behaviours, effort, participation), emotional or affective (e.g., interest, belonging,
positive attitude about learning), and sometimes cognitive (e.g., self-regulation,
investment in learning). Although, this three-component model is recommended by
Appleton et al. (2008), they suggest that the number of dimensions should be tolerated
providing that these dimensions are clearly conceptualized in each study.
Interestingly, Svalberg’s (2009) construct of engagement with language aligns with the
literature on student engagement in the respect that it does consist of three common
dimensions (i.e., cognitive, social and affective), though details of each component are
differently defined as Svalberg’s concept belongs to the specific field of language
teaching and learning. More discussion of this concept will be provided in a later section.
Regardless of the subtypes of engagement, or types of study, student engagement has
been found to play an important role in developing academic, social and emotional
learning outcomes for students (Appleton et al., 2008). It has been considered as an
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antecedent to positive learning outcomes (Avery, 1999; Burrows, 2010; Kidwell, 2010).
Evidence from empirical research has proved the positive correlation between students’
engagement and academic performance and achievement (Finn, Pannozzo, & Voelkl,
1995; Fredricks et al., 2004; Salamonson, Andrew, & Everett, 2009; Scheidler, 2012). It
has also been concluded from the literature that those students who are actively involved
in activities organized by educational institutions benefit more than those who do not do
as much (Astin, 1993; Gordon, Ludlum, & Hoey, 2008; Kuh, 2003; Pace, 1980). It is
reasonable for Kidwell (2010) to claim that “If students are not engaged in the learning
process, all the testing, data analysis, teacher meetings and instructional minutes will not
motivate students to learn” (p. 30).

2.3.2. Engagement in second language learning
The term engagement has also been widely used in the field of second language learning
under varied conceptions. Most commonly, this concept has been often employed to refer
to the involvement and participation of learners in different learning contexts (e.g.,
Coertze, 2011; Ebe, 2011; Miller, 2010). For example, Miller (2010) described the
engagement of adult language learners as their involvement and participation in
classroom activities, while Coertze (2011) and Ebe (2011) use the term ‘reading
engagement’ to refer to how learners involve themselves with the reading texts and the
reading process. In the context of English as a second language reading engagement in
an online environment, Coertze (2011) follows Conrad and Donaldson (2004) in arguing
that ‘engaged reading’ leads to ‘engaged learning’, and that learning is interactive as
during the collaborative learning process, learners actively collaborate with others in
constructing the knowledge.
Learner engagement has also been found to be important as it enhances learners’
communicative competence (Savignon, 2007). Engagement can be achieved through the
negotiation of both the meaning of the message and its form (Antón, 1999; Doughty &
Williams, 1998; Lightbown & Spada, 1990), and when learners are engaged in such
negotiations they can express their messages more accurately (Antón, 1999). Also,
learners’ engagement in communicative tasks in the classroom has been stressed in the
research on classroom discourse (Antón, 1999; Peirce, 1995; Van Lier, 2004).
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More recent studies on engagement include those of Sayer and Ban (2014) and Hyland
(2003). Sayer and Ban (2014) examined young EFL learners’ engagement with the
English language. In their study, engagement with English refers to what the children do
with the English language outside the classroom (e.g., listening to music in English,
watching movies, YouTube clips, cartoons in English, reading books in English). The
results reveal that children used English more often and in more surprising ways than was
commonly thought. In the study by Hyland (2003), learners’ engagement with teacher
feedback was investigated. Learners’ engagement with teacher feedback refers to the use
that learners made of teacher’s feedback in the revision of their writing. These studies are
indicative of the various uses of the term engagement; that is, it has been used to refer to
a number of aspects of L2 learning and teaching including participation, involvement as
well as students’ learning activities.
In second language learning literature, there are two forms of learner engagement
identified that are closely related to language elements. The first type of engagement is
related to language and the second type of engagement is concerned with the learning
task and task realization rather than with the language (Ohta, 2001). The former type of
engagement refers to the engagement with the language itself (language as an object),
and was identified through the analysis of both learners’ self-directed speech (i.e., oral
language uttered either addressed to the speaker himself or to no one in particular) and
discussions about linguistic elements. The latter type focuses on the way learners handle
the task instruction and perform the learning tasks. There have been a number of studies
examining learners’ engagements with tasks (Lin, 2012; Platt & Brooks, 2002); whereas,
there have been few studies which investigated how learners engage with language
especially during collaborative talk. Storch (2008) was one of the very few recent scholars
to investigate the learners’ engagement with language as an object. In her study, Storch
examined how learners engage with language through examining their metatalk during
their performance of the learning tasks. Storch’s (2008) findings provide strong evidence
for Swain’s (1998) argument that learners’ metatalk can stimulate their language learning.
Storch (2008) has pointed out that the more learners are engaged in the discussion about
the language, the more benefits for learning they can gain. The current study also
investigates learners’ engagement with language; however, it examines the engagement
of language as both an object of study and a medium of communication. Further
discussion of this will be provided in the following section.
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2.3.3. The emergence of the construct of engagement with language
As previously mentioned, engagement with language as an object was first introduced by
Storch (2008), who used this term to refer to the “quality of the learners’ metatalk” (p.
98) while learners are performing a text construction task in pairs. Her study focused on
the quality of learners’ metatalk and its impact on the language learning process. The
units of analysis of learner metatalk were language-related episodes. These instances of
learner talk show an explicit focus on the target language of learners and their degree of
involvement with the discussion about the language. The following extract between
students named as N and R is taken from Storch (2008) to demonstrate how learners
deliberately discussed the meaning of the word ‘pension’.
76 N: pensions . . . (long pause)
77 R: dictionary3
78 N: pensions is the money no? . . .
79 R: pension money?
80 N: yeah . . . when the people retire
81 R: uh-huh
82 N: the government also private company
83 R: uh-huh
84 N: give the money back they
85 R: ok . . . I must misunderstand that ... so over half
Storch (2008, p. 101)
In her study, Storch classifies engagement into two levels: elaborate engagement and
limited engagement. In elaborate engagement, learners deliberately discussed linguistic
items (e.g., asking for clarification, providing confirmation); while in limited
engagement, learners only stated the language item without any further discussion.
Storch’s definition of engagement is useful as it has added to our knowledge a new
understanding of how learners engage with language as an object of study. However, this
conceptualization of engagement with language seems limited when being compared to
Svalberg’s (2009) concept.
Svalberg’s (2009) engagement with language appears to be a broader concept in several
respects. Firstly, Svalberg’s concept refers to engagement with language mainly as an
object and sometimes a medium of communication. Secondly, her definition of
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engagement shows that this construct encompasses more than just the explicit discussion
of language items. Although not explicitly stated by Svalberg as a multidimensional
construct, her model of engagement with language actually encompasses multiple
interdependent aspects, that is, cognitive, social and affective. As such, Svalberg’s
concept of engagement with language reveals the complexity of learners’ engagement in
language learning (Philp & Duchesne, 2016) and is “potentially a richer notion” Svalberg
(2009, p. 243) than that of Storch (2008).
In the development of this construct of engagement with language, Svalberg (2009)
followed Ellis’s (2004) methodology to interrogate a construct. She compared the new
construct with those concepts which appear to be semantically related (i.e., involvement,
commitment and motivation). Svalberg’s (2009) comparison revealed that the new
construct incorporates all the features of these related constructs. In addition, engagement
with language has two unique features, that is, ‘focused attention’ and ‘action knowledge’
– making knowledge one’s own). The focused attention refers to learners’ attentional
focus on the target language as an object or a means to communicate, and the action
knowledge refers to learners’ construction of their knowledge as a result of the mental
process, but also as a result of “being socially active and taking initiatives” (Svalberg,
2009, p. 246).
Engagement with language in Svalberg’s definition focuses on how learners engage with
the language as an object as the primary focus. The secondary focus is that language is a
means for communication. Svalberg’s engagement with language encompasses three
dimensions: cognitive, affective and social. The cognitive aspect of engagement centres
on learners’ alertness, focused attention, and their construction of knowledge about
language. For example, learners’ learning reflections (e.g., noticing and reflecting on such
aspects of language including pronunciation, word meaning and grammatical mechanics)
reveal their cognitive engagement. Social engagement, which commonly refers to
learners’ behaviour in the literature of engagement, is shown through learners’ interaction
behaviour (i.e., maintaining their interaction), support among learners during the
interactive process, and the roles they take up in the conversation (i.e., how they initiate
talk, negotiate ideas and accept others). Affective engagement, which is often used to
describe positive attitudes of learners towards aspects of the learning community, in this
particular setting refers to positive attitudes of learners towards the language, to the
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content presented and toward other interlocutors. For instance, how learners respond to
learning activities or how they reveal their attitudes through the way they use language
(e.g., content vocabulary, evaluation vocabulary). A summary of the conceptualization of
the construct engagement with language is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Svalberg’s engagement with language
According to Svalberg, these three components of engagement with language are related
to one another and the combination of them can enable the description of different aspects
of language learning. In her sample analysis of some second learners’ engagement with
language, Svalberg (2009) draws on data from both observation notes and student
interviews. The observation focuses on both the teacher’s management of grammar
instruction and the learners’ learning activities in the classroom. The interviews centre on
learners’ attitudes to the language teaching methods and materials used and rationales for
such perceptions. The analysis of the teacher’s instructions reveals factors that may
facilitate or hinder learners’ engagement with language. For example, the teacher’s lowpitched voice and low volume can help students to concentrate, and a lively voice could
help students stay alert. In short, engagement with language proposed by Svalberg is a
general notion that refers to the engagement with language of learners in the broad area
of language learning, including oral classroom peer interaction. It might be argued that
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this construct is too broad; however, this construct seems potentially useful due to its
complexity, making possible research which aims to examine a larger number of aspects
of language learning.
Although the construct of engagement with language has potential, not many studies have
investigated it. Kearney and Ahn (2013), Svalberg (2012) and Baralt et al. (2016) are
among a few scholars who adopted Svalberg’s construct of engagement with language.
Kearney and Ahn (2013) examined pre-school learners’ engagement with language in an
‘early world language learning’ program. In their study, they use ‘engagement with
language’ episodes as units of analysis. On the one hand, these episodes are comparable
to Swain’s language-related-episodes in the respect that they are explicit discussions of
language use. On the other hand, they went further than that by incorporating more than
just what was being said (e.g., paralinguistic features), which is largely based on the
criteria provided by Svalberg to identify learners’ engagement with language. These
criteria are claimed by Kearney and Ahn (2013, p. 331) to be “highly practical and
flexible”, and that which was proposed by Kearney and Ahn (2013) as ‘engagement with
language’ episodes also provide insights into both the way learners reflect on language
aspects and non-verbal cues. However, their study still lacks the analysis of actual
language use, especially when it comes to the affective aspect of engagement with
language. Baralt et al. (2016), which compared the engagement of adult Spanish foreign
language learners during task-based interaction in either face-to-face classroom
interaction or computer-mediated communication, also used language-related episodes as
a primary unit of analysis for both cognitive and social engagement with language.
Although they included linguistic items for the identification of affective engagement
such as encouraging comments, i.e., “yes, good job”, this was not done in a systematic
way. This current study aims to draw on the systemic functional approach to provide
systematic description of all three aspects of engagement with language.
Unlike Svalberg’s broad context of engagement with language in language learning in
general, or the context of the development of language awareness of Kearney and Ahn
(2013), or the focus of Baralt et al. (2016), the current study explores how learners
actually use language to communicate during oral classroom group discussions. As
discussed in the introductory chapter, Svalberg offers the researcher a potentially useful
way of investigating discussions among learners. However, Svalberg has not offered a
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systematic way to examine how learners actually interact using the English language. In
order to carry out this investigation, this study draws on SFL for a detailed and systematic
description of language choices used by learners to demonstrate their engagement with
language. In addition, SFL emphasizes the dialogic nature of engagement with language
during interaction. It takes more than one to participate in talk and learners interact to
exchange ideas displaying their knowledge of the world, showing their attitudes towards
others, towards that which is presented, as well as to collaborate in the completion of the
learning tasks. In other words, SFL offers a view of engagement with language during
interaction that recognizes dialogism as the heart of it. This position is further elaborated
in chapter 3.

2.4. Summary
This chapter has provided detailed discussion of the facilitative role of interaction in
second language teaching and learning. Complementary to teacher-learner interaction,
peer interaction has proved to be an important context for language learning, especially
in EFL classrooms where learners mostly engage in interaction with other peers. Learnerlearner interaction benefits learners by creating opportunities for them to try out new
language, to negotiate for meaning making, and to provide one another with support in
the completion of the learning task. Peer interaction research based on the interactionist
approach tends to focus on the negotiation for meaning among learners through the
provision of interactional feedback, the modification of output, and their focused attention
paid to language. Sociocultural approach-based research, however, centres on the
collaboration among learners. Studies drawing on these two perspectives often employ
language related episodes as the primary units for the analysis of interactional feedback,
output modifications, attention to language and collaborative learning among learners. In
other words, learners’ language use reflects these aspects of peer interaction. In addition,
learners’ attitudes towards other learners, and the content of the talk, are also one aspect
of interaction that can be depicted through language use of learners in studies which draw
on systemic functional linguistic perspectives. This study’s major goal is to investigate
all these aspects of peer interaction through learners’ actual language use. Specifically,
this study aims to examine how learners actually use the English language to
communicate during their oral classroom discussions, and the emerging concept of
‘engagement with language’ has been found to have considerable potential for this study.
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It has also been pointed out that SFL should be adopted to provide both a nuanced
understanding of the concept of engagement with language, and tools for linguistic
analysis of learners’ engagement with language during oral classroom group discussions.
The following chapter provides a discussion of SFL as the theoretical framework for the
investigation of learners’ engagement with language during oral peer interaction.
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Chapter Three
Theoretical Framework
3.1. Introduction
Chapter One featured a brief discussion of the reasons why Systemic Functional
Linguistics (SFL) has been chosen for this study. This chapter provides more insights into
the appropriateness of applying SFL to the understanding and the description of the
concept of engagement with language during oral classroom peer interaction. Systemic
Functional Linguistics offers a rich view of learner interaction as it stresses the social
nature of learning; that is, knowledge is constructed in interaction as interpersonal
relationships are enacted. The aim of this study is to investigate how learners actually use
the English language to communicate during group discussion; therefore, language must
have its central place in the theoretical framework underpinning the study. From the SFL
perspective, language is the major resource for making meanings. Through these
meanings, learners’ learning experiences are construed and learners’ roles and
relationships are enacted. As pointed out in Chapter One, this particular functional
approach to language does not only offer a language-based theory of learning but also a
functional model of language for linguistic analysis. This chapter will provide insights
into the role of language in learning and the model of language for linguistic analysis,
and how they can shed light on the understanding of the concept engagement with
language as well as the description of different aspects of this construct.

3.2. Svalberg’s engagement with language
Chapter Two has discussed the potential of the concept engagement with language
developed by Svalberg (2009), which offers a useful framework for the investigation of
how learners actually use target language to interact and learn during peer interaction. As
indicated in Chapter Two, Svalberg’s engagement with language consists of three
components: cognitive, social and affective, which are summarized in Figure 2.1.
Cognitive engagement with language is concerned with learners’ attention towards the
target language use and their construction of language knowledge. Social engagement
with language refers to learners’ actual interaction behaviour; that is, how learners initiate
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and maintain the talk. Affective engagement with language refers to learners’ attitudes
towards the target language, other interlocutors and that which is conveyed through the
target language.
Although Svalberg (2009) provided a detailed definition of engagement with language
and a list of criteria for identifying its components (see Appendix A), there was no
systematic framework for the description of this construct. The analysis proposed by
Svalberg emerged from interview data rather than from learners’ actual use of the target
language. For example, social engagement is realized through learners’ reported
interaction behaviour. The only linguistic tool for identifying linguistic analysis is the
language related episode, which was used to identify learners’ explicit discussion of their
language use to show the language knowledge being built by them. Halliday (1994, p.
xvi) argues that a non-linguistic analysis of language is not regarded as an analysis but
“simply a running commentary on a text” if it is not based on a detailed and systematic
description. Therefore, the application of the SFL in this study will enable a systematic
analysis of learners’ language use to depict learners’ engagement with English language
during oral peer interaction.

3.3. Systemic functional linguistics perspective
Studies of second language teaching and learning have employed various approaches in
their analysis of conversations among participants. These approaches include
ethnomethodology (e.g., Conversational Analysis); sociolinguistics (e.g., Interactional
Sociolinguistics and Variation Theory); logico-philosophy (e.g., Speech Act Theory,
Pragmatics); structural and functional perspective (i.e., Birmingham School, Systemic
Functional Linguistics); and the social-semiotic approach (i.e., Critical Discourse
Analysis, Critical Linguistics) (see Eggins & Slade, 1997; 2004 for a detailed discussion).
Among these approaches, Systemic Functional Linguistics developed by Halliday and
other educational linguists (e.g., Eggins & Slade, 1997, 2004; Halliday, 1973, 1975, 1978,
1993, 1994; Halliday & Hasan, 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004, 2014; Martin &
White, 2005) has been chosen for this study as it offers nuanced understanding of the
concept of engagement with language as well as a systematic linguistic description of
engagement with language.
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3.3.1. The role of language in learning and language learning
How humans learn has long been of concern to researchers and a major perspective on
human learning is that of psychology (Ormrod, 2012). Over time, theories on human
learning from a psychological perspective have evolved from earliest ones such as
Structuralism and Functionalism to Behaviourism, Social Learning Theory, Cognitivism,
Social Cognitive Theory, and more recently Sociocultural Theory (for detailed
discussions of this evolution, see Ormrod, 2012). Sociocultural theory is one current
influential theory of learning in general and language learning in particular. It stresses
the importance of social interaction and culture in promoting human learning and
cognitive development. This theory has been highly influenced by Russian psychologist
Lev Vygotsky, who had produced important works in mental functions and cognitive
development. In addition to two important areas of human learning, namely mental
functions and cognitive development, Vygotsky also made an important contribution to
a language-based learning theory proposed by Halliday (1993) – a linguist and an English
language teacher. Halliday (1993) states that human learning is a process of making
meaning – a semiotic process, in which language serves a prototypical form of human
semiotics. For both Halliday and Vygotsky, language is seen as a means for learning and
achieving goals in a social living context (Wells, 1994). Vygotsky argues that language
is a semiotic tool – a ‘tool of tools’ – which has a significant role in mediating social
activities, representing those activities symbolically (Vygotsky, 1987). Halliday has
always emphasized the role of language in learning. In one of Halliday’s seminal works
Language a Social Semiotic (1978), he defined language as “one of the semiotic systems
that constitute a culture” and “a social reality (or a ‘culture’)” as a semiotic construct (p.
2). As such, language functions to mediate social processes in a complex way.
Human learning from the perspective of the language-based learning theory is
approached as learning to mean and to “expand one’s meaning potential” (Halliday,
1993, p. 113). Out of the meaning potential, different acts of meaning serve for reflecting
the world and interacting with others in it. As argued by Halliday (2009, p. 2) “acts of
meaning are the linguistic instances of the linguistic system of meaning potential”. Each
act of meaning is construing experience of the world and enacting personal and social
relationships among people at the same time. Human learning is, therefore, learning
through using language to construe experience and enact interpersonal relationships. In
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other words, human learning is ‘learning through language’, and language learning is not
an exception.
Adopting Halliday’s language-based learning theory, language learning in this study also
refers to learning to make meanings using the target language. For Halliday, “what
mattered about language was what people did with it” (Christie, 2008, p. 6). Therefore,
language learning is not only achieving knowledge about a target language after a
learning task, but more importantly learning to use the target language to make meanings
or to communicate. In other words, language is not a separate object to be gained after
learning, but is the tool for communication in the learning process. This theory of
learning is particularly suitable for the study of how learners actually use English to
communicate during classroom group interaction. Through using the target language to
work with others in the classroom, learners learn more about the target language.
Classroom learning activities are social activities in which learners are interacting to
achieve their own and shared goals, reflecting their learning experiences. In this study,
learners’ engagement with language was examined through their actual use of the English
language to interact with their peers during their group discussion.

3.3.2. Cognition from the SFL perspective
Svalberg approaches cognition from a language awareness perspective; that is, learners
mostly pay attention to language as an object of study and notice language features during
their learning process. For Svalberg, learners’ cognition is shown through their reported
‘noticing’ of language features and reflection on their learning processes during reflective
interviews. However, it would be difficult to discern learners’ cognitive engagement with
language through their actual use of language during oral group work. In this study, we
approach cognition from an SFL perspective, viewing it as a social semiotic rather than a
system of the human mind, in which meaning making is seen more as a social,
intersubjective process rather than the act of an individual (Kilpert, 2003). This
perspective is particularly useful for understanding the cognitive aspect of the construct
engagement with language. The functioning mental map of the world constructed by
people to construe their experience of what happens out there in the world, and inside
their world of consciousness is a semiotic map. In that light, experience is treated as
meaning which is regarded as “the essential mode of higher-order human consciousness”
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(Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999, p. 3) and language serves as a resource for this construal
of experience. From the SFL perspective, cognition is explained by reference to linguistic
processes (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999); therefore, the examination of learners’
cognition in this study is achieved through the investigation of how learners use English
to construe their English language learning experiences.

3.3.3. Model of language for linguistic analysis
As previously discussed, SFL does not only offer this study a theory of learning, a theory
of cognition, but also a model for language analysis. The systemic functional model of
language can be regarded as a “functional-semantic theory of language” (Eggins & Slade,
2004, p. 47) as it models human communicative activity using language as purposeful
behaviour and a process of making meanings. Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p. 30)
argue that the two basic functions of human language in social life are “making sense of
our experience and acting out our social relationships”. These purposes are referred to as
ideational and interpersonal metafunctions or meanings. The third function is the textual,
which refers to the construction of cohesive texts. In this study, the functional model of
language enables a description of how learners actually use language to construe
experience and enact interpersonal relationships.
From the systemic functional linguistic perspective, the experience construed is not the
happenings around and inside people’s heads or particular events or individuals, but
rather the experience is a potential for understanding and representing the reality
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). In other words, the particulars of the world, which are
instantiations of this meaning potential, are interpreted through language. In the current
study, the particulars of the world include topic related issues presented through learners’
English language choices. When learners construe experience through their linguistic
choices, their topic knowledge and metalinguistic knowledge will be manifested through
their choices. This will reveal their attentional focus on language as an object of study or
a medium of communication, which is an important aspect of cognitive engagement with
language.
In the SFL functional model of language, language is conceptualized as a stratified system
embedded within cultural and situational contexts (Halliday, 1994; Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). Both context of culture and context of situation are regarded as more
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abstract meanings than the linguistic system and will be further discussed in section
3.3.3.2. and section 3.3.3.3. The linguistic system is organized into four strata: discourse
semantics, lexicogrammar, phonology, and graphology and phonetics, which are then
grouped into two stratal planes, the content plane (semantics and lexicogrammar) and the
expression plane (phonology/graphology and phonetics). Discourse semantics
encompasses meaning across the whole text above the level of the clause. The next level
is that of lexicogrammar which includes a combination of vocabulary and grammar of
clauses and between clauses. Finally, the expression level involves phonological and
graphological resources, systems of sounds and letters of a particular language. The
linguistic system embedded in contexts is presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Stratified linguistic system being embedded in context (adapted from
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 26).
In the present study, learners’ engagement with language will be examined at both levels
of contexts; that is, context of culture and context of situation encompassing discourse
and clause.

3.3.3.1. Text and context
The close relationship between text and context is a central tenet of SFL theory. Text is
characterized as language functioning in context as a resource for making meaning;
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therefore, text is “a process of making meaning in context” (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014, p. 3). A text has been defined by Halliday and Hassan (1976) as a semantic unit of
a unified whole whose meanings are realized through wordings. In other words, text
refers to any meaningful instance of language that is produced by people when they speak
or write, and which is heard and interpreted by people. The conversational interaction
among the EFL learners in this study is also one type of spoken text. In the relationship
with the context in which the text is embedded, text is argued by Christie (1999) to be
“known only because of the context that gives it life; conversely, context is known only
because of the text that realizes it” (p. 760). That means the text becomes vague when it
is taken out of context, and the text realizes the context in which it is embedded. In this
study, group discussions are heavily influenced by the context of a foreign language
learning classroom, which comprises both context of culture and context of situation.

3.3.3.2. Context of culture
From a socio-semiotic perspective, language at the broadest level is considered to have
evolved within the context of a certain culture (Martin, 2009). In the context of culture,
meanings are construed by genre - “a recurrent configuration of meanings” which “enact
social practices of a given culture” (Martin & Rose, 2008, p. 6). As genres are realized
through language use by members of a particular culture, it is possible to examine how a
language situation within a certain culture is likely to unfold to achieve a particular goal.
In order to achieve this goal, texts are often organized into a number of stages of meanings
(Eggins, 2004; Martin, 2009). These stages combined realize the organization of the
genre, also known as the schematic structure (Eggins, 2004), which distinguishes one
genre from another (Hood, 2013). Therefore, to engage with language is, to a certain
extent, to engage with the context of culture.
The genre which is relevant to this study is spoken (Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin &
White, 2005). Like written genres (Chen, 2008; Martin & Rose, 2008), the schematic
structure of spoken genres also plays an important role in enabling learners’ production
of the oral text. Learners’ organization of their talk is therefore shown through the
analysis of the schematic structure of their small group discussions. Oral genre has also
been investigated by several researchers including Busch (2007) and Chanock (2005).
Busch (2007) examined the oral genre of group interaction among learners during two
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types of classroom tasks – opinion exchange and dictogloss, and found that each task had
a unique generic structure. Chanock (2005, p. 94) identified a number of “oral subgenres”
such as conference presentations, panel discussions, and informal discussions. Some
other examples of spoken genres in Western culture include casual conversations,
instructions, lectures, debates, plays, games and so on and these genres could consist of
more specific genres (Martin & White, 2005).
Based on the previously discussed literature, the oral genre in this study is defined as a
small group discussion in the context of English as a foreign language classroom.
Positioning itself within the curriculum of the study program and the syllabus of the
English language teaching program, the goal of group interaction is to develop learners’
oral competence of the English language, which will be achieved through a number of
learning tasks including discussion tasks. The small group discussion itself comprises of
a number of elements that are typical of this type of talk. Although genre is often defined
to consist of obligatory elements in structure as these elements and their sequence
determine the genre, genre is also considered to include optional elements which explain
the variations in texts of the same genre (Henry & Roseberry, 1999; Ren, 2010). The
optional elements might appear more often in the schematic structure of the oral genre
than the written genre, as when people speak they have less time to think about the
organizational structure of the whole text.
Genre analysis in this study enables the researcher to identify the schematic structure of
small group discussions, which reveals how small group talks are organized by learners
to achieve their learning goals. The understanding of this generic structure provides
insights into the learning culture of classroom small group interactions, whereby learners
collaborate to co-construct meanings which construe experience and enact interpersonal
relationships. The generic structure, which helps unfold the discussion through the
analyses of stages and phases, is further discussed in the methodology chapter.

3.3.3.3. Context of situation
Genres are related to, and differentiated from each other through configurations of
contextual features which are known as register (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Register
variables influence the choices of language of a text. The three key features identified in
any context of situation are field, tenor and mode (Halliday, 1978; Halliday & Hasan,
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1985). Field is concerned with what is going on in the situation (i.e., the nature of the
activity and the domain of experience reflected in the activity). Tenor refers to who is
involved in the situation (i.e., the roles taken up by those participating in the sociosemiotic activity and the relationships among them) while mode is concerned with the
role of language and other semiotic systems in any situation (i.e., the orientation of the
text towards field or tenor, the medium of text as written or spoken, the channel of text
as phonic or graphic). The combination of field, tenor and mode values plays a decisive
role in the uses of language – expressing different meanings – in any given situation
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). At the level of register, learners’ engagement with the
field of language, their enactment of social roles and their sense of the discussion as an
unfolding semiotic event, can be described through their linguistic choices during group
discussion.
Contextual values and linguistic choices influence each other in a two-way relationship.
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p. 34) posit that “field values resonate (bold as original)
with ideational meanings, tenor values resonate with interpersonal meanings, and mode
values resonate with textual meanings”. The relationship between meanings and context
(both context of culture and context of situation) can be summarized in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Metafunction in relation to language, register, and genre. (adapted from
Martin & White, 2005, p. 32)
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In other words, in SFL theory, context is firstly modelled as genre, which is in turn
realized through field, tenor and mode. These aspects of register are then realized through
language, enacting three types of meanings (or metafunctions): ideational, interpersonal
and textual. Ideational meanings are about what is happening and how things are linked
to each other; interpersonal meanings are concerned with the social and personal
relationships being negotiated; and textual meanings refer to the ways meanings are
organized into a complete whole. As such, the three types of meanings created through
learners’ linguistic choices are ideational meanings which consist of experiential
meanings and logical meanings, interpersonal meanings and textual meanings. This study
investigates experiential meanings construed and interpersonal meanings enacted by
learners during their group discussions.

3.3.3.4. Experiential meanings: experience becomes knowledge
Experiential meanings, one of the two components of ideational meaning, encode the
experience construed through language by choices from the system of

TRANSITIVITY.

From Halliday’s language-based theory perspective, “language is the essential condition
of knowing, the process by which experience becomes knowledge” (Halliday, 1993, p.
94). Experiential meanings are of particular importance in this study as they construe
experience of the world including L2 education. From an SFL perspective, knowledge is
treated as a linguistic construct which is construed through language choices (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 1999). Halliday and Matthiessen (1999) emphasize that to understand
something is to be able to transform some portion of experience into meaning, and to
know something is to be able to perform that transformation, and the transformation of
understanding into meaning is mainly done through language. It is argued that to
construct one’s knowledge is to make meanings of the world (e.g., what goes on out in
the world and what goes on in the realms of their consciousness). In other words,
“Knowledge and meaning are not two distinct phenomena; they are different metaphors
for the same phenomenon” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999, p. 3). Therefore, the
examination of meanings created by learners is also the examination of learners’
construction of knowledge through their linguistic choices. The system which enables
this examination is that of

TRANSITIVITY,

which is located within the lexicogrammar

stratum. Figure 3.3 presents the TRANSITIVITY system within the SFL strata.
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Context
Genre
Mode

Field

Discourse semantics

Lexicogrammar
TRANSITIVITY

Tenor

Phonology
Text

Figure 3.3: SFL strata and the TRANSITIVITY system (adapted from Jones, 2005, p. 72)
The grammar of TRANSITIVITY configures the clause as consisting of three main elements
including a

PROCESS

CIRCUMSTANCES

(i.e., verbal group),

PARTICIPANTS

(i.e., nominal groups) and

(i.e., adverbial groups or prepositional phrases).

PROCESSES

or verb

choices are the key source for representing experience; that is, acting (doings and
happenings), relating (identifying and classifying), mental activity (thinking, sensing and
feeling), verbalizing (saying), behaving and being (Halliday, 1994; Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014). These verb choices were useful in gaining insights into how learners construed their
learning experiences. Different types of processes are associated with different types of
participant roles, which provide additional insights into how people, objects and ideas are
presented in discourse. Table 3.1 provides a summary of process types with their general
categories of meanings and semantic roles for key participants associated with each process.
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Table 3.1. Process types, their categories of meanings and participant roles (adapted from
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 311).
Process type
Material

Meaning
‘doing’ and
‘happening

Behavioural

behaving

Mental
Perception
Emotion
Cognition
Desideration
Verbal

sensing
‘seeing’
‘feeling’
‘thinking’
‘wanting’
‘saying’

Relational
Attribution
Identification

‘being’
‘attributing’
‘identifying’

Existential

‘existing’

Semantic/participant roles
Actor, Goal
… a company standardized a product
Client, Recipient,
…before giving it to the public
Behaver
You can talk
Senser, Phenomenon
You can see the little piece
You may suffer a big loss
You don’t understand
You also expect the good after sale service
Sayer, Target
We’ve talked a little about the products.
Receiver, Verbiage
You explain more to the partner how we feel how we
understand
Carrier, Attributes
That’s true
Identifier, Identified, Token, Value
Email is still an important means of communications
Existent
There’s no difference between the domestic and the
foreign brand in their countries

Within a clause, one of the experiential elements (a
CIRCUMSTANCE),

PROCESS,

a

PARTICIPANT,

or a

which appears in the first position of the clause, indicates the point of

departure of a message telling what the clause is about – the Theme (Halliday, 1994;
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). As the most common type of Theme identified in English
clauses is a participant, the examination of participants in thematic position reveals the focus
of the message conveyed by learners during oral peer interaction.
In this study, the analysis of

TRANSITIVITY

enables description of learners’ construal of

their classroom experiences of different topics, which in turn will help reveal their topic
knowledge and knowledge of the English language.

3.3.3.5. Interpersonal meanings: enacting roles and relationships
While experiential meanings construe experience, interpersonal meanings encode the
roles of, and the relationships among interactants in several systems of choices. Systemic
functional linguistics offers three major systems for expressing interpersonal meanings:
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MOOD

(Halliday, 1994),

SPEECH FUNCTION

Eggins and Slade (2004), and

(Martin & White, 2005). The system of

MOOD

APPRAISAL

is located within the stratum of

lexicogrammar as it concerns meaning within clauses. Figure 3.4 presents the

MOOD

system in the SFL strata.

Context
Genre
Mode

Field

Discourse semantics

Lexicogrammar

Tenor

Phonology
MOOD

Text

Figure 3.4: SFL strata and the MOOD system (adapted from Jones, 2005, p. 72)
This system focuses on the roles of the learners as speakers, as well as their relationships
with others (Butt, Fahey, Feez, Spinks, & Yallop, 2012), which are realized through their
choice of clause patterns such as declarative, interrogative, and imperative. Figure 3.5
illustrates the basic MOOD choices of the MOOD system.
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Minor yeah
Non-finite to compete with rival companies

Informative
Major
Indicative
Interrogative
Finite

Imperative

Exclamative
How interesting it is!
Declarative
I have another example.
Wh
What do you think about this?
Polar
Should we have a wide range of
prices?

Exclusive
Move to the next question
Inclusive
Let’s move to the next question.

Figure 3.5: Basic MOOD options (adapted from Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 252)
Learners’ MOOD selection indicates the level of their control over the group talk as well
as how they take up their roles and position their peers. Detailed analysis of MOOD choices
made by learners as they engage in oral classroom discussion will be provided in Section
4.3.4.3.
The SPEECH FUNCTION and APPRAISAL systems are located within the discourse semantic
stratum, as both of these systems are concerned with meanings within texts across phases
of discourse. Figure 3.6 illustrates these two systems within the SFL strata.
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Context
Genre
Mode

Discourse semantics

Field

Lexicogrammar

Tenor

Phonology

SPEECH
FUNCTION

Text
APPRAISAL

Figure 3.6: The

SPEECH FUNCTION

and

APPRAISAL

systems and the SFL strata (adapted

from Jones, 2005, p. 72)
The examination of discourse phases reveals the functions of language used by learners,
and attitudinal meanings of words used in interaction (Eggins & Slade, 1997, 2004). In
this study, the framework for

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis was adopted from Eggins &

Slade (1997, 2004). Eggins and Slade developed their systematic model of dialogue based
on Halliday’s functional-semantic account of dialogue (Halliday, 1984, 1994). The basic
speech functions proposed by Halliday refer to the exchange of either information or
goods and services in the form of either demanding or giving (Halliday, 1994). Therefore,
the reciprocal roles of speakers are an important dimension of a dialogue. The other
dimension is the nature of the commodity being exchanged which could be either
information, goods or services. These two variables (i.e., the speakers’ roles and the
nature of commodity) are taken together to define the four principal speech functions of
offer, command, statement and question. These basic speech roles and functions are
presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Speech roles and commodities in interaction (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014,
p. 136)
Commodity exchanged
Role in exchange

Goods and services

Information

Giving

Offer

Statement

Demanding

Command

Question

These primary basic speech functions are realized by “four basic types of moves
interactants can make to initiate a piece of dialogue” (Eggins & Slade, 2004, p. 180).
They include giving information, giving goods and services, demanding information, and
demanding goods and services. Offers and commands involve the exchanges of goods &
services, and are called ‘proposals’; statements and questions are to do with information
exchanges, and are termed ‘propositions’. These four functions are matched by two
typical speech functions: supporting and confronting. Supporting responses are classified
as acceptance of an offer, carrying out a command, acknowledgement of a statement and
answers to a question; confronting responses include rejection, refusal, contradiction and
disclaimer (Eggins & Slade, 2004). These basic functions were further developed by
Eggins and Slade into a comprehensive network of

SPEECH FUNCTION

which provides a

detailed picture of how learners interact in casual conversations. The detailed network
system of SPEECH FUNCTION is provided in Appendix B.
Such a model of dialogue was used by Eggins and Slade to analyse casual conversations;
however, the model is useful for the analysis of other interactional conversations,
including those within the context of teaching and learning of English as a second or
foreign language. In fact, except for the difference in the topics of the interaction, both
casual conversation and classroom peer talk are motivated by interpersonal goals, and
they both take place in familiar environments. It is also argued by Tharp and Gallimore
(1988) that instructional classroom interactions are only the formal versions of ‘nonformal conversations’. In this study, the SPEECH FUNCTION network provides useful tools
for investigating learners’ linguistic behaviours during oral classroom group discussions.
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In both written and oral texts, people adopt stances towards both what language represents
and those with whom they communicate (Martin & White, 2005). The system of
APPRAISAL developed by Martin and his associates (e.g., Christie & Martin, 1997; Martin,

2000; Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin & White, 2005) serves as an analytical framework
for the investigation of language users’ attitudes, values and emotions through their
language choices. This system is, therefore, applied in this study to depict learners’
attitudes towards their peers and towards what the English language presents. The tools
offered by the APPRAISAL system enable the exploration of how English language is used
by learners to evaluate objects, ideas and people, to adopt stances, and to position
themselves in respect to those objects, ideas and people (White, 2001, 2012).
The

APPRAISAL

system, which is based on Halliday’s seminal work on the grammar of

mood and modality (Halliday, 1994) and interpretation of dialogue as the exchange of
speech functions (Eggins & Martin, 1997; Halliday, 1984; Martin, 1992), consists of three
interacting subsystems which are illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Affect
ATTITUDE

Judgement
Appreciation
raise
Force
lower

GRADUATION

sharpen
Focus
soften

Monogloss
ENGAGEMENT

Heterogloss

disclaim
proclaim
entertain
attribute

Figure 3.7: The APPRAISAL system (adapted from Martin & White, 2005)
ATTITUDE

refers to values by which speakers pass judgements and associate emotional

responses with things, people or phenomena. Therefore,

ATTITUDE

resources are helpful

in examining learners’ feelings including emotional responses (AFFECT), evaluation of
behaviour (JUDGEMENT), and evaluations of products and processes (APPRECIATION). For
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example, in the data collected during this study, ‘advertising’ was evaluated as a
‘common’ way of communication with customers as in “advertising is a common way of
communication towards customers”. Similarly, someone’s idea was judged as right in
“that’s right”.
ENGAGEMENT

is concerned with language resources for positioning the speaker/writer’s

voice in relation to other propositions; that is, whether or not the speaker/writer
acknowledges the existence of varied viewpoints and how they position themselves
within that variation. If the speaker/writer’s language choices show no recognition of
other voices, the truth-value of their utterances is emphasized and their attitudes are
termed ‘monoglossic’. Heteroglossic attitudes, on the other hand, show the recognition
of other voices and present the speaker/writer’s proposition as one of a variety of possible
alternatives. For instance, such lexical choices as “may”, “might”, “I think”, “of course”
reflect this positioning of viewpoint in relation to others’, e.g., “your slogan may be such
ah a ridiculous, you know, set of words”. This sub-system is useful in this study as it helps
with the exploration of how learners position their attitudes in relation with other learners.
GRADUATION

consists of two sub-systems called

FORCE

and

FOCUS. FORCE

deals with

values by which the speaker/writer graduates the force of his/her utterance by raising or
lowering it using such words as “slightly”, “very” and “really” (e.g., the after-sale service
is very important). FOCUS concerns the focus of the semantic categorization by adjusting
the strength of boundaries between categories through the use of such words as “sort of”,
“kind of” and “true”. The

GRADUATION

sub-system enables an examination of how

learners grade their attitudinal positions, that is, how their attitudes are amplified or
weakened.
Although the

APPRAISAL

framework developed by Martin and White was largely based

on written texts, they suggest that the system is also applicable to spoken texts (Martin &
White, 2005). In the present study, learners’ attitudes and values are negotiated through
their specific lexical choices during group interaction. For example, one’s positive
comments on other peers’ given ideas suggest his/her positive attitude towards what is
presented by other peers. As such, the

APPRAISAL

system provides resources for the

examination of learners’ affective engagement with language.
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3.4. Realization of engagement with language through SFL
As previously discussed, SFL conceptualises language as a stratified system which is
embedded within the context of culture and the context of situation (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). Therefore, engagement with language should be examined within
these two levels of context. At the level of genre, engagement with language is examined
through genre analysis. Generic structure reflects patterned ways of doing things in a
certain culture in which we are emerged and which we accept. In this study, generic
structure enables the description of how the peer talk unfolded through stages and phases,
revealing learners’ cultural ways of participating in group discussion.
At the level of register, engagement with language is examined though the register
variables such as field, tenor and mode. As field, tenor and mode resonate with ideational
meanings, interpersonal meanings and textual meanings respectively, engagement with
language at this level concerns engaging in the process of making three types of
meanings. In this study, the experiential meanings construed during peer talk are the
resource for representing learners’ knowledge of discussion topics and the English
language. As discussed earlier, knowledge and meaning are the same phenomenon.
Conceived as a linguistic construct, knowledge can be construed in the lexicogrammar
(i.e., TRANSITIVITY). The construal of experiential meanings, which was reflected through
TRANSITIVITY

analysis (i.e., analysis of PROCESSES, PARTICIPANTS, and CIRCUMSTANCES),

represents learners’ attentional focus on English language use to communicate topic
content or to discuss appropriate language use.
Interpersonal meanings enact the roles, the interpersonal relationships among learners,
and their attitudes toward learning and learning activities. As previously noted,
interpersonal meanings are realized through systems of
APPRAISAL.

The grammar of

MOOD

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION

and

provides an overview of learners’ participation in

group discussion, while the speech functions from

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis encode a

detailed account of learners’ roles and their interaction behaviour (e.g., initiating talk,
maintaining talk, providing support for others in the completion of the discussion task).
The lexical choices of learners in the
GRADUATION)

APPRAISAL

(i.e.,

ATTITUDE, ENGAGEMENT

and

analysis reveal their attitudes towards other interlocutors and the content

language presented. Specifically, the

ATTITUDE

analysis will reveal learners’ feelings,
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their judgements of behaviour of both their peers and people mentioned in the dialogue,
and evaluations of things. The

ENGAGEMENT

analysis shows how learners position

themselves with respect to each other and toward the propositions conveyed in the
dialogue. The GRADUATION analysis reveals the grading of learners’ attitudes; that is, how
they graduate the interpersonal impact or force of their utterance, and how they sharpen
or soften the semantic focus of categories. As such, the examination of interpersonal
meanings made by learners during oral peer interaction will shed light on their social and
affective engagement with the English language.

3.5. Summary
This chapter has discussed the role of language in learning and language learning from
the perspective of systemic functional linguistics, and how the model of language and
approach to learning shed light on the understanding and the description of learners’
engagement with language during oral peer interaction. Language from the SFL
perspective is the principle resource for making meanings; therefore, to engage with
language is to engage with the process of making meanings. It is argued that SFL offers
a nuanced way of understanding Svalberg’s construct of engagement with language
during peer talk. In particular, the analytical tools offered by SFL provide a means for
detailed linguistic description of how learners use language to communicate during group
discussions, which offers insights into learners’ engagement with the English language
during peer interaction. TRANSITIVITY analysis depicted how the learners construed their
learning experiences and the focus of their language use, thus revealing their cognitive
engagement with language. The learners’ roles and relationships formed during peer
interaction through MOOD,

SPEECH FUNCTION,

and APPRAISAL analyses provided insights

into their social and affective engagement with language. Further details of the application
of SFL in the analysis of data are provided in the following chapter.
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Chapter Four
Research Methodology
4.1. Introduction
The previous chapter has explored what the systemic functional linguistics approach
offers this study in the understanding and the description of the concept of engagement
with language during classroom oral interaction. This chapter discusses social
constructivism (Creswell, 2013a, 2013b; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Mertens, 2015) – the
worldview or the paradigm that underpins the philosophical assumptions of the study and
the research methodology chosen for this study – a case study approach (Creswell, 2013a;
Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, 2011; Merriam, 1998; Stake, 2005, 2008).
As discussed, the study aims to find the answers to the following questions:
How do Vietnamese EFL learners engage with language during oral classroom peer
interaction?
1. How might Svalberg’s construct of engagement with language be
understood from the systemic functional linguistics perspective?
2. What are the factors (if any) that facilitate/hinder their engagement with
language as perceived by EFL learners?

4.2. Research paradigm
Any research undertakings should take into account the paradigm upon which the study
rests. A paradigm or worldview is defined by Denzin and Lincoln (2011, p. 91) following
Guba (1990, p. 17) as “a basic set of beliefs that guide action”. A paradigm commonly
consists of four philosophical assumptions: axiology, epistemology, ontology and
methodology (Creswell, 2013a; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Mertens, 2015). Together these
assumptions provide important insights into the ethical aspects of the study (axiology);
the knowledge researchers seek and believe (epistemology); the nature of reality
(ontology); and the process of research being conducted (methodology). Underlying a
constructivist paradigm is the assumption that researchers’ beliefs and values affect both
the research process and research action (axiology). The basic tenet of the constructivist
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paradigm is that reality or knowledge is socially constructed by people active in the
research context (Creswell, 2013a; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Lapan, Quartaroli, &
Riemer, 2012; Mertens, 2015). Therefore the methodology chosen for this study should
be one that allows participants’ perspectives to be included as key sources for research
evidence, which is derived through qualitative methods such as analysis of existing texts,
interviewing and observation (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Mertens, 2015).
The social constructivist paradigm with its focus on “the socially constructed nature of
reality” and “how social experience is created and given meaning” (Denzin & Lincoln,
2011, p. 8) is appropriate for the present study. As previously noted, this study’s
conception of engagement with language is informed by the SFL theory which is
predicated on a social theory of learning, seeing learning as a process of meaning making
between the known and the knower. In particular, this study attempts to understand how
learners use the English language to make meanings during oral classroom group
discussions. It follows that the constructivist paradigm, with its focus on understanding
the complex world of lived experience of those who live in it (Schwandt, 2000), is most
appropriate for the study.

4.3. Case study approach
In a constructivist paradigm, a qualitative methodology which is well-known for its power
to provide a rich interpretation of the research problem (Guba & Lincoln, 1994), is
considered as the best means for obtaining understanding of a phenomenon. Among the
five qualitative approaches to inquiry recommended by Creswell (2013a), the case study
is chosen for this study due to its appropriateness. Case study research has been used in
educational research for an extensive period of time (Burns, 2000). It has been discussed
under a number of names including a case study approach (Creswell, 2013a), a research
strategy (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, 2011; Merriam, 1998; Yin, 2009), and a research
method (Yin, 2014). Despite the different names used to describe the case study, there is
consensus on what case study can offer; that is, it provides an in-depth understanding of
the phenomenon being investigated (Berg & Lune, 2012; Burns, 2000; Creswell, 2013a;
Flyvbjerg, 2011; Yin, 2014). A case study approach was determined to be an appropriate
research methodology for this study because it allowed an in-depth investigation of how
learners actually used the English language to communicate during oral peer interaction.
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A “case” has been defined as an individual unit within its bounded systems (Creswell,
2013a; Lapan et al., 2012; Stake, 2005, 2008). A case may be an individual person, a
small group of people, a class, a program, an event, an organization or an activity. In this
study, one group of EFL tertiary learners participating in oral discussions in an English
as a foreign language classroom proved to qualify as a case. The following sections will
provide details of the research site, research participants, data collection methods and data
analysis of this case study.

4.3.1. Research site
The study was conducted at a large university in the northern part of Vietnam, which has
had a long history in teaching foreign languages. This university used to be a School of
Language within one university specializing in training teachers of foreign languages
(i.e., Russian and Chinese). Under the influences of recent socioeconomic changes, the
school became an independent university offering language programs in a variety of
foreign languages including Russian, French, English, and Chinese. In addition, the
university offers training courses in interpretation and translation, and has now become
one of the key universities teaching foreign languages in the northern part of Vietnam.
Currently, there are a total of eight languages being offered at the university, of which
English is the most popular. Therefore, the English language has been chosen as the target
language that learners use to communicate in group discussions in this study.
Within the current international globalization context in which most businesses operate,
double major courses and double degree courses have been offered to high school leavers
who wish to pursue studies in both economics and foreign languages. In most cases,
English is chosen by students in either a double major program or a double degree
program. This university has been one of the first universities in Vietnam to offer such
courses. At this university, economic subjects are taught in the mother tongue,
Vietnamese, by Vietnamese teachers; language subjects are taught in the target languages
(e.g. English) by Vietnamese teachers. Learners of such programs expect to develop
knowledge of economics and a foreign language in order to be better equipped for a
highly competitive employment market after graduation.
Although the university is located in the capital city of Hanoi, there is limited opportunity
for students to use English outside their classroom. Therefore, classrooms are the main
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places where students can practise their speaking skills through a variety of activities
including individual presentations, pair work, group work and whole class discussions.
The classroom also becomes the major site for research on interactions among learners
and between the teacher and learners. Group work has been chosen for the context of the
oral interaction due to its long-recognized benefits as discussed in the literature chapter,
and its common application in most current language classrooms at the university.
Despite the fact that group work activities have been widely applied in this university,
little is known about how students actually use language to construe classroom learning
experiences, to enact roles and interpersonal relationships, and to display their attitudes
towards other interlocutors as well as the discussion task. The description of the learner’s
language use through SFL will provide teachers in this university and researchers with a
better understanding of how students actually use the English language not only to
communicate to complete learning tasks but also to learn about English itself.

4.3.2. Research participants
As discussed in section 4.2, participants are included as a key source of research evidence.
It has been argued by Lapan et al. (2012) that the researcher is not the expert on a case;
the information needs to come from the participants. Third-year students studying a
double major course (i.e., English and International Economics) were chosen as
participants in this study. When compared to first and second-year students, third-year
students seemed to be more confident and willing to participate in the classroom
interaction than students in the first two years, thus potentially providing a rich source of
data for linguistic analysis.
As previously noted, this study seeks an in-depth understanding of the complex
phenomenon of learners’ engagement with language during peer interaction. To achieve
this aim, group interaction of one small group of students was investigated over a period
of ten weeks. The choice of a group of four participants was appropriate, because group
discussions among these students over a period of ten weeks provided substantial data for
detailed linguistic analysis of their interaction. The group of students was chosen
following the criteria set in the study. Firstly, students in the group needed to be those
who communicated regularly, which would ensure sufficient linguistic data for the
analysis. Secondly, the learners needed to be within the normal age range of third year
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students at the university, that is, between 20 to 25 years of age. Thirdly, participants
needed to have achieved at least average outcomes for listening and speaking skills in the
previous year at the university, as these students would be regarded as capable of using
the English language to communicate in the group interaction. Finally, there should be a
balance of genders in the group, thus eliminating any problems with gender bias.
Four classes of third year students, among classes with average academic results for their
second year, were contacted. The meetings with the teachers and students of these classes
were conducted to provide them with the information concerning the research project,
and one class with the most enthusiastic teacher was selected. One group of four learners
was selected based on the aforementioned criteria. The table below provides brief
information about these learners.
Table 4.1. Summary of participants’ information
Name

Sex

Age

Scores for listening and speaking
skills in the previous year

Mai

Female

20

8.4/10

Nam

Male

20

7.95/10

Trang

Female

20

7.25/10

Hoang

Male

20

7.15/10

All four participants chosen in this study satisfied the criteria outlined above. Indeed,
there were two female and two male students who were all of the same age. These
students received at least average outcomes for listening and speaking skills for their
second year. They were recommended by the class teacher as consistent contributors to
group work in the classroom (e.g., actively participating in group learning activities and
contributing ideas). Also, recruitment of these students was conducted in accordance with
the Ethics guidelines of the University of Wollongong.

4.3.3. Data collection
As discussed above, this study aims to investigate students’ English language use during
peer talk in a natural classroom setting. Data was collected in the field where participants
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experience this learning activity (Creswell, 2013a). It has been argued that case study
researchers should draw on multiple sources of information for data collection (Creswell,
2013a; Yin, 2014). Therefore, this study employed several data sources to provide a
comprehensive understanding of learners’ language engagement during group talk. Data
were collected during a period of 10 weeks that covered five discussion tasks. Data
included recordings of students’ interaction, discussion prompts, semi-structured
interviews with participating students, and observation notes.

4.3.3.1. Discussion tasks
As discussed in Chapter 2, discussion activities have been found to promote a good deal
of negotiation and a large range of language use (Nakahama et al., 2001). As such,
discussion activities have the potential to encourage learners to produce the rich spoken
language needed for this study. Group discussion tasks in this study also played an
important role in each unit of teaching; that is, they provided learners with opportunities
to develop their competence in English through using it to communicate. Indeed, during
these discussions, learners are exposed to additional language input, force themselves to
produce language, and try out new things, while at the same time reinforcing what they
have learnt in terms of both language and disciplinary knowledge.
As the aim of the study is not to compare learners’ language use across a number of
different tasks, but to examine how they engage with language across a number of tasks
of the same type, five discussion tasks were chosen for the study. Each task consisted of
a twenty-minute group discussion. One discussion of this type was carried out almost
every two weeks. The questions used for these discussion tasks were taken from one of
the course books for students in the double-major program named ‘Market Leader’
written by Cotton, Falvey, and Kent (2011). Each unit of the course book ‘Market Leader’
covered one main topic (e.g., communication, international marketing), and was often
taught in two weeks with two classes per week. In each discussion activity, learners were
asked to work in small groups to discuss a number of questions or statements about one
central topic. Students were expected to report their discussion results to the class after
completing the discussion tasks. As learners’ language development is not the focus of
this study, five discussion tasks were chosen at the convenience of the teacher. These five
tasks are presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. The five discussion tasks (Cotton et al., 2011)
Task

Learners were asked to work in small groups of four to discuss the following

requirements

questions/statements

Task 1:



Business is best done face to face. Do you agree?

Communication



How will communication change in the office of the future?



Is communication better these days with all the new technology?



What are some of the problems companies may face when they try to

in business
Task 2:
International
marketing

Task 3:
Consumer goods:
culture based and
luxury

Task 4:
Building
relationship in

internationalize a brand?


What are some advantages/drawbacks of standardized global
advertising?



What methods can companies use to enter overseas markets?



What products do you know that rely on their heritage and cultural
background?



Would you ever buy a fake luxury product?



Do you agree that designer luxury goods are always higher quality than
non-designer goods?



What advice would you give to someone trying to develop business
relationships in China?



A foreign company is opening a branch in your country. What factors
should it consider?

business
Task 5



Outselling your rivals is the best indicator of success. Do you agree?

Success



Mismanagement is the biggest cause of business failure. Do you agree?



Underfunding and overstaffing are the quickest way to failure. Do you
agree?

For each discussion task, learners were given 20 minutes to discuss the questions or
statements in small groups and required to note down the discussed points for later
reporting to the class. Usually, learners were encouraged to prepare for these talks prior
to class, so these group discussions provided learners with the opportunity to exchange
their opinions through the answers to such questions and to build up the key ideas for
subsequent oral reports.
The questions posed for the discussion included opinion-seeking questions and WHquestions or information-seeking questions. Opinion questions include questions which
directly ask for learners’ opinions such as ‘Business is best done face to face. Do you
agree?’ and WH-questions ask learners to provide the ‘facts’ they have known or have
found based on their research such as ‘What are some of the problems companies may
face when they try to internationalize a brand?’ and ‘A foreign company is opening a
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branch in your country. What factors should it consider?’. Task 1 and task 3 have a
combination of both opinion questions and WH-questions; task 2 and task 4 consist of
only WH-questions; task 5 has only opinion questions.

4.3.3.2. Recordings of student group discussion
Student group interaction during the class discussion tasks was both audio and video
recorded. Audio recordings are one of the two resources that provide “the richest possible
data for study of talk and interaction” (Perakyla & Ryysuvuori, 2011, p. 543). Transcripts
of audio recordings of students’ interaction were the primary source of data for linguistic
analysis. The transcription convention followed in this study was taken from Eggins and
Slade (2004), which served to depict the spontaneity and informality of the group talks.
The table summarizing the transcription convention is provided in Appendix D.
Transcripts of audio recordings of students’ interaction were the primary source of data
for linguistic analysis. Audio recordings are one of the two resources that provide “the
richest possible data for study of talk and interaction” (Perakyla & Ryysuvuori, 2011, p.
543). The video recording, however, was only used for students to watch their
performance again during the interview to help them remember what had happened
during the interaction. In order to minimize the possible negative effects of the presence
of the researcher and the electronic equipment in the classroom on the teaching and
learning of the teacher and the students, a trusting and friendly relationship with the
students had to be established prior to the day of observation. During the observation
process, the researcher remained sitting quietly at the back of the class taking notes. In
addition, the cameras and the recorders were appropriately located to enable the best data
collection without causing the students to feel uncomfortable.

4.3.3.3. Interviews
An interview is another common strategy for data collection for qualitative studies and is
used to “gather descriptive data in the subjects’ own words so that the researcher can
develop insights on how subjects interpret some piece of the world” (Bogdan & Biklen,
2003, p. 95). Although interviews are not the key sources of data in this study, they
provide additional insights into how learners perceive their actual interaction with other
peers, and factors that influence their English language use during their oral classroom
interaction. Mackey (2002) argues that it is important to incorporate learners’ perceptions
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in studies on learner-learner interaction. The interview schedule used in this study was
developed based on Svalberg’s (2009) list of questions for eliciting the learners’
engagement with language as well as the factors she suggested are likely to affect this. A
list of interview questions is provided in Appendix C.
The interviews were conducted at participants’ earliest convenience immediately after
the completion of each of the five tasks. As students preferred to be interviewed in their
mother tongue (i.e., Vietnamese), all interview questions were translated into Vietnamese
by the researcher and were verified by a NAATI5 translator. During the interviews,
English was sometimes used together with Vietnamese equivalents to make sure students
understood the questions to provide accurate answers accordingly. Each interview lasted
between 30 to 45 minutes and was audio recorded for later analysis. During the
interviews, students were provided with some extracts of their interaction with peers to
enable them to recall what had happened during the discussions.

4.3.3.4. Observation
Observation techniques are also commonly used in data collection for both natural
communication and classroom interaction among learners (Johnson, 1992). In this study,
observation does not serve as the main source of data, but only provides complementary
information on group interaction being recorded. The aim of the observation was to
capture additional information regarding the learners’ participation in group discussions,
such as their general engagement in the group talk (e.g., actively participating in the group
talk, or doing off-task activities such as looking out of the windows, looking at other
groups, not listening) and their non-verbal cues (e.g., facial expressions, eye contact, head
nodding, gestures). The observation also aimed at factors that might facilitate or hinder
their engagement with language during peer interaction. According to Svalberg (2009),
these factors might be the immediate surroundings such as noise, temperature of the room,
or the lighting of the room. The researcher in this study took the role of a ‘non-participant
observer’, who recorded notes of what was happening without taking part in the activities
of the participants (Creswell, 2014).

5

NAATI stands for National Accreditation Authority for Translation and Interpreters.
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4.3.4. Data analysis
Data collection would become “useless unless the researcher can make sense of the data”
(Lapan et al., 2012, p. 263). This study, framed by SFL, conceives of learners’
engagement with the English language during group interaction as engagement with both
the context of culture (genre) and the context of situation (register) in which the English
language is used to communicate. At the level of genre, learners’ English language use
was examined through genre analysis, thus treating classroom events as discourse. This
analysis provided insights into how the organization of the discussion task was coconstructed by the learners, revealing how the interaction unfolded from start till end. At
the level of register, learners’ English language use was examined through their choices
in making both experiential and interpersonal meanings. The investigation of experiential
meanings was achieved via

TRANSITIVITY

analysis which shed light on how learners

construed their classroom experiences with particular topics of group discussion. The
examination of interpersonal meanings was achieved through analyses of how learners
exchanged ideas and information through choices from the systems of MOOD and SPEECH
FUNCTION,

and how they express their attitudes through choices from the systems of

APPRAISAL.

In addition, interview and observation data were analyzed for themes relevant to those
factors contributing to the understanding of learners’ engagement with language during
oral peer interaction, as well as the factors that affect it. In the ensuing sections, the
analytical framework for analyzing oral interaction will be discussed in detail.

4.3.4.1. Genre analysis
As discussed in the previous chapter, the schematic structure of the genre of a certain type
of text enables learners to achieve their writing or speaking goal. Genre analysis in this
study reveals how the discussion was co-constructed by learners during their interaction
to achieve their learning goals. The analysis of genre in this study was mostly based on
the analyses proposed by Eggins and Slade (2004) and Christie (1997). This study
followed the recommended steps of conducting the generic structure analysis by Eggins
and Slade (2004, pp. 231-235):
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(i)

Recognizing a ‘chunk’

(ii)

Define the social purpose of the chunk and label the genre

(iii)

Identifying and differentiating stages within a genre

(iv)

Specifying obligatory and optional stages

(v)

Devising a structural formula

(vi)

Analyzing the semantic and lexico-grammar for each stage of a genre

A structural formula to describe the genre in this study was adopted from Christie (1997)
and Eggins and Slade (2004). All the stages were presented in a linear sequence. The
circumflex ^ was placed between stages to show how they were ordered; the brackets ( )
were used to indicate that stages within them are optional; the square brackets with the
superscript [ ]π were used to indicate the recursion. For example, the structural formula
for one discussion task is:
Discussion Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^ Negotiation
^ Issue Finis] π ^ Discussion Task Closure
As well as stages, phases – smaller units embedded within the stages – are analyzed.
Phases are analyzed as these units are “particularly sensitive to learners’ responses and to
immediate environmental matters” (J o nes, 20 05, p. 65). Phases in this study include
moments of learners collaborating during the tasks to sustain their interaction and to assist
one another towards the completion of the tasks. Each phase realizes one function of the
learners’ interaction section, contributing towards the negotiation of the main topic issue
and is critical to the success of the whole discussion. In turn, phases themselves are
composed of moves and clauses through which learners’ negotiation could be fully
described.
As previously discussed, learners’ English language use was first analyzed at the level of
genre and then at the more specific level of register, in order to describe how the particular
features of the classroom situation shaped the language choices made by the students. In
particular, the study continues to examine how the learners construed field-related meanings
through choices from the system of

TRANSITIVITY,

and how they enacted tenor-related

meanings through choices from the interpersonal systems:

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION

and

APPRAISAL.
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4.3.4.2. TRANSITIVITY analysis
TRANSITIVITY

analysis, which focuses on the rank of clause, provides insights into how

learners express their knowledge of the discussion topics and of the English language.
TRANSITIVITY

analysis focuses on how each clause is configured with the three main

elements of PROCESS, PARTICIPANTS and CIRCUMSTANCES as presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. The three elements of a process clause and their typical realization. (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p. 222)
Examples

Types of elements

Typically realized by

(i) PROCESS

verbal group

have talked, explain, don’t understand

(ii) PARTICIPANTS

nominal group

a company, you, they, the products,

(iii) CIRCUMSTANCES

adverbial group or in a foreign country, for the first few
preposition phrase

months, completely

In the analysis of transitivity in this study, all the PARTICIPANTS are coloured in red,
PROCESSES are in green, and CIRCUMSTANCES are in blue. For example, one clause

taken form the data of this study has been analysed as “It [face to face communication]
is one of the most popular means of communication within the company”.
These three components are important in the construal of experience; the first two (i.e.,
PROCESS

and

PARTICIPANTS)

CIRCUMSTANCES

have been considered as central to the clause, leaving

generally optional. Once clauses are identified, each is described

according to the process type (as instantiated in the verbal group): material, mental,
relational, verbal, behavioural or existential. The processes indicate how learners construe
their experience; that is, as doings or happenings, sensing, describing and identifying,
saying, behaving, or just being (Halliday, 1994; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Different
types of

PROCESSES

and the associated roles are presented in Table 3.1 in the theoretical

chapter.
The examination of TRANSITIVITY clauses provides insights into how the learners construed
their experience across the five tasks and the focus of their concerns in this construal. The
focus of experience construed by the learners was realized through the investigation of
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TRANSITIVITY

elements such as

PROCESS, PARTICIPANTS, CIRCUMSTANCES

in thematic

positions. As argued by Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p. 89), “(T)he speaker chooses
the Theme as his/her point of departure to guide the addressee in developing an
interpretation of the message”. In a clause, Theme is the first group or phrase that
functions as a PARTICIPANT, a CIRCUMSTANCE or the

PROCESS,

which is made prominent

by the speaker. The examination of this part of a clause thus reflects the focus of the message
conveyed by the learners during their oral discussions.

4.3.4.3. MOOD analysis
The grammatical system of MOOD offers insights into the roles taken up by learners during
their interactions with peers (Eggins & Slade, 2004; Halliday, 1994); particularly how
speakers display different degrees of authority during the discussions, as well as the
dependency between learners. As such,

MOOD

choices indicate who often takes the role

of the initiator, the role of the supporter and the role of the follower.
There are two broad types of clauses for conversation; major clauses and minor clauses (as
illustrated in Figure 3.5). Minor clauses are typical of conversational interactions (Eggins
& Slade, 1997, 2004). They can be lexicalized minor clauses (e.g., right, ok) which are
typically used as responding contributions, or formulaic expressions (e.g., thanks, hi) for
greeting and thanking, or non-lexical items (e.g., Mmm, uhhuh) which do not carry
experiential content but have an important impact on interaction. According to Eggins and
Slade (2004), minor clauses are frequently used by speakers who take up compliant
positions in interactions.
A major clause usually consists of a subject and a finite and/or predicator, together with
complements and adjuncts. A full clause is one that has all its needed components;
whereas, an elliptical clause is one that has one or some of its components left out or
ellipsed. One typical feature of conversational interaction is the use of elliptical clauses
(Eggins & Slade, 2004). When speakers come to discuss the initiated idea, they often
omit all but the most important component of the structure that carried the key message
they want to express. For example, “ten thousand VND?” was used instead of “was it
[what you said] ten thousand VND?”. These clauses are also typically found in classroom
small group tasks.
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Full declaratives usually serve to initiate ideas for negotiation by presenting both factual
information and opinion, thus indicating the role of the speaker as initiatory and active
(Eggins & Slade, 2004). For example, a full declarative was used to start the conversation
“Ok, so first ah …we have some questions about …the communication”. However, not all
full declaratives are used to initiate talk; they are also used to provide more information
to maintain the talk, such as in the elaboration of what has previously been mentioned
“we have board, we stick notes on that, everyone can see”. Also, often used to initiate
conversational exchanges, full interrogatives (both WH-interrogatives and polar
interrogatives) do this by requesting information from others, e.g., “what do you think
will change in the future? Do you think …?”. During group discussions, those students
who produce more full declaratives and interrogatives tend to take the role of the leader
directing the group talk.
Imperatives come in two main forms: exclusive and inclusive. The exclusive imperatives
– second person imperatives – are often a stronger form of command or advice which
indicate some sort of power over the addressee (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The
inclusive – ‘you-&-me’ type and its analogy ‘let me’ – is the weak form of command,
and is argued by Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) to be both command and offer at the
same time, as it realizes a suggestion (e.g., let’s talk about security). The use of inclusive
imperatives during group interaction suggests a relatively harmonious relationship among
learners.
MOOD

analysis was the first step in understanding interpersonal meanings, as it helps to

understand how participants took up different roles with respect to the topics of tasks and
in relation to each other. These roles are depicted in more detail in the analysis of SPEECH
FUNCTION system.

4.3.4.4. SPEECH FUNCTION analysis
While MOOD analysis provides an initial description of the roles taken up by speakers in
the most general sense,

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis sheds more light on how learners

interacted in dialogue, revealing patterns of their engagement with one another. That is,
how they initiated talk, maintained talk, and brought it to a close.

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis provides a functional interpretation of conversational interaction. Therefore,
discourse patterns of speech functions are realized by a discourse unit, not grammatical
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units. Although discourse functions and grammatical forms are related in the respect that
discourse functions are semantic categories of the grammatical system of MOOD, they are
clearly two different patterns. The same grammatical forms can carry different functions,
and several clauses of

MOOD

can realize similar functions. For example, the three

interrogative clauses below perform different interactive functions in the conversational
data collected for the current study:
C:monitor:

Do you know?

R:track:probe:

Dominated by Starbuck?

O:I:question opinion closed Do you think so?
In the above example, the monitoring move was used to check if other interactants were
following the points already made; track probing move was used to volunteer further
information for the speaker to confirm, and opening move was used to elicit opinions of
other interactants.
SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis examines ‘move’ as the basic unit of analysis. Although turns

are an important unit of discourse analysis of conversational interaction, one turn can
realize more than one speech function. As a result, one turn can consist of several moves.
Moves in this study are identified based on the following two criteria suggested by Eggins
and Slade (2004):
(i)

a move must make independent MOOD selection

(ii)

moves are bounded by prosodic factors

As such, dependent clauses are usually considered as part of a move which has at least
one independent clause (e.g., if you’re doing an Arts degree you got a lot of other garbage
to do, Eggins & Slade, 2004, p. 187). A move can consist of more than one clause
including independent clauses. This happens when speakers delay turn-transfer by not
expressing a complete tone contour (i.e., brief or extended pauses) at the end of a clause.
In other words, clauses are produced one after another without intonational pause or stop
in the rhythm at the clause boundary. This type of move is termed as “run-on” by Eggins
and Slade (2004, p. 189) such as “oh he’s in London, so what can we do?”. Nevertheless,
a subordinate clause can be treated as a separate move if the main clause is presented first
and followed by a stop. In this case, the second clause is added and considered as a second
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move (e.g., because you know like he gets upset about things - Eggins & Slade, 2004, p.
172).
As discussed in the Theoretical Chapter 3, Eggins and Slade (2004) extended Halliday’s
SPEECH FUNCTION

system to enable a detailed description of more delicate options for

functions of casual conversations. Move choices are firstly classified into two classes:
opening moves and sustaining moves. Opening moves open new sequences or exchanges
while sustaining moves sustain these exchanges. Opening moves are typically realized by
two main move types: attending moves to attract the attention of listeners and initiating
moves which get the interaction underway. Initiating moves are further delineated in
respect of the nature of the commodities being exchanged (goods & services or
information) and the differentiation between fact and opinion information. Thus, opening
moves are generally treated as assertive moves, which have been suggested by Eggins
and Slade (2004) to indicate a degree of control over the interaction. During peer
interaction, those learners producing more opening moves tend to take more control of
the dialogue acting as group leaders. Figure 4.1 presents a brief overview of the SPEECH
FUNCTION

network.
attend
offer (g&s)
command (g&s)

open
initiate

statement (information)
question (information)

Move

monitor
continue

prolong
append

sustain
respond
react
rejoinder

Figure 4.1. A brief overview of the SPEECH FUNCTION network (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
While opening moves initiate talk around a proposition, sustaining moves maintain the
negotiation around the same proposition either by the continuing speaker (continuing
moves) or by another speaker taking a turn (reacting moves). Continuing moves are
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further delineated into such functions as monitoring, prolonging and appending. Reacting
moves are classified into responding moves and rejoinder moves, both of which consist
of supporting moves and confronting moves. These moves are further classified in more
delicacy as illustrated in the complete network provided in Appendix B.
As suggested by Eggins and Slade, this system network can be applicable for classroom
conversation interactions. In this study, learners’ move choices enable a detailed
description of learners’ interaction behaviour (i.e., initiating talk, maintaining their
interaction) as well as the support among learners in the completion of the learning task.

4.3.4.5. APPRAISAL analysis
Interpersonal resources are not only concerned with how people are interacting but also
the feelings and values they are sharing.

APPRAISAL

analyses reveal learners’ attitudes

towards other peers as well as towards that which is presented by the target language;
thus, providing insights into learners’ affective engagement with language during oral
peer interaction. Learners’ attitudes are realized through the analyses of the three
APPRAISAL

subsystems of ATTITUDE, ENGAGEMENT, and GRADUATION.

ATTITUDE

In this study, the analysis of ATTITUDE is helpful in describing learners’ attitudes towards
other interlocutors and towards that which is presented by language. Attitude is a system
of meanings which is concerned with the feelings construed in texts. This system consists
of three sub-systems of AFFECT, JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION. AFFECT has been argued
by Martin (2000) and Martin and White (2005) to be the heart of the

ATTITUDE

system;

and JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION are institutionalizations of it. While AFFECT directly
expresses the feelings of the speakers, JUDGEMENT and APPRECIATION indirectly do this.
JUDGEMENT

involves the appraisals of people’s behaviour, and

APPRECIATION

involves

the evaluations of semiotic processes and natural phenomenon.
ATTITUDE: AFFECT

The system of

AFFECT

is classified into four main categories: happiness, satisfaction,

desire and security. Each category can be expressed in either positive or negative terms.
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AFFECT

directly reflects learners’ attitudes through the feelings they share. The

framework for analysis of AFFECT used in the research reported here is taken from Martin
and White (2005), and is presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. A framework for AFFECT analysis
AFFECT categories

Examples

happiness

enjoy, love, like

unhappiness

controlled, dislike, suffer

satisfaction

satisfied, pleased

dissatisfaction

disappointed, bored

desire (positive)

prefer, want,

desire (negative)

(not) want

security

agree, confident

insecurity

disagree, feel lost,

ATTITUDE: JUDGEMENT

The system of

JUDGEMENT

deals with moral assessments of people’s behaviour with

reference to social and ethical norms. It has been divided into two major categories: social
esteem and social sanction, and each category has a positive and negative dimension.
“Judgements of esteem have to do with normality (how unusual someone is), capacity
(how capable they are), and tenacity (how resolute they are); judgements of sanction have
to do with veracity (how truthful someone is) and propriety (how ethical someone is)”
(Martin, 2000, p. 156). Social esteem is to do with admiration and criticism; whereas
social sanction is to do with praise and condemnation. In this study, JUDGEMENT is useful
in indirectly reflecting the attitudes of learners through their assessments of people’s
behaviour, including the behaviour of other peers and of people being mentioned in the
peer talk. The illustrations of these two categories are presented in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5. A framework for JUDGEMENT analysis (Martin & White, 2005)
Social esteem

Positive (admire)

Negative (criticize)

Normality
‘How special?’

natural, popular, normal

weird, strange, unusual

Capacity
‘How capable?’

capable, sensible, competent,

incapable, insensible,
incompetent

Tenacity
‘How dependable?’

dependable, careful, reliable

undependable, careless,
unreliable,

Social sanction

Positive (praise)

Negative (condemn)

Veracity (truth)
‘How honest?’

honest, real, genuine

dishonest, fake, inauthentic

Propriety (ethics)
‘How far beyond reproach?’

appropriate, good, necessary

inappropriate, bad, unnecessary

ATTITUDE: APPRECIATION

The system of APPRECIATION involves the evaluation of products and processes, including
performances by humans and natural phenomena. It has been divided into three major
domains: people’s reactions to what has been evaluated (regarding impact and quality);
their composition (regarding balance and complexity); and their values (in respect of
social significance). Like

AFFECT

positive and negative values.

and JUDGEMENT, APPRECIATION has a classification of

APPRECIATION

analysis in this study reveals learners’

attitudes through their evaluations of different aspects of talk, including peers’
contributions. The APPRECIATION choices made by learners with regards to such aspects
are shaped by their knowledge of the topic and personal viewpoints. The following table
illustrates APPRECIATION resources in English.
Table 4.6. A framework for APPRECIATION analysis (Martin & White, 2005)
APPRECIATION categories

Positive

Negative

Reaction: impact

interesting, remarkable,

boring, unremarkable,

‘Did it grab my attention?’

fascinating

predictable

Reaction: quality

good, beautiful, appealing

bad, ugly, unfashionable

Composition: balance

logical, consistent,

inconsistent, illogical,

‘Did it hang together?’

harmonious

discordant

Composition: complexity

simple, clear, detailed

unclear, simplistic

genuine, true, valuable

fake, wrong, dated,

‘Did I like it?’

‘Was it hard to follow?’
Valuation:
‘Was it worthwhile?’
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The above frameworks were used for the examination of learners’ attitudes towards other
interlocutors and language use during classroom oral discussion. It is also important to
note in an APPRAISAL analysis that evaluative meanings are not always expressed directly
in discourse through attitudinal lexical items, but can be implied. The explicit expression
of attitude is termed ‘inscribed’; and the implicit expression of attitude is termed
‘invoked’.
ENGAGEMENT
ENGAGEMENT

involves different perspectives, the analysis of which sheds light on

learners’ engagement with language in the sense that it reveals how learners position their
voices in relation to other interlocutors’ propositions. These voices can be single-voiced
(monoglossic) or multi-voiced (heteroglossic). With regards to the monoglossic options,
speakers/writers present the proposition as one with no dialogic alternatives in the current
context; e.g., “it’s very important”. In contrast, heteroglossic options recognize the
existence of dialogistic alternatives; e.g., “it may do; we can adapt to the situations”. As
such, heteroglossic options indicate that learners open up opportunities for other peers
and express opinions more or less tentatively during the discussion; whereas monoglossic
options show that learners state propositions as factual information and expect others to
take this fact for granted.
The heteroglossic category is further divided into two major groups: contraction and
expansion. Although these two categories both allow others to show the alternatives to a
given proposition, there is a subtle difference between them. While the contract group
tends to close down the space for dialogic alternatives, the expand group opens dialogic
space for alternative positions. The contraction is classified into two broad categories of
meanings: disclaim and proclaim; and the expansion is also classified into two categories
of meanings: entertain and attribute. These meanings, except for entertain, are further
delineated into more delicate categories. For a detailed framework of engagement
analysis, please refer to Appendix E. These resources indicate how learners position their
attitudes in relation to others; that is, whether or not they present themselves as standing
with (proclaim), or against (disclaim), or undecided (entertain) or neutral (acknowledge)
“with regards to others’ value positions” (Martin & White, 2005, p. 93) .
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GRADUATION
GRADUATION

deals with values by which learners graduate the force of their utterance or

the focus of their semantic categorization as discussed in the theoretical chapter. The
analysis of

GRADUATION

provides insights into the grading of learners’ displayed

attitudes. GRADUATION “operates across two axes of scalability” (Martin & White, 2005,
p. 137): grading according to intensity or amount (FORCE – raise and lower) and the
grading according to prototypicality and the preciseness of phenomena (FOCUS – sharpen
and soften).

FORCE

involves assessments in terms of intensity and is termed

intensification, which covers both qualities (e.g., much higher, most visible) and
processes (e.g., know clearly, talk more emotionally). It should be noted that

FORCE

involving assessments of amount is termed quantification, which refers to imprecise
measuring of entities (e.g., many people, everyone). FORCE operates across the two lexicogrammatical categories – isolating and infusing. That is, whether or not the meaning
reflecting the intensity (either up-scaling or down-scaling) is conveyed through separate
lexical form (e.g., the biggest, too many staff).

FOCUS

is to do with the scalability by

protypicality and operates across two types of values: softening and sharpening (e.g., try
to, kind of). Graduation network for analysis is provided in Appendix F.
During discussion, graduation resources can be useful in indicating the degree of
evaluations (e.g., how strong the feeling is), and the strength of boundaries between
categories made by learners. This provides further insight into how learners show their
attitudes towards other peers, towards contributing ideas and English language use.

4.3.4.6. Analysis of observation and interviews
Interview and observation data are complementary data sources. The transcripts of the
interviews were analyzed to elicit points useful for capturing learners’ perceptions as to
how they use English to communicate and learn. The themes include how they perceived
their contribution to the group work (i.e., active, dominant); their perceived focus of their
contribution (i.e., topic related content or language use); their perceived interaction
behaviour (i.e., initiating, maintaining the talk); as well as their perceived support among
themselves towards the completion of the learning task. Transcripts of the interviews
were also used to elicit learners’ attitudes toward small group discussion, towards the
English language and English language learning. In addition, factors perceived by
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learners to affect their use of English during group interaction were elicited. The quotes
from the interviews used in the analysis were translated into English by the researcher,
which was then verified by a NAATI translator.
The observation notes were analyzed based on Svalberg’s criteria for identifying leaners’
engagement with language in order to capture the learners’ general engagement in the
discussion, and the factors suggested by Svalberg (2009) to affect learners’ engagement
with language such as the time of day, weather, noise (see Appendix G).

4.4. Ethical considerations
Before conducting the fieldwork, approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics
Committee of the University of Wollongong. Both the class teacher and students had been
well informed of the research before the data was collected, and consent forms were
signed and returned to the researcher prior to the first day of actual data collection. The
participants were informed about their rights to withdraw from the study any time during
the research. Efforts were made to minimize the impact of the data collection on the
normal teaching and learning of the class. In addition, research data was transcribed and
coded using pseudonyms and was stored in a secure place. Participants have also
remained anonymous in any form of data analysis and result reports.

4.5. Summary
This chapter has detailed the research methodology employed in this study to investigate
one complex phenomenon of how EFL learners use English to communicate during
classroom oral interaction. The research approach chosen for this study – a case study –
was found to be compatible with the theoretical underpinnings of the study – a
constructivist paradigm, as the paradigm focuses on gaining understanding of the
meanings of socially constructed reality such as classroom peer interaction. A group of
four learners were selected as participants in the study, who conducted five discussion
tasks during a period of ten weeks over their course. Interaction among these learners was
the main source of data. Additional sources of data came from the observation and
interviews. Linguistic data were analyzed using different SFL systems including genre,
TRANSITIVITY, MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION,

and

APPRAISAL,

which aimed for a detailed

description of learners’ engagement with language during classroom peer interaction.
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Genre analysis showed how the learners constructed their discussion.

TRANSITIVITY

analysis depicted how learners construed their learning experiences and displayed their
focus of their message conveyed by them, thus revealing their knowledge of topic content
and language knowledge. Learners’ detailed interaction behaviour in group discussion,
and their attitudes toward their peers and the discussion content, were realized through
MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION,

and APPRAISAL analyses. The next three chapters present the

findings which emerged from the data analysis.
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Chapter Five
Small Group Interaction: Enacting Experiential
Meanings
5.1. Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, this study conceives language as a means for meaning making.
Following this perspective, how learners engage with language is shown through the ways
they use language to make meanings at two levels, level of genre and level of register.
The first half of this chapter presents an overview of how the learners engage with
language at the level of genre – the context of culture in which language is used. Through
genre analysis, this chapter discusses the learners’ ways of participating in a small group
discussion, or how the organizational structure of the group discussion was coconstructed by them during their communication. At the level of register, the learners’
engagement with language is examined through the manner by which they employ
English to make experiential meanings and interpersonal meanings. This chapter
discusses how they construe their learning experiences through

TRANSITIVITY

analysis.

This analysis aims to depict their attentional focus on their English language use, which
represents their cognitive engagement with language.

5.2. Generic structure of small group discussion task
As noted in Chapter 3, oral classroom small group discussions can be considered as one
type of “spoken genre” (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 8) or one subtype of oral genres
(Chanock, 2005). As the schematic structures of each genre or subgenre vary from one
context to another, genre analysis should “remain descriptive and not prescriptive”
(Paltridge, 2001, p. 4). In this study, the small group discussion genre is conceived as
‘Opinion exchange’ because the learners mostly exchange ideas on varied issues.
Although this label was also used by Busch (2007) and Suksawas (2011) to address their
group interaction, the generic structures in this study differ considerably from those
identified by these scholars due to the differences in the nature of interaction tasks. The
labels for elements of the schematic structures in this study were constructed following
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the works of Christie (1997) and Suksawas (2011). Each element or stage has a certain
functional role showing how it contributes towards the overall purpose of the genre
(Eggins & Slade, 2004). The stages found in these discussions include Task Orientation,
Issue initiation, Negotiation, Issue Finis, and Task Closure. The data show that the small
group discussion task in this study has its own distinctive structure. Table 5.1 provides a
summary of the generic structure of each oral discussion task. Stages within square
brackets [ ] are recursive stages, and stages within the brackets ( ) are optional stages.
Table 5.1. A summary of generic structures of five discussion tasks
Discussion tasks

Generic structure

Task 1: Different types of communication in business
and the roles of new technologies in communication.

Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^
Negotiation ^ (Issue Finis)] π ^ Task Closure

Task 2: Problems companies face and methods
companies use when internationalizing a brand;
advantages and disadvantages of global advertising.

Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^
Negotiation] π ^ Task Closure

Task 3: Products that rely on their cultural heritage;
buying fake products, quality of designer luxury goods
and non-luxury goods.

Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^
Negotiation] π ^ Task Closure

Task 4: Advice to give a foreign company wishing to
develop business relationships in China and Vietnam.

Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^
Negotiation ^ Issue Finis] π

Task 5: Outselling as the best indicator of success;
mismanagement as the biggest cause of business failure;
underfunding and overstaffing as the quickest way to
failure.

Task Orientation ^ [Issue Initiation ^
Negotiation ^ (Issue Finis)] π ^ Task Closure

As can be seen from Table 5.1, the first element of the structure found in each discussion
task is the Orientation stage. ‘Task Orientation’ is an important stage of a discussion as
it is an entry point to the whole discussion task and establishes the setting for the
interaction, orienting listeners to what is going to happen later (Eggins & Slade, 2004).
In this study, the learners were oriented to the discussion task by the leader of the group.
The leading role was equally shared among the learners in that each learner had at least
one chance to start the discussion in five tasks. Interestingly, the role allocation was often
quickly done by the learners in their mother tongue (e.g., Ấy làm đi – you do it). Probably,
the learners did not think that the role allocation was part of completing their discussion
task, but part of the whole management of the learning activity; thus doing it in
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Vietnamese. Nevertheless, the appointment of a leader indicates that the learners were
aware of the fact that the discussion needs to be managed to some extent.
Though all five tasks have the Orientation stage, some Orientation stages were more
developed than others. This variation is similar to what was found in Sukawas’ (2011)
study. For example, the Orientation stage in Task 3 is very short, but it still did its job.
That is, it oriented the learners as to what they had to do together in their group:
Mai:

Let’s start with the first question.

Unlike Task 3, the Orientation stages of Task 1 and Task 5 are more extended. Besides
orienting the learners to the topic of the task, these Orientation stages also specified the
focus of the discussion topic such as:
Hoang: Ah…the topic today, is about …the success of the company.
Being more extended than the other Orientation stages, those in Task 2 and Task 5 also
included additional background information for the discussion topic such as:
Trang: As you may know, we are live, we are all living in the globalize, globalized
century.
This variation in Orientation stages may be due to the learners’ knowledge of certain
topics and their willingness to share information with other learners.
As each task consists of two or three separate questions concerning different issues of the
same topic, it proceeds through several sets of recursive stages (i.e., Issue initiation,
Negotiation, and Issue Finis). Issue Initiation marks the start of the issue, and is followed
by Negotiation – the main part of the issue, and concludes with Issue Finis. The analysis
shows that Issue Initiation and Negotiation are frequently deployed in the discussion of
each issue while Issue Finis was at times omitted. The Issue Initiation stage typically
contained the direct questions of each task, as demonstrated in the following example
from task 2:
Mai:

so can you think of any problems, that company may, companies may,
companies

may

face,

when

they

try

international

try

to

internationalize…their brand?
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At times, the learners initiated an issue by using a softened type of command (e.g., let’s)
to lead to the point of the discussion:
Mai:

So let’s move to the next one. How will communication change in the office
of the future?

This type of command is regarded as a suggestion (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014), thus
reducing the power of the speaker and emphasizes the equal status among learners, and
was also used by students in Suksawas’s (2011) study to initiate their talk.
The Negotiation stage is the key stage of the discussion, where the learners work together
to construct collaborative responses to the discussion questions. The results of the
analysis show that the Negotiation stage enables the discussion to unfold and is realized
through the learners exchanging ideas, discussing the given ideas, and offering support
for one another concerning both content building and appropriate language use. For
example, the learners exchanged opinions on the topic of changes to communication in
the office of the future in Task 1:
Trang: I think … everything will be modernized.
Mai:

… email will still be number 1.

Nam: people prefer a faster and more convenient way rather than email.
or explained the meaning of the word ‘chitchat’:
Mai:

… the colleagues talking to each other outside the business stuff.

Details of the Negotiation stage will be further examined in the analysis of phases, which
are smaller units of stages.
The last recursive stage is Issue Finis, which indicates the closure of one issue, and which
was often realized through a conclusion. For example, Mai drew a conclusion about the
benefits and drawbacks of technology in people’s lives in Task 1:
Mai:

so, basically, technology is good for work, but in social life, then people,
people tend to forget, how to communicate.
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Nevertheless, this stage was not always present in all discussions, thus being marked as
optional. When this stage was absent the students moved straight to the next issue without
making any closing to the previous issue (e.g., Task 1 Question 2, Task 5 Question 1), or
just ended the whole discussion after finishing discussing all discussion questions (e.g.,
Task 3). This might be because they had to deal with a number of issues in a discussion
task, and they sometimes chose to move straight to the next issue after providing answers
to the previous one and closed the whole discussion task after discussing the last issue.
This claim is supported by the finding that none of the discussions ended abruptly without
any sort of closing down. Indeed, all five discussions ended with both or either of Issue
Finis and Task Closure (i.e., ending the whole talk).
The final element of the generic structure was Task Closure, which functioned to round
off the whole discussion task, and the majority of discussions ended with a Task Closure.
In this stage, the students often clearly stated the end of their discussion on a certain topic
such as:
Mai:

so I think that’s it for our discussion.

The finding concerning the closing down of the talk suggests that the learners in this study
were concerned with bringing their talk to an end in a small group discussion. The Task
Closure stage is a typical element of a small group discussion in the context of this study.
In order to provide a clear view of the generic structure of small group discussion in this
study, an illustration of task 1 with all the typical elements is presented in Table 5.2. In
the Orientation stage, the learners were oriented to the topic of the discussion; that is,
communication in business. The learners then went onto discussing each issue. For the
first issue, the students introduced the first point to discuss “Business is best done face to
face”; then they exchanged their ideas, sharing their knowledge, and constructing
collaborative answers. After they reached agreement on the answer, they moved to the
next point of what types of communication would be used in the office of the future.
Having completed the second issue, they moved straight to the third and last issue on the
influences of technologies on people’s lives. The discussion was closed after the issue
was dealt with. Detailed structures of other talks are provided in Appendix H.
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Table 5.2. Schematic structure of Task 1 with illustrated examples
Stages
Task Orientation
Issue Initiation (1st)
Negotiation (1st)

Issue Finis (1st)
Issue Initiation (2nd)
Negotiation (2nd)

Issue Initiation (3rd)
Negotiation (3rd)

Issue Finis (3rd)
Task Closure

Examples to illustrate
Nam: Ok, so first ah …we have some questions about …the
communication.
Trang: First question is ‘Business is best done face to face’
Hoang: Ah I think, ah, face to face communication is very, important in the
business.
Mai: Yes, I also agree.
Mai: So I think that the first one we all agree right?
Mai: So, let’s move to the next one.
Nam: So, what do you think, will change in the future?
Trang: I think ah… of course, everything will be modernized …
Mai: I think, in the future, email will still be number 1.
Nam: People prefer, a faster and more convenient way, rather than email.
Nam: What about the next question is?
Nam: So, let’s talk about personal life.
Mai: And people, when people come to the coffee shop, it’s not for talking
anymore, having coffee any more.
Trang: Because it, when you use too much, the smart phone, you’ll stick to
the screen.
Mai: So, basically, technology is good for work, but in social life, then
people, people tend to forget, how to communicate.
Nam: So, that’s all.

The examination of the structures of the five tasks further indicates that some stages such
as Task Orientation, Issue initiation, Issue Finis and Task Closure were often carried by
certain students. However, even if not all students contributed to building up the
organizational structure of their group discussion, when some did this, they could still
move the conversation forward in a way that benefited all students (e.g., finished the task
within time limit).
The above generic structure description provides the most general overview of how the
learners conducted their oral discussions through a series of stages with specific purposes.
It is evident from genre analysis that clear organization of the discussion was coconstructed by the learners participating in the discussion. In order to carefully examine
how the discussion unfolded as they worked together towards the completion of the task,
the ‘phases’ or ‘step summaries’ applied in Jones (2005) and Suksawas (2011) were
identified. These phases were used to detail the learners’ conversations through smaller
units of interaction with their different social purposes, which will be discussed in the
following section.
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5.2.1. The phase summaries of group discussions
Phases are smaller units than stages, which help the text unfold within each stage (Rose,
2006, 2011). While stages form the most general structure of the group discussion, phases
provide more details concerning specific social purposes of different stages of the
discussion. A combination of stages and phrases makes visible the organizational
structure of the talk co-constructed by the students during their interaction, which
provides a description of how each discussion unfolds and how they collaborated towards
the completion of each task. However, in the oral group discussion in this study, not all
stages comprise smaller phases. Such stages as Task Orientation, Issue Initiation, Issue
Finis, and Task Closure in this study are often brief, so they were not divided into phases.
The only stage that was separated into smaller phases was the Negotiation. The labels of
phases were created based on the functions of these phases and drawing on the work of
Suksawas (2011), which include opinion giving, opinion exchanging, content discussion,
language discussion, answer organization and content summarizing. These phases serve
as evidence for variation in talks across the five discussion tasks, which represent the
central focus of each discussion; that is, the students focused on discussing the content or
language or the organization of the interaction, etc. Some tasks were mapped with all the
elements, but in some cases, one or some elements were entirely absent. Table 5.3
summarizes the phases in the Negotiation stage in the five tasks, in which the presence
of each phase is noted with a (√) multiplied by the number of its occurrence in each task.
Table 5.3. Summary of phases across five tasks
Phases of the Negotiation stage

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Opinion giving

√x3

√x6

√x5

√x5

√x4

Opinion exchanging

√x5

√x1

√x3

√x1

√x2

√x4

√x3

√x2

√x2

Content discussion
Language discussion

√x1

Answer organization

√x1

Content summarizing

√x2

√x2

√x1

√x2

The label ‘opinion giving’ is used to address the phase in which only one student often
gave a detailed answer or a complete answer on a certain issue and other students might
assist in making that idea clearer. For example, to answer Question 2 of Task 4 (i.e., A
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foreign company is opening a branch in your country. What factors should it consider? )
Mai provided a considerably detailed idea on the importance of communication in
business, while others listened and showed their agreement or encouragement:
Mai:

not only they have to create the relationship with the local companies, they
have also they have to communicate themselves, with the consumers … the
communication here is the most important factor …

The opinion giving phase occurred very often during the five discussion tasks as the
students were expected to provide their opinions during the discussion, and each task
contained at least three phases of this type. Similarly, the students were found to work
collaboratively to construct responses to the discussion questions frequently through
exchanging ideas in opinion exchanging and content discussion phases.
The second most popular type of phase was opinion exchanging. Unlike the opinion
giving, in the opinion exchanging phase, the students exchanged their answers to the task
question or built new ideas based on the previous given answers, thus making the content
of the discussion rich with varied contributions from different students. In the following
example, the students exchanged ideas concerning advice given to a company wishing to
open a branch in Vietnam:
Trang: … They should locate their the factory factory in the in the appropriate
location …
Mai:

ah ah … in my opinion, they should consider the advertising …

While the learners exchanged ideas, they did not only demonstrate their support for the
given ideas which were similar to theirs by elaborating, extending and enhancing such
ideas, but also showed their acceptance of opposite viewpoints. As a result, an opinion
exchanging phase might contain conflicting opinions. For instance, in one opinion
exchanging phase in Task 3, Hoang and Trang showed their viewpoint that luxury goods
were always of higher quality than non-designer luxury goods, while Nam and Mai held
the opposite idea. Both opinion giving and opinion exchanging phases reflect typical
features of cumulative talk (Mercer, 2004). That is, learners gather knowledge concerning
the topic and build up their knowledge positively and uncritically by elaborating,
extending, and enhancing their peers’ speech.
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Occurring as a little less frequently as opinion exchanging phases, content discussion
phases were both similar to and different from opinion exchanging phases. Like the
opinion exchanging phase, the content discussion phase featured the exchanging of ideas
among the learners. However, in the content discussion phase the learners tended to
challenge other learners by questioning the given ideas with reference to both validity
and clarity, and/or by proposing better ideas for the talk. This type of phase was often
characterized by questions regarding the legitimacy of the given ideas, for clarification,
and for confirmation to check understanding of discussion points. For example, to
respond to Question 2 of Task 3, Trang gave her own opinion on the quality of luxury
goods. However, her peers could hardly understand her talk, and she was frequently
interrupted by others’ requests to clarify her ideas. This was illustrated in Nam’s
comment: “So, what you are talking about is just, the service a company with the product,
not just the quality”. This type of phase suggests that small group discussions in this study
also possess some features of exploratory talk (Mercer, 2004). That is, the students
critically and constructively engage with each other’s ideas.
While the above three types of phases (i.e., opinion giving, opinion exchanging, content
discussion) all focused on the topic content, the language discussion phase centred on the
English language use. Language discussion phases did not occur frequently during the
five tasks. They occurred when inappropriate language use, especially in the matter of
vocabulary, caused misunderstanding among the students or prevented them from
understanding what was being talked about. Therefore, they had to explicitly discuss such
language use in order to solve any problems caused by this. This finding indicates that
the students did pay spontaneous attention to appropriate usage, which is similar to what
was found by Williams (2001) and Kahn (2012), who reported that learners in their
studies spontaneously attended to the form of the target language in interaction without
planned focused attention to form. For example, during their discussion of answers to
Question 2 of Task 5, the students spent some time trying to work out the meaning of the
word mismanagement in order to determine whether it was the biggest cause of business
failure. They exchanged ideas on what they thought mismanagement meant:
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Mai:

So, how do you understand the word, the phrase here?

Hoang: I think it is… the management of the… chief executive, for example, or the
regulations of the company.
Nam: So it refers to, maybe to directors or the CEO, or even the regulations?
As the students did not seem to have much disagreement on how to organize the responses
to the discussion questions, the answer organization phase occurred only once in five
tasks (i.e., Task 1) when they explicitly talked about how they should organize their ideas.
In this example, Nam suggested how they should organize their answer:
Nam: No, I mean that we should first, make out the means of communication
today, in the office, so then we will talk about, what it will change, in the
future, to make comparisons.
One more type of phase occurring in the interaction is ‘content summarizing’, in which
the learners summarized the points previously discussed during the interaction. For
example, Nam reviewed the factors a foreign company should consider when opening a
branch in Vietnam in issue 2 of Task 4:
Nam: so we have location, we have advertising strategies, and we have pricing.
This type of phase often occurred after a longer phase of opinion exchange. This is a
beneficial step in a long discussion as it helps to remind the learners of what they have
done so far in the discussion. Though these phases did not occur very often, the
appearance of these phases suggests that the learners employed a good strategy to manage
their long discussion.
In short, the phases found in the analysis have enabled the discussions to unfold within
the Negotiation stage with variations in how negotiation was conducted across the five
tasks. These variations show the learners’ patterns of interaction regarding different
topics. For example, with the topic of Task 1 (i.e., different types of communication in
business and the roles of new technologies in communication), the learners seemed to
easily reach a shared understanding of the topic. They were found to accept opinions of
others and to exchange their viewpoints concerning the discussed issues. They did not
seem to have trouble understanding their peers’ ideas or disagreements regarding the
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content given, as there was no evidence of them discussing the content given (i.e., content
discussion phases) in Task 1. The variations of phases across the five tasks might be due
to the learners’ understanding of the topic, their understanding of how to carry out the
discussion towards the completion, their personal viewpoints and their ability to use
language to communicate. Through the analysis, the learners were found to focus more
on the topic content of the discussion than on linguistic matters. They frequently provided
their opinions on the content matter in such phases as opinion giving, opinion exchanging,
content discussion, and content summarizing. Occasionally, they did explicitly discuss
the meaning of certain vocabulary items as in discussing language use phases.

5.2.2. Summary
To sum up, genre analysis reveals how the students subconsciously co-constructed their
discussion. This generic structure reflected their ways of participation in group discussion
and their learning experiences. Generally, the students were supportive and coconstructed collaborative responses during the five tasks. During their interaction, they
employed the English language to provide their opinions, and mutual support, as well as
to conduct negotiations concerning both topic content and language use. This active
participation and collaboration of the students indicated that they were generally engaged
with language during the interaction. The details of how each learner made their
contribution to the discussion and details of their collaboration will be explored through
the examination of moves – the smallest units of SPEECH FUNCTION analysis in Chapter 6.
In addition, phase analysis provided an overview of how learners used English mostly to
negotiate topic content of the discussion rather than language use. Details of how the
learners discussed content or language use will be presented in the following section on
TRANSITIVITY

analysis. In this section, the nature of the field of discourse in which they

were engaged is discussed and their cognitive engagement with language is examined by
the way they used language to construe experiential meanings during the interaction.

5.3. Field and the construal of experiential meanings
The field of each task is located within the field of the whole course; that is English and
International Economics. Although the discussions presented in this study took place in
language classrooms, the students brought with them both their discipline knowledge of
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International Economics and knowledge of language. During their interaction, they used
the English language to display what they have knew in relation to the topic of the
discussion, and worked together towards the completion of the task. The field in task one
is concerned with different types of communication in business, both at the present and
in the future. Task two’s topic concerns international marketing. In this discussion, the
students talked about problems companies may face when internationalizing a brand, the
effective methods for companies when expanding business overseas, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages of global advertising. The topic of Task 3 is related to
consumer goods. The students showed their knowledge of products that rely on heritage
and cultural background, and luxury and fake products. In Task four, they were asked to
provide advice to companies wishing to do business in both China and Vietnam. In the
fifth discussion task, they were invited to discuss success and failure in business and the
factors concerning these issues.
As the field value resonates with experiential meanings which are important sources for
the construal of experience, the learners’ engagement with language will be examined
through their language choices to construe experience. Details of linguistic choices made
by them will be investigated through the system of

TRANSITIVITY

(PARTICIPANTS,

PROCESSES,

TRANSITIVITY

analysis of the

and

CIRCUMSTANCES).

The purpose of the

learners’ discussion in small groups is to understand what is being talked about and how
they think and feel about it, thus revealing their focus on using English.

5.3.1. Learners’ construal of experience across five tasks
In the

TRANSITIVITY

analysis, central to the clause is the

PROCESS

realizes the fragment of experience. There are six types of

type, which typically

PROCESS

clauses which are

relevant to considering how students construe the experience through discussions
including material, mental, relational, behavioural, existential and verbal. Material
process clauses are concerned with the physical world (happenings and doings); mental
clauses construe the internal world (the world of consciousness). Mental clauses are
further classified into four subtypes: cognitive (thinking), desiderative (wanting),
perceptive (seeing) and emotional (feeling). Relational clauses represent the world of
abstract relations – the relationships among different aspects of experience. This type of
clause is used to characterize things (attributive clauses) and identify things (identifying
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clauses). Involved in these

PROCESS

clauses are various

PARTICIPANTS

(e.g., people,

things or ideas) and CIRCUMSTANCES (e.g., time, place, manner, and cause) (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). Note that in the subsequent quoting of phrases from participant
discussions, those phrases will be coloured to denote whether they are
PARTICIPANTS

or

CIRCUMSTANCES.

The summary of the

TRANSITIVITY

PROCESSES,

system with

illustrated examples taken from the study is provided in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. Summary of TRANSITIVITY system
The Experiential
World
Physical world of
happenings and
doings
Physical world of
behaving
World of
consciousness:
sensing
World of
consciousness:
saying

PROCESSES

PARTICIPANTS

CIRCUMSTANCES

Material
(e.g., move, expand,
internationalize,
develop)
Behavioural
(e.g., talk, express)

Actor, Goal, Range,
Beneficiary, Recipient, Client
(e.g., a company, a brand,
customers, profit)
Behaver, behaviour
(you, your feelings)

Location (time/place) (e.g.,
in Vietnam, within
companies, in the office )

Mental
(e.g., feel, think,
understand, want)
Verbal
(e.g., said, explain)

Senser, Phenomenon
(you, we, any other changes)

World of abstract
relations: being and
having

Relational
(is, will be, include,
have, depend)

World of abstract
relations: existing

Existential
(e.g., there is, there
are)

Sayer, Target, Receiver,
Verbiage
(e.g., you, they, the partner,
how we feel)
Carrier, Attributes, Token,
Value, Identifier, Identified
(e.g.,
face
to
face
communication, the best way)
Existent
(e.g., no privacy, one thing)

Manner (e.g., very,
accidentally, easily,
seriously)
Cause (e.g., for
transmitting the
documents, for work)
Accompaniment (e.g., with
each other, with the
modern tools and device,
besides smart phone)
Matter (e.g., about the
work, about the security)
Extent (distance,
frequency, duration) (e.g.,
everyday, all the way,
always

The analysis of the learners’ choice of process clauses shows that they were mostly
concerned with the material world of happenings, and of doings, as well as the
relationships among different aspects of this world. Table 5.5 presents a summary of their
choices of process clauses across five discussion tasks. As seen from Table 5.5, material
and relational process clauses are most frequently produced in these five tasks. Material
clauses produced by the students represented topic related happenings and doings. For
example, in Task 1, the learners talked about what they would do to communicate in the
office of the future, such as “kinds of conference and meetings can be conducted through
the mobile phone” and “[we] set up the conference or the meetings via big screen”. In
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addition, relational clauses mostly focused on the characteristics and identities of
elements of the material world. For instance, the learners used relational clauses to present
the features of one type of communication, i.e., “face to face communication is very
important in the business”, and to assign an identity to email – one type of
communication, i.e., “email is still an important means of communication”.
Considering the percentages of each type of process clauses across the five discussions
(see Table 5.5), similar patterns in the learners’ choice of process clauses have been
found. Although the total numbers of process clauses vary from task to task, there were
minor differences among the percentages of each type of process clauses across the five
tasks, with the only exceptions being for the percentage of material process and relational
process in Task 4 and Task 5. As shown in Table 5.5, Task 5 had the smallest percentage
of material clauses (18%) and the highest percentage of relational clauses (50%); whereas
Task 4 had the highest percentage of material clauses (41%) and the smallest percentage
of relational clauses (29%).
Table 5.5. Summary of process clauses across five discussion tasks
Process type

Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4

Act 5

Communication in
business

International
marketing

Goods:
culture based
vs luxury

Building
relationships
in business

Business
success

256

273

Total number of
process clauses
Material

78 (31%)

Mental

43 (17%)

95 (35%)

240
80 (33%)

65 (41%)

35 (18%)

353 (31%)

35 (18%)

199 (19%)

26

16

22

120

9

18

7

13

11

58

Perception

4

4

7

1

2

18

Emotion

0

3

0

0

0

3

95 (50%)

444 (39%)

Relational

108 (42%)

95 (35%)

30 (19%)

1,117

26

Desiderative

40 (17%)

191

30

Cognitive

51 (18.6%)

157

Total

100 (42%)

46 (29%)

Attributive

83

69

78

28

41

299

Identifying

25

26

22

18

54

145

Behavioural

5 (2%)

1 (0.4%)

0

0

0

6 (1%)

Existential

3 (1%)

6 (2%)

6 (2%)

4 (3%)

8 (4%)

27 (2%)

Verbal

19 (7%)

25 (9%)

14 (6%)

12 (8%)

18 (10%)

88 (8%)

This difference can be explained by the nature of the questions in each task. Task 5
contains only opinion-seeking questions; therefore, the learners needed to provide their
opinions and justifications for such opinions. In response to these questions (e.g.,
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Mismanagement is the biggest cause of business failure. Do you agree?), they needed to
show their reasoning in their answers. As a result, a considerable number of relational
clauses were used to relate to different aspects of the discussion issue. For instance, to
answer the above question concerning mismanagement, they provided their viewpoints
on these issues, such as “mismanagement is the biggest cause [of failure],
mismanagement includes everything, underfunding and overstaffing is just a part [of
mismanagement]”. This resulted in their production of a small number of material
clauses, which were employed to provide facts and examples for the justification of their
viewpoints.
In contrast, Task 4 consists of only information-seeking questions (e.g., A foreign
company is opening a branch in your country. What factors should it consider?). In this
task, the learners tended to build up content required by using their knowledge of the
factors concerning brand internationalization. For example, in Task 4 they offered
strategies for companies wishing to open branches in Vietnam, such as “they should
locate their the factory factory in the in the appropriate location”, or “you [foreign
company] do the survey to get feedback”.
On the other hand, the other three tasks have mixed questions asking for opinion and
seeking information, so they have similar percentages of material and relational clauses.
This finding suggests that the same types of questions may result in answers with similar
percentages of process clauses. In addition, opinion seeking questions may bring about
answers with more use of relational clauses, and information-seeking questions may lead
to answers containing more material clauses.
To sum up, how the students construe their experience in group discussion depends on
the nature of the discussion question. Opinion-seeking questions tend to result in the
greater use of relational clauses to justify their answers. On the other hand, informationseeking questions tend to provoke students to employ material clauses to provide required
knowledge of the topic. However, the focus of experience or type of knowledge (i.e.,
content or language) constructed in each has not yet been apparent; therefore, the
following section presents a closer examination of the focus of the students’ construal of
experiences.
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5.3.2. Focus of experience being construed
As previously discussed in the theoretical framework chapter, experience acts as a
potential for understanding and representing the particulars of the world, and these
particulars of the world are interpreted through language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999).
In this study, the experience construed by the learners through their linguistic choices in
the analysis of TRANSITIVITY represents their knowledge of topic content of the task and
knowledge concerning the English language use. The focus of the experience construed
is realized through the analysis of
CIRCUMSTANCES)

TRANSITIVITY

elements (i.e., PROCESS, PARTICIPANTS,

in the thematic positions, which are chosen by the speaker to highlight

the message conveyed (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The Themes are underlined in the
examples provided in thematic analysis in the current study.
The data show that
cases,

PARTICIPANTS

CIRCUMSTANCES

functioned as Themes most frequently. In only a few

functioned as Themes. For example, Mai chose to begin her

clause with ‘for the first few years” to emphasize the necessity of an export agent in the
first few years for a company when entering a foreign market:
Mai: for the first few years, I think6 export agent is necessary.
Examining the
PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS

were in thematic positions, it was found that these

were mainly personal pronouns ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘we’, ‘they’ and interpersonal

pronouns such as ‘it’. Among these pronouns, ‘you’ and ‘we’ were most frequently used.
Interestingly, ‘you’ and ‘we’ in thematic positions were employed by the students to refer
to people of a certain community that the students considered themselves as belonging
to, such as business people, customers, or people in general, more often than referring to
the students themselves. For instance, Mai used the word ‘you’ to refer to business people

6

‘I think’ was frequently used by the learners during their discussions in this study. However, many of the
example of ‘I think’ were not analyzed using TRANSITIVITY as they did not really project thoughts. Rather,
they carried out the function of an interpersonal metaphor as argued by Eggins and Slades (2004), which
refers to the probability. This suggests that the use of an interpersonal metaphor is not only a typical feature
of language use in casual conversation but also in group discussions as well. This phrase will be examined
in the APPRAISAL analysis, showing how the learners presented their proposition as one of several possible
options.
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in general who need to pay attention to a number of factors when entering an overseas
market including communication:
Mai:

… (iii) the communicate the communication here is the most important
factor (iv) that you need to pay attention to (v) when you enter a market,
a foreign market.

Similarly, ‘we’ was used by Nam to refer to companies wishing to internationalize a
brand:
Nam: … (ii) we want to export out goods to another country (iii) but we don’t
do it directly (iv) but we hire an export agent …
‘We’ referred to the students themselves when it was employed by them to talk about
what they had to do:
Nam: (i) We need you know to clarify or make out ah what they do today to
communicate with other people in the office.
or what they have done in the discussion:
Hoang: …(iii) we said about success in general.
‘You’ was often used in thematic positions to refer to the learners during the talk when a
learner wanted to asked others or a particular learner about their opinions on a certain
issue. In the following example, Nam asked other peers about the government policies as
a factor that a company has to consider when entering a foreign market.
Nam: (i) So do you think (ii) another factor is the government policies?
In another example, Mai asked Nam if he agreed with her:
Mai:

(iii) so Nam do you agree?

At times, the word ‘you’ in the thematic position was mostly used to refer to as a particular
learner, or other learners, when a learner wanted to focus on ideas proposed by others,
“e.g., you mean, you mention”.
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The personal pronoun ‘I’ was used in the thematic positions to highlight the message
concerning the learners’ thoughts, e.g., “I think”, their opinions, e.g., “I agree”, their
knowledge, e.g., “I know”, their desire, e.g., “I want”, their understanding, e.g., “I
understand”, or what they intended to convey, “e.g., I mean”.
The personal noun ‘they’ appeared quite frequently in thematic positions, which was used
to refer to companies, leaders, customers, staff, people in general and other topic-related
aspects (e.g., online diaries, restaurants). Among these examples, ‘they’ was most often
used to refer to the companies. For example, Mai used the word ‘they’ to mention
companies:
Mai:

…(iv) if they want to expand their profit (v) they have to go global market.

The interpersonal pronouns ‘it’ and ‘that’ were also regularly found in thematic positions.
‘It’ was often used by the students to mention any previous mentioned point, which
included specific references such as a specific company (e.g., Starbuck, Pepsi, KFC) or
specific things (e.g., company’s image, company’s slogan, someone’s speech, smart
phone, a certain word) or abstract concepts (e.g., finding the needs of customers, building
company’s credibility, mismanagement, underfunding and overstaffing). In most cases,
‘it’ refers to topic-related content. In very few cases, it refers to a specific word. For
example, ‘it’ was used to refer to the word ‘management’:
Nam: (i) I think (ii) it is the management of the chief executive …
That was often used to refer to the previous talk or given idea. For example, Trang
commented on Mai’s idea:
Trang: That’s right.
In addition to the pronouns functioning in thematic positions, noun phrases were also
found in these positions. These noun phrases referred to different aspects of topic content.
For example, in Task 1, the topic was communication in the office, and the noun phrases
that indicated the departure of the students’ message included the first question (for
discussion), the best way (of communication), the business, face to face communication,
communication, communication change in the office of the future, not all companies,
intranet, technology, the mobile host, many cell phones, today’s communication, kinds of
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conferences, email, teleconferencing, many rival companies, many people in the
company, Facebook, other handheld devices like tablets.
Sometimes WH-elements (i.e., WH-words and phrases containing WH-words)
functioned as the departure point of the message which indicated what the students
wanted to know. Most of these WH-elements referred to other peer’ opinions, e.g., “what
do you think?”, or topic-related aspects of content such as kinds of technology, budget,
products that rely on heritage or cultural background, factors a company should consider
when doing business in Vietnam, and the advantages of standardized advertising. In some
cases, WH-elements were used to refer to the meaning of a particular word. For example,
Mai and Nam asked Trang about the meaning of the word ‘merchandize’ she used
previously:
Mai/Nam: What do you mean?
The above analysis of

PARTICIPANTS

in thematic positions show that the focus of the

messages conveyed by the learners was mostly related to the topics of discussion. Besides
examining
other

PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS

in thematic positions, the examination of the

PROCESSES

and

within clauses shows that the learners were really focused on the

topic content. In a number of cases, the

PARTICIPANTS

and

PROCESSES

show that their

focus was on the language use. That is, when learners asked other peers about the meaning
of a certain word or phrase or offered appropriate words or phrases. For example, Mai
and Nam offered the word they thought Trang needed to use instead of ‘merchandize’:
Nam: (ii) it’s the license or franchise.
Mai:

(i) it’s more like franchise, (ii) you got the wrong word.

and Trang agreed with their suggestions:
Trang: I mean franchise.
The above analysis shows that the learners were mostly concerned with conveying their
messages related to the topic content. Occasionally they placed their focus of their
message on language use. This finding is consistent with other findings, such as those of
Basturkmen, Loewen, and Ellis (2002) and Fernández Dobao (2012) that learners do pay
spontaneous attention to forms during their communicative activities. However, the
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examination of the learners’ speech functions will shed additional light on the type of
language discussion provided such as clarification, confirmation, explanation of language
use, corrections, or suggestions for appropriate language use.

5.4. Summary
This chapter has provided insights into the learners’ engagement with language at the
level of genre through analysis of stages and phases, and at the level of register through
analysis of TRANSITIVITY. Although not all learners were aware of, or took control of, the
construction of the organizational structure of the discussion, when enough learners
recognized and led this construction, the schematic structure of small group interaction
was apparent, and this was beneficial for all learners. The learners were also found to
actively collaborate towards the completion of the discussion task through the analysis of
phases. During their interaction, they tended to focus on topic content more frequently on
language use. This finding was also confirmed in the TRANSITIVITY analysis, which shows
that the experience construed mostly represents the learners’ knowledge of topic content
and occasionally represents knowledge of language use. However, details of how the
learners build up answers to the discussion questions, as well as how they provided
support for one another regarding content building, are examined in the next two chapters.
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Chapter Six
Enacting Interpersonal Meanings: Roles and
Interaction Behaviour
6.1. Introduction
The previous chapter has discussed the findings with regard to learners’ engagement with
language during peer interaction, which is manifested in how the learners used the
English language to co-construct their discussion and how they construe experiential
meanings, to represent their knowledge of the topic content as well as knowledge of
language use. This chapter continues to examine the learners’ engagement with language
through examining how they used language to construct their interpersonal meanings.
The examination of interpersonal meanings was undertaken through analyses of three
systems of
and

MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION

SPEECH FUNCTION

and

APPRAISAL.

In this chapter, analysis of

MOOD

provides insights into how the learners participated in the

discussion through the roles taken up by them and their actual interaction behaviour (i.e.,
initiating talk, maintenance of talk, the support learners provide to each other, as well as
the challenges or disagreements they gave others in the completion of the task). This
analysis provides insights into their social engagement with language.

6.2. Overview of learners’ participation in the five tasks
MOOD – a

fundamental system for making interpersonal meanings (Coffin and Donohue,

2014) – provides an overview of how the learners used English to participate in the
discussion through their choices of clauses (see Figure 3.5 for basic

MOOD

discussed in the Methodology chapter, the grammatical choices of

options). As

MOOD

provide

preliminary evidence of the statuses and indicative roles taken by the learners in the
discussion. These grammatical patterns are formed through the choice of different types
of clause structures such as declaratives, interrogatives, imperatives, and minor clauses.
A summary of grammatical patterns of the learners regarding their choices is provided in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Summary of the learners’ grammatical choices in total five tasks

Nam
total
Mai
total
Trang
total
Hoang
total
Total 5
tasks

Declarative

Incomplete

Minor

38

154

68

133

142

133

52

65

301

486

Full

Elliptical

Polar
Interrogative
EllipFull
tical

WHInterrogative
EllipFull
tical

278

228

20

46

20

11

265

98

15

37

15

4

222

94

4

8

6

1

85

55

2

2

0

1

850

475

41

93

41

17

Imper
-ative

Unidentified

Tagged
Declarative
Elliptical

6

1

21

824

3

1

6

645

1

1

7

619

1

2

2

267

11

5

36

2355

Total

As can be seen from Table 6.1, the participation was considerably different among the
students due to the differences in their grammatical choices regarding both the types and
the number of clauses, thus indicating differences in their statuses and roles. It has been
suggested that the amount of talk of a speaker is indicative of his/her dominant status in
the interaction (Banda, 2005; Eggins & Slade, 2004). Nam is the most dominant speaker,
whose use of clauses amounted to more than one third of the total clauses produced by
all learners in five tasks (824 clauses out of the total 2,355 clauses). In contrast, Hoang’s
participation in the discussion was less than one third of Nam’s (Hoang’s 267 clauses
compared with Nam’s 824 clauses). Across five tasks, Nam’s dominant status is
consistently shown as he produced the largest number of clauses in each task, whereas
Hoang was always the least dominant speaker who produced the smallest number of
clauses in any task. On the other hand, Mai and Trang seemed equally dominant as they
produced a similar number of clauses to each other in the five tasks (645 clauses and 619
clauses respectively). The dominance of the discussion provides only the preliminary
evidence of the students’ overall participation in the discussion. More detailed description
of their contribution to the talk is depicted through how their grammatical choices
position themselves and others during their negotiation of roles. With regards to the roles
taken up by the students based on their grammatical patterns, two types of roles were
evident through learners’ MOOD choices: initiators and supporters.
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6.2.1. Learners as initiators
It is suggested by Eggins and Slade (2004) that the use of full declaratives and full
interrogatives often indicates the initiatory role of speakers in the interaction. Data show
that Nam tended to initiate talk most frequently in the five discussions tasks as he
generated 278 full declaratives, 20 full polar interrogatives and 20 full WHinterrogatives. On the contrary, Hoang did not seem to take the role of an initiator often
across the five tasks due to his small number of full declaratives and interrogatives (85
full declaratives and 2 full interrogatives, see Table 6.1). Close examination of these
clauses by Nam and Hoang reveals that Nam employed both declaratives and
interrogatives to initiate discussion much more often than Hoang. For example, Nam used
an interrogative to start the discussion in Task 1 (i.e., communication in the office):
Nam: (iii) do you think, (iv) the communication is better today with …the new
technology?
Acting as a responder, Hoang was found to use declaratives to provide requested
information or develop a given idea. In the example below, Hoang provided an answer to
the question concerning the disadvantages of technology in workplace:
Hoang: (i) Yeah I think in some companies, yeah, the office will be equipped with
the modern tools and device (ii) without supplying the training to the staff.
Mai took the initiatory role more frequently than Trang, though Mai and Trang produced
similar amounts of talk. This is evident in the higher number of declaratives and
interrogatives Mai employed to initiate talk. For instance, Mai used a full declarative to
present a new factor a foreign company has to consider when opening a new branch in
Vietnam:
Mai:

(i) Ah…I think …ah…I (ii) another advice is, (iii) not only they have to
create the relationship with the local companies, (iv) they have also they
have to communicate themselves with the consumers.

Unlike Mai, Trang tended to use declaratives to respond to the discussion by directly
answering the question, or provided an explanation of, or additional information to her
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own or others’ previously given opinions. For example, Trang replied to the question
asking how communication in the office will change in the future:
Trang: (i) I think ah of course everything will be modernized (ii) and ah thing
needs to satisfy the convenience …
Besides talk initiation, the learners were found to provide each other with support through
their grammatical choices.

6.2.2. Learners as supporters
Support among the learners can be realized through grammatical patterns in several ways,
such as, the use of minor clauses, the tolerance towards others’ stumbling and hesitation,
use of a special type of imperative, and tagged declaratives. Minor clauses, as discussed
in the methodology chapter, are typically used in conversational interaction to provide
encouragement support for the previous speaker. In this study, the learners were found to
produce a considerable amount of lexicalized, e.g., “right, ok, yeah” and non-lexical
minor clauses, e.g., “Mmm, uhhuh”, which were often used to show their support through
their agreement and encouragement for each other. The analysis shows that Nam
frequently encouraged others to participate in the interaction as his speech contained the
largest number of minor clauses (154 out of total 486 minor clauses as shown in Table
6.1). Hoang, on the contrary, provided the least encouragement support through
grammatical choices among the four learners, producing the smallest number of minor
clauses. Like Nam, Mai and Trang were also found to be frequent encouragers as they
produced considerable amounts of minor clauses across the five tasks (133 minor clauses
each, see Table 6.1). In fact, Nam, Mai and Trang took turns at producing the largest
number of minor clauses in each task. This indicates that the learners were actively
encouraging one another to make contributions to the discussion.
The support realized through the use of minor clauses was also shown through the way
the learners encouraged others to be involved in the discussion. In particular, Mai and
Nam were found to employ minor clauses to engage other peers in the talk. For example,
Mai used minor clauses to gain the attention of her peers, e.g., “Ok Trang, ah Nam” to
direct them to the discussion issue; and Nam often checked whether his peers were
following his talk, e.g., “ok?”. These findings suggest that Mai and Nam were concerned
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about the involvement of others in the discussion, showing their roles both as supporters
and managers.
In addition, the learners took up their roles as supporters through their tolerance towards
others’ use of incomplete clauses. The analysis shows that a considerable number of
incomplete clauses was found in five tasks (301 incomplete clauses out of 2,355 clauses,
see Table 6.1). Among the four learners, Trang’s speech contained the most incomplete
clauses (142 clauses out of a total 301 incomplete clauses in five tasks, see Table 6.1). As
suggested by Eggins and Slade (2004), interlocutors who produce incomplete clauses in
a casual conversation are often careful about their speech. However, this does not appear
to necessarily be the case with the learners interacting in group discussions in this study.
The evidence from the interaction showed that the carefulness in producing Trang’s
speech was, however, due to her difficulties in expressing her ideas. In fact, her speech
contained considerable hesitation and stumbling over the words. For example, it took
considerable time for Trang to make herself understood when she wanted to offer her
opinion on the effect of the disadvantages of technology on people’s personal lives:
Trang: (i) Yeah, personal life, I think, is quite (ii) have a problem…about…kiểu,
(iii) when you ah…, (iv) when you ah…use use like social network like
Facebook, ah blog yeah, (v) you you like, you (vi) it’s, (vii) it is (viii)
they are a kind diary, online diary…
Like Trang, Hoang also experienced difficulties in expressing his ideas during the
interaction. As their speeches contain many long pauses and repetitions while presenting
their ideas, they are sometimes interrupted by Mai and Nam to provide assistance. This
interruption and assistance will be further discussed in the SPEECH FUNCTION analysis in
Section 6.3.4. Nevertheless, the fact that a large number of incomplete clauses within one
turn was tolerated by other peers suggests that individual learner’s talk was respected,
and all learners were given opportunities to contribute towards the success of the group
discussion (Oxford, 1997).
The supporting roles of learners were also shown through their use of ‘you-&-me’
imperatives (i.e., let’s) and the type on its analogy (i.e., let me), which often realize
suggestions (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The lack of the usual type of imperative
clauses (i.e., second person imperatives or exclusive imperatives), which often exert the
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speaker’s authority and advice, indicates that there is not a power difference among
learners. Interestingly, Nam, who seemed to possess the most power due to his dominance
of this interaction through initiating and managing talk as previously discussed, was also
the one who produced the most imperatives during the interaction. His use of these
softened types of imperatives suggests that he might have been aware of his dominance
and he wanted to avoid exerting more power over others during the interaction.
Nevertheless, Nam’s use of imperatives still shows his certain control over the
interaction; that is, leading the direction of the discussion.
In addition, the support among the learners was evident through the use of tagged
declaratives, which indicates their interdependence as they expect to receive confirmation
from others. Interdependence has been considered as an important feature of co-operative
group work (Oxford, 1997), which is needed for the success of group discussion. The
tagged declaratives produced by the learners were all elliptical (i.e., the tag is missing).
These statements were coded as questions, as they were stated with a rising intonation at
the end of the clause. Also, confirmation was often provided upon request from a fellow
student. Nam was the most active in involving others in the process of his sharing ideas,
which was evident as he used the largest number of tagged declaratives (21 out of a total
of 36 tagged declaratives, see Table 6.1), and he invited confirmation from others. For
example, Nam politely asked others to confirm his proposition that email would be the
best type of communication in the office of the future, and Mai did so:
Nam: (i) So, in the future, we think (ii) that email is still the best one?
Mai:

Yes, probably.

The analysis of the five tasks has revealed that the learners were active collaborators
during the discussions. Nam was the most consistent and frequent supporter. Mai seemed
to be a more active supporter than Trang through her tolerance towards Trang’s stuttering
in her speech. There was not much evidence of Hoang’s verbal support during the
discussions.
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6.2.3. Summary
To sum up, the above

MOOD

analysis has provided an overview of how the learners

engaged with language in classroom group discussions through their grammatical
choices. The overview of their participation in the discussion reveals the unevenness of
the talk found across the five discussions with reference to both the roles they tended to
take and their statuses. Nam was found to dominate all five discussion tasks. His
dominance was evident in his talk and his management of the discussion. Although he
was the most dominant speaker, Nam also frequently provided supportive encouragement
to avoid disempowering others. Mai was the second most dominant speaker and the
second most active initiator and controller of the discussion. She was also an active
supporter, providing encouragement for others and showing tolerance towards others’
long pauses in their speech. Trang produced a considerable number of clauses in most
tasks and she was an active encourager. However, she rarely took the initiatory role and
her speech contains a large number of incomplete clauses. Like Trang, Hoang rarely
initiated talk. In addition, he was the least engaged speaker and produced the smallest
number of clauses he produced in any task, a considerable number of which were
incomplete.
MOOD

analysis laid the foundation for the exploration of how the students constructed

interpersonal meanings while enacting roles and relationships. In order to provide more
insights into such roles taken up by the students and their relationships, a
FUNCTION

SPEECH

analysis was undertaken. The following section will provide more detailed

discussion of their roles, their interaction behaviour and support among them as rendered
visible in the SPEECH FUNCTION analysis.

6.3. Enacting learners’ roles through semantic patterning
As discussed in the theoretical and methodology chapters, together with
SPEECH FUNCTION

MOOD

analysis,

analysis contributes to the description of learners’ social engagement

with language. An engaged learner argued by Svalberg (2009) is one who is initiative,
interactive and supportive.

MOOD

participate in the discussion.

analysis has provided an overview of how learners

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis sheds additional light on how

learners initiate interaction, how they maintain their conversation, as well as how they
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provide support for one another during their interaction. In

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis,

learners’ interaction patterns are further examined through their choices of speech
functions such as commands, offers, statements, and questions. Each speech function is
enacted through a move, which is located within a turn. Opening moves function to
initiate talk around a proposition; continuing moves sustain interaction by the speaker
who has been talking; reacting moves (i.e, responding moves and rejoinder moves) serve
to maintain the turn by the other speaker. Both responding moves (i.e., moves that tend
to move the exchange towards completion) and rejoinder moves (i.e., moves that tend to
prolong the exchange) are further classified into supporting moves (i.e., providing
support) and confronting (challenging others). The following section provides an
overview of moves produced by learners in the five tasks.

6.3.1. Overview of individual interaction pattern in total five discussions
To provide an overview of the learners’ interaction patterns, a summary of their moves
in five tasks is presented in the following table.
Table 6.2. Summary of individual total moves across the five tasks
Nam

Mai

Trang
Hoang Total
13
7
152

77

55

204

169

146

58

577

9

2

4

3

18

Rejoinder confronting moves

12

2

3

2

19

Responding supporting moves

249

198

216

91

754

Rejoinder supporting moves

106

43

37

33

219

8

6

8

7

29

665

475

427

201

1768

(13*)

(15*)

(24*)

(17*)

(69*)

415

269

280

137

1101

Opening moves
Continuing moves
Responding confronting moves

Others
Total moves
(*incomplete moves)

Total turns

The overview of the SPEECH FUNCTION analysis confirms much of what was found in the
MOOD analysis.

As can be seen from Table 6.2, Nam, the most dominant speaker, had the

most control over the talk due to having the largest number of turns and moves. In five
tasks, he produced 415 out of a total 1,101 turns, and 665 moves out of 1,768 total moves.
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He initiated ideas most frequently, sustained his own talk as well as developed other
peers’ talk most often. In contrast, Hoang made the least linguistic contribution to the
discussions through making the smallest number of turns and moves, producing only 137
turns and 201 moves. He initiated talk only 7 times across the 5 tasks, and did not maintain
the discussion as frequently as other peers did.
Consistent with the findings from

MOOD

analysis, the

SPEECH FUNCTION

analysis shows

that there was little difference in the amounts of talk between Mai and Trang, but the
nature of their interaction was clearly different. The first point to note is the number of
opening moves they made. Mai initiated new exchanges significantly more frequently
than did Trang. In fact, Mai produced 55 opening moves, while Trang produced only 13
opening moves (see Table 6.2). Secondly, Mai was found to produce longer turns than
Trang as she delivered more moves within fewer turns than Trang. As is shown in Table
6.2, Mai produced 475 moves in 269 turns, while Trang produced 427 moves in 280 turns.
That is not to mention that Trang produced more incomplete moves than Mai. In other
words, Mai was more speech functionally dominant than Trang (Eggins & Slade, 2004).
Details of such differences are further discussed in later sections.
The support among the learners found in the
SPEECH FUNCTION

MOOD

analysis was also confirmed in the

analysis; that is, they worked together towards the shared goal of

completing the learning task. This was shown by the fact that the learners were found to
sustain the discussion by responding to others (1,010 reacting moves, see Table 6.2) more
frequently than by continuing their own talk (577 continuing moves, see Table 6.2). In
addition, the learners were found to provide assistance for one another in the discussion
more frequently than they confronted others. The total number of supporting moves (754
responding supporting moves plus 219 rejoinder supporting moves) was significantly
larger than that of confronting moves (18 responding confronting moves plus 19
rejoinders confronting moves, see Table 6.2), which also suggests great conformity and
compliance among the learners.
The discussion above offers a broad profile of the students’ interactions. In order to
provide a more detailed description of how they initiated exchanges, maintained their
interaction, and supported one another during the interaction, detailed analysis of moves
is presented in the following section.
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6.3.2. Initiating dialogue
The initiatory roles often indicate speakers’ control over the interaction, as opening
moves are generally assertive moves to make (Eggins & Slade, 2004). Opening moves
can either be attending moves employed to gain attention of the listener, or to put forward
the proposition for the interaction as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
attend
command (g&s)
offer (g&s)
open

fact
command (information)
opinion
initiate

close-ended
fact
give (information)

Move

open-ended
close-ended
opinion
open-ended

continue

Figure 6.1: Network of opening moves (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
As all the five tasks are discussion-oriented, all four learners mostly request and give
information (i.e., fact and opinion) rather than command and offer goods and services.
Table 6.3 presents the summary of individual opening moves across five tasks.
Table 6.3. Summary of individual opening moves across five tasks
Opening moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

29

11

3

1

44

Task 2

13

21

0

1

35

Task 3

19

9

2

0

30

Task 4

10

4

4

0

18

6
77
(0*)

10
55
(1*)

4
13
(1*)

5
7
(0*)

25
152
(2*)

Task 5
Total five tasks
(*incomplete moves)

The above table provides details of the findings from MOOD analysis. As shown in Table
6.3, Nam and Mai took turns initiating talk most of the time during the five tasks and
Trang and Hoang rarely took the initiatory role. A closer analysis also shows that the
students employed varied ways to initiate new exchanges. Most frequently, they initiated
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new exchanges by asking questions, which were seeking opinions on various aspects of
the discussion topics. This happened because the five tasks require them to discuss given
questions which served as discussion prompts. Most of these questions were asked by
Nam and Mai. For example, Mai initiated talk by repeating one exact question of Task 1:
Mai:

How will communication change O:I:question opinion open
in the office, of the future?

When asking others questions for opinions, they employed more open questions which
were congruently realized by WH-interrogatives, rather than closed questions which were
realized by polar interrogatives. For instance, Nam asked about the disadvantages of
technology in the work place in Task 1:
Nam:

What about the disadvantages, if O:I:question opinion open
we

choose

these

kinds

of

technology, in the work?
This suggests that both Nam and Mai desired to open up space for others to express their
ideas, rather than to impose their opinions on the questions. The evidence for this was
also found in two other common ways of initiating new exchanges during discussion; that
is, the students put forward information for negotiation by stating facts and opinions
concerning the discussions, leaving space for others to contribute their parts to the
interaction. For example, they initiated new exchanges by providing facts such as
background information concerning the discussion topics. Nam was the one who
frequently shared what he had known with others. In the following example in Task 3,
Nam initiated the talk by bringing what he knew to the discussion:
Nam:

Ah, you know in many countries, for example, in Chi O:I: give fact
China, in Vietnam, and also in many other countries
in the world, ah what I think happen, that although
we have branches of the luxury brands in that
country, but we still see a lot of fake products all
around.
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Besides putting forward the proposition for the discussions for all learners, Nam and Mai
initiated new exchanges to involve a particular learner in the interaction. For example,
from turn 51 to turn 93 in Task 4, Nam, Mai and Trang discussed the factors a foreign
company had to consider when entering Vietnam without Hoang’s involvement. At the
end of that exchange, Nam turned to Hoang and asked him about his opinion:
Nam:

What do you think, Hoang?

O:I: question opinion open

This may suggest that both Nam and Mai were concerned about giving the opportunity
to the peer who was quiet or had not had any chance to speak, to get involved in the
discussion. This also reflects their ability to manage the talk in a positive, inclusive
manner.
In summary, Nam and Mai took the role of the initiator most frequently and consistently
through the five tasks, thus having considerable control over the discussions. However,
they also created opportunities for others to make their contribution to the discussion by
asking open questions, providing background information or getting others involved.
Trang and Hoang were generally positioned more passively in the five discussions.

6.3.3. Maintaining turns
While opening moves initiate the discussion, sustaining moves are needed to maintain
the talk. Sustained talk was achieved through continuing moves and reacting moves.
Figure 6.2 demonstrates the continuing moves as part of the SPEECH FUNCTION network.
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Open
monitor

Move

prolong

elaborate
extend
enhance

append

elaborate
extend
enhance

continue

Sustain
react

Figure 6.2: Network of continuing moves (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
Continuing moves are employed by the learners to sustain their own talk; thus,
contributing to the maintenance of the discussion. These moves include ‘monitoring
moves’, ‘prolonging moves’ and ‘appending moves’. Monitoring moves are often used
to check whether other peers are following the discussion or to invite them to take a turn.
Prolonging moves elaborate, extend or enhance their preceding moves. Appending moves
provide similar expansion to prolonging moves; however, appending moves are moves
produced as soon as the speaker regains his/her turn after losing it. The learners were
found to sustain their talk most frequently by prolonging it. Table 6.4 presents the
summary of the prolonging moves of each learner across five tasks.
Table 6.4. Summary of individual prolonging moves across five tasks
Prolonging moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

53

33

28

7

121

Task 2

48

20

22

10

100

Task 3

27

31

30

12

100

Task 4

16

33

5

6

60

16
160
(8*)

20
137
(9*)

13
98
(12*)

7
42
(8*)

56
437
(37*)

Task 5
Total five tasks
(*incomplete moves)

In prolonging their talk, learners tended to add to the information in their preceding move
through extending moves. By doing so, they contributed more details to the discussion
through providing not only extra information, but also contrasting details. Sometimes,
they clarified, restated or exemplified their preceding move to make it clearer to other
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peers through elaborating moves. For example, Mai added both detailed and contrasting
information in her turn to show the differences and similarities between designer luxury
goods and non-designer luxury ones in Task 3. At times, she also clarified her points to
make the meaning clearer to others:
Mai:

R:resolve

Yeah, the feeling
and sometimes when you…like, when you put on the

P:extend

real one, you may find it lighter,
you feel lighter than the fake one,

P:elaborate

but technically it’s the same.

P:extend

You, yeah, you don’t, you don’t see any differences, P:elaborate
so basically, I think that the designer luxury goods P:extend
they have …yeah brand names and the better
materials,
but when you don’t have the money, or…you are not
that like that rich of the money, so you have to take

P:extend

the other option.
At other times, they modified or qualified their last move by providing temporal, spatial,
causal or conditional detail through enhancing moves. For instance, in the following
example Hoang provided the reason for his previously made point about the importance
of communication in business (Task 1):
Hoang: …
ah

…
I

think

ah…

face

to

face O:I:give opinion

communication is very important in the
business.
because …before you make a financial P:enhance
decision, you need to the…such face to
face

communication,

with

the

partnership.
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The data show that Nam and Mai maintained their talk using prolonging moves more
frequently and consistently across fives tasks than Trang and Hoang. Nam and Mai were
found to continue their talk mostly by further extending their ideas by adding more detail
to make their ideas more comprehensive.
Besides maintaining their talk through prolonging moves, at times the students continued
developing their ideas after regaining the turn they had lost through appending moves.
Table 6.5 presents a summary of their appending moves across five tasks.
Table 6.5. Summary of individual appending moves across five tasks
Appending moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

4

1

7

1

13

Task 2

3

2

10

3

18

Task 3

0

3

9

7

19

Task 4

3

11

6

3

23

4
14
(0*)

5
22
(0*)

7
39
(4*)

2
16
(4*)

18
91
(8*)

Task 5
Total five tasks
(*incomplete moves)

Once they regained their turn, the students most often expanded on a previous idea
through adding more information to what they had provided to further develop their ideas.
For example, in Task 2 Nam provided contrasting information to highlight the problem
with the slogan of a company when it entered Chinese market:
Nam:

ah but …ah…unfortunately, your

A: extend

…your slogan or you know the
name of the company, you cannot
be pronounced correctly in
Chinese language.
Sometimes they elaborated on their previous idea by giving an example or restating what
they had said. For instance, Trang gave an example to demonstrate the idea that the
importance of face to face communication in business depends on different situations in
Task 1:
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Trang:

Ah, for example, ah …when you A: elaborate
doing business, the first time with,
the first with, the first time with
this… business, so I think the best
way is face to face.

At other times, the learners maintained their turn by monitoring moves. Table 6.6.
presents a summary of their monitoring moves across five tasks.
Table 6.6. Summary of the monitoring moves of the learners across five tasks.
Monitor moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

8

3

1

0

12

Task 2

9

2

5

0

16

Task 3

6

1

1

0

8

Task 4

2

1

1

0

4

Task 5

5

3

1

0

9

30

10

9

0

49

Total five tasks

The learners sometimes continued their talk by checking whether others were listening or
inviting agreement from others through monitoring moves using such phrases as “you
know?”, “uh huh?” “right?” and “ok?”. Across the five discussions, Nam was the one
who most frequently and consistently included others in the discussions through checking
whether they were following him or seeking support from others for his own position. He
produced 30 out of a total of 49 monitoring moves in five tasks. For example, Nam
checked his peers’ attention to his talk about the fact that people exploit social media by
using “ok?” in Task 1:
Nam:

And we still employ, or you know exploit the O:I:give
convenience of social media

opinion

ok?

C:monitor

like facebook,

P:elaborate*

like twitter,

P:elaborate*

or one of the best professional networks is Link… P:extend
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Similarly, Mai and Trang employed monitoring moves to involve others in the discussion
by checking whether they were paying attention or seeking the support of others. These
two learners produced similar numbers of monitoring moves. Unlike others, Hoang did
not choose to continue his talk through monitoring moves at all.
The above analysis of continuing moves shows how the students maintained the
discussions through sustaining their own talk. During the five discussions, they
maintained their talk mostly through extending, elaborating or enhancing it. They
sometimes maintained their talk by regaining their lost turn to continue expanding their
immediately mentioned point, or by checking whether others were listening or inviting
agreement from others.
Regarding individual speakers, Nam sustained his talk most frequently and more
effectively than others during the discussions. Indeed, he often extended, elaborated and
enhanced his ideas. In addition, he frequently drew others’ attention to the discussions
through monitoring moves. He did not have to regain his turn, as he did not lose his turn
as often as others. Mai maintained her turn a little less frequently and effectively than
Nam; but much more effectively than Trang. Hoang had the smallest number of
continuing moves, however, he was not very successful at sustaining his turn each time
he gained it. As a result, he needed to regain his turn to finish expressing his idea.

6.3.4. Supporting each other
As previously mentioned, the learners were found to provide support for one another in
the discussions more frequently than they challenged their peers. The analysis of the ways
the learners reacted to a move produced by a different speaker reveals the support they
provided for one another during the discussion. They were found to provide support to
move the exchange towards completion through responding supporting moves, or to
prolong the exchange through rejoinder supporting moves as illustrated in Figure 6.3 .
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respond
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Figure 6.3: Network of reacting supporting moves (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
The learners were found to more frequently provide support in a way that moved the talk
to a completion using rejoinder moves than to prolong it using responding moves. This
pattern was consistent across all five tasks. Table 6.7 summarizes the learners’ reacting
supporting moves across five tasks.
Table 6.7. Summary of individual supporting moves across five tasks
Responding supporting moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

49

58

57

30

194

Task 2

55

51

38

8

152

Task 3

35

34

47

21

137

Task 4

58

21

30

12

121

Task 5
Total responding supporting moves
Rejoinder supporting moves
Task 1

52

34

44

20

150

249

198

216

91

754

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

15

4

3

9

31

Task 2

26

9

13

8

56

Task 3

30

12

9

5

56

Task 4

20

4

8

5

37

Task 5

15

14

4

6

39

Total rejoinder supporting moves

106

43

37

33

219

Total reacting supporting moves

355

241

253

124

973
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The data show that they produced a total of 973 supporting moves in total (754 responding
moves plus 219 rejoinder moves). This significantly high number of responding
supporting moves might suggest the impact of time pressure on the task, which caused
them to move the discussion forward to fulfil the task within the time limit. Details of the
support through both responding supporting moves and rejoinder supporting moves will
be unpacked below.
Support through responding moves
With regards to responding supporting moves, the students were found to provide each
other with support through ‘responding developing moves’, ‘supporting replies’ and
‘supportive encouragement moves’. Developing moves have been regarded as the most
co-operative conversational moves (Eggins & Slade, 2004), as they indicate the
interpersonal support among the students as well as the provision of further ideational
content for negotiation. The table below provides a summary of individual responding
developing moves across five tasks.
Table 6.8. Summary of individual responding developing moves across five tasks
Responding developing moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

18

19

17

6

60

Task 2

13

7

7

1

28

Task 3

12

7

9

2

30

Task 4

9

5

6

2

22

12
64
(4*)

13
51
(5*)

11
50
(5*)

4
15
(3*)

40
180
(17*)

Task 5
Total
(*incomplete moves)

The students were found to most frequently develop their peers’ idea by extending it. This
was achieved by adding further supporting or contrasting details. For example, in a brief
extract from Task 3 Mai added more details to Nam’s idea on fake products in Hong
Kong:
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Nam:

Or Hong Kong is the paradise of fake O:I:give opinion
products.

Trang:

Yeah.

R:register

Mai:

You can see Dior, Yves Saint Laurent, R:D:extend
good brands everywhere.

Less frequently than extending others’ ideas, the students elaborated upon them by
providing clarification or explanation to make them clearer or more persuasive. For
instance, Mai explained what Trang had meant by the word ‘chitchat’ in Task 1.
Mai:

I think she mean by chitchat like the R:D: elaborate
colleagues

talking

to

each

other…outside the business stuff.
Sometimes, the students enhanced the previous idea by providing a temporal, causal or
conditional qualification. For example, Nam provided a consequence of what Mai had
previously mentioned about competition between rival companies in Task 2:
Nam:

So ah competitions will lead to loss.

R:D: enhance

Nam was the student who most frequently developed the ideas of other peers in any task;
the largest number of responding supporting moves were produced by him (see Table
6.8). He was also the one who consistently contributed to the development of the
proposition brought forward by others across the five tasks, and he did this by equally
extending, elaborating and enhancing upon the given information. For example, Nam
emphasized the benefits of using surveys in the advertising campaign mentioned by Mai
in Task 4:
Nam:

You know, you do the survey to get the R:D: elaborate
feedback or …

Trang and Mai provided similar amounts of support of this type. They did this a little less
frequently than Nam, but much more frequently than Hoang. While Trang tended to
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extend others’ ideas by adding more information, Mai tended to help clarify points made
by others. This suggests that Mai was more concerned about making discussion points
clear for all to understand than was Trang. This was mentioned in Chapter 5; the learners
at times had to spend considerable time ensuring that the message was conveyed during
the discussion. Mai’s support realized through such clarification was very important in
moving the discussion forward, revealing her management of the talk.
Besides responding supporting moves, support among the learners was realized through
‘supporting replies’. These moves include ‘acknowledging moves’ which indicate
knowledge of given information, ‘agreeing moves’ which show support of information
given, ‘answering moves’ which provide required answers and ‘affirming moves’ which
provide positive responses to the question. Although these moves are not as negotiatory
as responding developing moves, they are an important element of the interaction as they
create a harmonious relationship among the learners through the willingness to accept the
propositions put forward by other learners (Eggins & Slade, 2004). Table 6.9 presents a
summary of the learners’ supporting replies across five discussions.
Table 6.9. Summary of individual supporting replies across five tasks
Supporting replies
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

17

27

28

15

87

Task 2

11

18

14

2

45

Task 3

13

11

20

17

61

Task 4

12

12

10

4

38

17
70
(1*)

10
78
(0*)

19
91
(2*)

4
42
(0*)

50
281
(3*)

Task 5
Total
(*incomplete moves)

The learners were found to indicate their acceptance of others’ proposals mostly through
acknowledging their knowledge of the given information (e.g., yeah, ok). Trang most
often showed her support by accepting others’ propositions, thus demonstrating their
shared knowledge. The following example in Task 4 provides evidence of Trang’s
knowledge of the information provided by Nam:
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Nam:

Yes first you need to, you know, let people R:D:elaborate
know well about you first,

???***

or ==7…
Trang:

==Yeah, I know that.

R:acknowledge

Hoang produced the least supporting replies among four learners, but the most answering
moves. This indicates that Hoang was in the position of providing answers more
frequently than asking questions, thus showing the consistency with the finding derived
from the MOOD analysis: Hoang did not often ask others questions, but provided requested
information. In several cases, Hoang only provided answers when he was nominated to
answer the question as in the below example in Task 4:
Nam:

What do you think, Hoang?

O:I:question opinion open

Hoang:

ah…in my opinion is the, the R:answer
price is a problem…ah…

In addition, the learners supported each other with encouragement which was realized
through ‘supportive encouragement’ moves, including ‘register moves’ and ‘engaging
moves’. These moves were minimally negotiatory as they did not introduce any new
material for negotiation, but did indicate that the learners were following the interaction
and encouraged other learners to take another turn (Eggins & Slade, 2004). This was often
expressed by such phrases as ‘uh huh’, ‘Mmm’, ‘yeah’, ‘yep’, ‘yes’, ‘ok’ or the repetition
of lexical words to display their attention and support. Table 6.10 presents the summary
of supportive encouragement moves produced by the learners across five tasks.

7

== indicates simultaneous utterances/turns.
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Table 6.10. Summary of individual supportive encouragement moves across five tasks
Supportive encouragement
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

14

12

12

9

47

Task 2

31

26

17

5

79

Task 3

10

16

18

2

46

Task 4

61

37

4

14

6

Task 5

23

11

14

12

60

Total

115

69

75

34

293

Nam was not only the student who provided support for others by further developing their
ideas, but he was also the one who most frequently encouraged other learners to take
another turn or checked whether others were with him. This suggests that Nam was
concerned about both helping other peers to build up ideas for discussion and involving
others in the discussions. For example, Nam showed his supportive encouragement for
Trang while she was expressing an idea after regaining her turn in Task 5:
Trang == Yeah the decide, the decision of A:extend
:

the managers ==(1), of the board of
the directors ==(2),
…

Mai:

==(1) managers

R:repair

Nam:

==(1) ok

R:register

Nam:

==(2) uh huh

R:register

The frequent use of responding supporting moves by the learners in the five tasks also
indicates a high level of acceptance of their peers’ ideas and agreement among them. This
suggests that this group was a harmonious one. This finding is consistent with the results
of a study by Pham (2010), which found that Vietnamese students preferred to work in
harmony with their peers. This result also indicates that group interaction among these
learners featured characteristics of cumulative talk (Mercer, 2004), in which the learners
built up knowledge uncritically and positively together by expanding each other’s speech,
as discussed in Chapter 5.
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Support through rejoinder moves
Besides providing assistance for one another in order to work together to finish a
discussion point through responding supporting moves, the students were found to
provide support for one another through rejoinder supporting moves, such as ‘tracking
moves’ and ‘supporting responses’. The analysis shows that rejoinder supporting moves
were used by the students to negotiate a better understanding of the points being
discussed. As discussed in Chapter 5, the students had to spend significant time discussing
the message of given ideas, tracking moves and supporting responses illustrated in detail
such negotiation. Tracking moves refer to moves used by them to check, clarify, confirm,
query or probe the content of a prior move (Eggins & Slade, 2004). The table below
shows a summary of their tracking moves produced during the five tasks.
Table 6.11. Summary of individual supporting tracking moves across five tasks
Tracking moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

5

4

0

2

11

Task 2

14

6

6

2

28

Task 3

8

5

2

1

16

Task 4

9

1

1

1

12

Task 5

6

6

1

0

13

Total

42

22

10

6

80

Across five discussions, Nam was the most consistent and most frequent in providing
support through tracking moves. He often volunteered further information for others to
confirm using probing moves. For example, Nam offered further information to elaborate
on Trang’s idea about the taste of KFC and this information was confirmed by Trang, as
in the following example taken from Task 2:
Nam:

…

…

Ok, that means people all over the world R:track:probe
can enjoy the same taste of KFC?
Trang:

Yes.

R:resolve
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In other instances, Nam confirmed or clarified others’ ideas. In the following example
from Task 1, he clarified the meaning of a particular word (e.g., chitchat) Trang was
referring to:
Nam:

You mean face to face or through internet? R:track:clarify

Although Mai did not offer support for others through tracking moves, she did this
significantly more than did Trang and Hoang. Unlike Nam, Mai often offered support
through verifying what had been said by others. For instance, in Task 3 Mai asked for
confirmation concerning Hoang’s comments about the fake product he had bought. She
wanted to verify whether Hoang had no knowledge of the fact that the product was fake
at the time of buying it:
Mai:

So you you bought it but you didn’t know it R:track:confirm
was the fake one?

Occasionally, she volunteered further information for others to confirm through probing
moves, as Nam often did. Unlike Nam and Mai, Hoang did not suggest any elaboration,
or extension, or enhancement of the previous ideas. He supported the discussion through
a few clarifications and the confirmation of information (2 tracking clarifying moves and
4 tracking confirming moves). Trang provided support through a wider variety of tracking
moves than did Hoang; however, she only produced several moves of each type (3
tracking clarifying moves, 3 tracking confirming moves, 3 tracking probing moves and 1
tracking querying move).
Besides tracking moves, the learners also provided support for one another through
supporting responses which provided clarifications (i.e, resolving moves), the correction
of forms of language use for others (i.e., repairing moves), and the offer of specific details
for others to complete their ideas (i.e., prompt moves). Table 6.12 presents the summary
of their supporting responses for the five tasks.
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Table 6.12. Summary of individual supporting responses across five tasks
Supporting responses
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

10

0

3

7

20

Task 2

12

3

7

6

28

Task 3

22

7

7

4

40

Task 4

11

3

7

4

25

9
64
(2*)

8
21
(0*)

3
27
(0*)

6
27
(0*)

26
139
(2*)

Task 5
Total
(*incomplete moves)

As shown in the Table 6.12, Nam was found to provide supporting responses the most
frequently and most consistently across the five tasks. In fact, Nam produced nearly half
of the total supporting responses (64 out of 139 total moves). He was the student who
most often offered words or phrases for others to complete their ideas or make their ideas
clearer through prompting moves. For example, Nam offered Mai the word “off” for her
to complete her question “What if what if one day … the connection is like …?” when she
was talking about people’s dependence on technologies. Like Nam, other learners
provided assistance more often with vocabulary than grammar and mechanics, although
they did this much less frequently than him. This is similar to findings in the relevant
literature; the focus of language learners’ explicit discussion of language use was on
lexical issues rather than on grammar (e.g., Fernández Dobao, 2012; Fujii & Mackey,
2009; Philp et al., 2010).
In addition, Nam was the student who did most of these corrections of others’ erroneous
utterances through repairing moves. Mai and Trang did this only once each, and Hoang
did not do any correction. In his corrections, Nam was concerned most with others’
pronunciation. For instance, Nam corrected Trang’s pronunciation of “failure” and
“service”. On the other hand, most supporting responses of Trang, Hoang and Mai were
required clarifications. This suggests that they were not as concerned as Nam about
problematic language use during the discussion. This resonates with the finding in
Chapter 5 that the learners were more focused on the content of the discussion than on
language use.
Considering the support among the learners in the five tasks, it is noted that the number
of reacting supporting moves was significantly larger than that of continuing moves (973
reacting supporting moves compared with 577 continuing moves, see Table 6.2 and Table
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6.7), which indicates that the learners collaborated considerably during the discussion as
they were more concerned with interacting with others through their reactions to other
peers’ ideas, than with developing their own talk. This is similar to what was found by
Hoang (2013) and Truong and Storch (2007) about Vietnamese students working
collaboratively in groups. In addition, the finding that all four learners provided support
for one another confirms the claim made by Storch (2002) and supports Shima’s (2008)
finding that the expert role and the novice role are interchangeable among language
learners.

6.3.5. Challenging each other
During interaction, learners not only provided support for each other, but also challenged
each other through confronting moves. A summary of confronting moves is illustrated in
Figure 6.4.
support …
disengage
respond
confront
reply
react

decline
non-comply
disagree
withhold
disavow
contradict

support …
rejoinder
challenge

detach
rebound
counter

confront
respond
to challenge

unresolve
refute
rechallenge

Figure 6.4: Network of confronting moves (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
In response to the talk of others, the students did not frequently choose to challenge each
other across the five tasks, indicating a high degree of harmony among them. This is
consistent with the high frequency supporting moves previously discussed. Table 6.13
provides a summary of confronting moves made by the students across five tasks.
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Table 6.13. Summary of individual confronting moves across five tasks
Confronting moves
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

3

1

2

2

8

Task 2

5

1

3

0

9

Task 3

5

1

2

2

10

Task 4

1

1

0

0

0

Task 5

7

1

0

1

9

Total

21

4

7

5

37

Among the four learners, Nam played a more confrontational role in which he extended
the discussion in a different way, while other learners tended to keep to the same terms.
Nam most frequently confronted other peers by questioning the relevance or legitimacy
of a point made by them, indicating that he critically reacted to other peers’ ideas. This
confirms Nam’s pattern of participation as discussed so far. For example, he did this when
Mai showed her disagreement with the statement that “the designer luxury goods are
always of greater quality than the non-designer luxury goods” in Task 3:
Mai:

I don’t agree with that.

R:disagree

Nam:

Really?

R:challenge rebound

In other cases, Nam offered an alternative interpretation of a situation raised by a previous
speaker using countering, e.g., “I want to focus on the quality of that product alone”, or
negated prior information, e.g., “no, no”. Other learners occasionally showed their
disagreement, e.g., “Mai – I don’t agree with that”, negated prior information, e.g., Hoang
– “no”, or refused to take up the challenge given by others, e.g., Trang – “no I think no”.
Although challenging other peers might be considered undesirable by learners in group
work, it is beneficial as it keeps the group on track, thus enhancing the quality of decision
making (Korsgaard, Brodt, & Sapienza, 2005) and resulting in thorough exploration of
the discussion topic. Nam’s confronting moves were needed for ensuring that ideas were
thoroughly examined, shedding light on a different aspect of Nam’s contribution to the
discussion.
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6.4. Summary
This chapter has discussed how MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION systems enable a description
of the learners’ social engagement with language; that is, how they initiated interactions,
how they maintained interactions, and how they provided support for one another in the
completion of the discussion task. An engaged learner from Svalberg’s 2009 perspective
is the one who initiates talk, interacts with others and provides support for other peers.
This notion of an engaged learner aligns with the notion of a good language learner, as
suggested in the course outline of the language course in this study, that language learners
should be able to maintain such interactive strategies as initiating discourse, taking turns
when possible, developing the discussion, confirming comprehension, and asking for
clarification of ambiguous points. In this study, the learners appeared generally engaged
with the English language in working together towards the completion of the discussion.
As discussed, Nam was the most engaged learner in the discussion of the five tasks. He
initiated talk the most often, contributed to the discussion most frequently by developing
his own talk and developing the talk of others. He also consistently made his contribution
through providing responses or supportive encouragement for others during the
interaction. In addition, he often asked other peers questions with regards to making the
content of the discussion clearer or language use more appropriate, and critically built up
the content of the discussion. His talk featured more characteristics of exploratory talk
(Mercer, 2004), which has been considered desirable for group work, than any other
learners as he critically engaged with others’ ideas.
Mai and Trang produced a similar amount of talk; however, Mai was more engaged with
language than Trang. This is reflected in the nature of their interaction. Mai took the role
of the initiator significantly more frequently and she produced more negotiatory moves
than Trang. This finding suggests that a close look at dialogue among learners is
important in any investigation of learner interaction as it is not only the number of clauses,
turns or moves that matter, but also the types of clauses and moves, as they provide
insights into the nature of the talk that occurs among learners.
On the contrary, Hoang seemed to be the least engaged speaker who was mostly passively
positioned during the talk. He made the least linguistic contribution across the five tasks.
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He rarely initiated talk, and did not often prolong his turns or develop other peers’ talks.
The type of support he made was mostly providing responses and encouragement.
While interacting with others, the learners did not only negotiate content and language
but also adopted particular stances toward those they are interacting with and the
discussion. The

APPRAISAL

analysis in next chapter provides insights into their attitudes

enacted through their linguistic choices.
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Chapter Seven
Enacting Interpersonal Meanings: Attitudes
7.1. Introduction
Chapter 6 discussed how the learners’ social engagement with language was apparent
during group interaction through their roles and interaction behaviour. This chapter
continues the investigation into how they construct interpersonal meanings to depict the
affective dimension of engagement with language. As discussed in the theoretical chapter,
during peer interaction learners express their attitudes, adopt a stance and position other
speakers. Within the systemic functional linguistic model, the

APPRAISAL

analysis

provides insights into learners’ attitudes towards other learners, toward the content of
discussion and toward language used by other learners, thus revealing their affective
engagement with language. Supplementary to the analysis of learners’ linguistic choices
in depicting their engagement with language, a brief analysis of observation notes and
interviews at the end of this chapter will provide more insights into various aspects of
how the learners employed the English language to interact with others in group work
discussion.

7.2. Learners’ attitudes enacted through lexical choices
Learners’ attitudes, as discussed in the methodology chapter, can be depicted through
their linguistic resources using the

APPRAISAL

system (see Figure 3.7). This system has

been used to identify linguistic resources used by speakers or writers to express their
attitudes in several ways using subsystems including
GRADUATION.

ATTITUDE, ENGAGEMENT,

and

The ATTITUDE subsystem enables a direct description of learners’ attitudes

through their lexical resources to represent their feelings. The

ENGAGEMENT

subsystem

provides insights into how learners indirectly showed their attitudes through the ways
they use linguistic resources to position themselves in relation to others. On the other
hand, the

GRADUATION

subsystem indirectly grades learners’ attitudes through their

lexical choices. Through the analyses of these systems, learners’ language choices present
their attitudes towards others, and towards the discussion, including its content and
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language use. In order to gain an overview of the learners’ attitudes being construed, a
summary of their linguistic choices in the total five tasks is provided in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1. Summary of learners’ lexical choices construing attitudes in total five tasks

Nam

Mai

Trang

Total five
tasks

Hoang

ATTITUDE

153

143

144

49

466

ENGAGEMENT

201

180

117

51

609

GRADUATION

97

76

81

21

275

The data show that the students indirectly displayed their attitudes more often than they
directly expressed them, as the number of lexical choices identified in the ENGAGEMENT,
and

GRADUATION

subsystems were significantly larger than those in the

ATTITUDE

subsystem. Nam, the student who has been so far described as an active participant and
contributor to the discussions, displayed his attitudes more frequently than other students.
In contrast, Hoang, who had the least contribution to the discussion, expressed his
attitudes through lexical choices much less frequently than other peers. Further details of
their attitudes are provided in the following sections through the analyses of each
subsystem.

7.2.1. Enacting learners’ attitudes through the feelings construed
The ATTITUDE system focuses on the construal of feelings in the interaction through three
semantic regions such as

AFFECT, JUDGEMENT,

and

APPRECIATION

(Martin & White,

2005). While the system of AFFECT is concerned with the emotional responses construed
through lexical recourses (see Table 4.4), the system of

JUDGEMENT

shows the

assessments of people’s behaviour (see Table 4.5), and the system of APPRECIATION deals
with the evaluations of human performance and natural phenomena (see Table 4.6).
Enacting learners’ attitudes through emotional responses
The framework of AFFECT provides insights into the students’ feelings shared in the five
discussion tasks. The AFFECT analysis shows that they rarely employed lexical resources
to express their own emotional responses or their peers’ feelings. Table 7.2 shows the
number of such cases over the total number of cases in which their lexical choices
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construed emotional responses. In these few cases, the students talked about their wishes
concerning what they wanted to do or what they thought other peers wanted to do, during
the interaction. This suggests that students rarely revealed their emotions, but focused on
the task.
Table 7.2. Summary of learners’ lexical choices representing emotional responses
AFFECT

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

0/1

0/1

0/3

1/1

1/6

Task 2

0/10

0/2

3/9

0/1

4/22

Task 3

1/1

0/2

0/1

0

1/4

Task 4

0/3

0/5

0/2

0/1

0/11

Task 5

1/1

0

0

0

1/1

Total

2/16

0/10

3/15

1/3

6/44

Even when expressing these wishes, their focus was also on the discussion content. For
example, Trang mentioned that she wanted to add one more problem that companies may
face when trying to internationalize their brand, i.e., “I want to add another problem”.
Similarly, Nam stressed the discussion issue that he expected others to focus on; “I want
to focus on the quality of that product alone, not just the service that comes with that
product”.
Enacting learners’ attitudes through judgements of behaviour
As JUDGEMENT resources are used to make assessments of the behaviours of the self and
of others, they are useful in depicting the learners’ feelings during their discussion. The
analysis shows that the learners rarely judged their own behaviours or those of other
peers. Table 7.3 provides a summary of learners’ judgements of their behaviours and
peers over the total cases of judgements in the five tasks.
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Table 7.3. Summary of learners’ judgements of behaviour
JUDGEMENT

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

6/9

1/3

1/4

0/1

8/17

Task 2

2/6

2/4

2/3

0/1

6/14

Task 3

1/2

3/7

2/3

2/2

8/14

Task 4

0/1

0/2

2/5

0/1

2/9

Task 5

2/7

0/6

3/5

0/1

5/19

11/25

6/22

10/20

2/6

29/73

Total

In most of the cases when the learners made judgements about themselves and others,
they talked about their own capability and that of other peers, thus creating shared values
among learners in building interpersonal relationships (Martin & White, 2005). Among
the four learners, Nam and Trang most frequently made these judgements, most of which
indicated their own knowledge of the given idea, e.g., “I know it” or their capacity to
understand the discussion points, e.g., “I got your point” and “I understand”. Hoang only
talked about his inability twice; that is, he could not remember the time the Big Bang
music band came to Vietnam, nor could he recognize the fake products, i.e., “I don’t
know the time” and “I don’t know it is the fake product”. On the other hand, Mai tended
to make negative judgements about herself and other peers, e.g., “I kind of misunderstood
them” and “you got the wrong word”. This finding suggests that, although the students
did not frequently make judgements about their capability and knowledge, the occurrence
of such assessments can produce positive effects on the discussion as they could see their
shared knowledge or their understanding of the talk, thus encouraging them to participate
more effectively in the discussion.
The rest of the judgements made by the students were all related to different aspects of
the discussion content, such as the capability of employees working in companies or
customers. For example, leaders of the companies were judged as "not as good as
expected” or “not visionary enough”, or “not managing the company well”, and
customers were judged as unable to differentiate the genuine from fake products; “we
[customers] can not differentiate between the original and the fake”. This result
resonates with the finding that the students were more focused on the content of the
discussion.
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Enacting learners’ attitudes through evaluations of issues
On the other hand, APPRECIATION resources, which represents the feelings formed through
the way speakers/writers present their evaluations of products and processes (Martin &
White, 2005), provide insight into the students’ evaluations of different aspects of
discussions, including the content presented and the contribution of others. Analysis
shows that the students’ targets of evaluation were mostly varied aspects of topic contents
such as communication in business, standardized advertising, designer luxury goods.
This finding was consistent with the finding in Chapter 5 that the students were mostly
focused on the content of the discussion during the five tasks. Table 7.4 presents a
summary of their evaluations of peers’ ideas over the total cases of evaluations of issues
in the five tasks.
Table 7.4. Summary of learners’ evaluations of issues in five tasks
APPRECIATION

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

0/27

3/31

3/32

0/7

6/97

Task 2

0/22

0/13

1/17

0/7

1/59

Task 3

3/21

1/16

5/31

0/5

9/73

Task 4

2/12

1/11

1/5

0/6

4/34

Task 5

0/30

0/30

5/19

0/7

5/86

Total

5/112

5/101

15/104

0/32

20/466

When making their evaluations, the learners were often found to give comments on how
worthwhile the issues were (Valuation in APPRAISAL terms). For example, Hoang argued
that face to face communication was a very important form of communication in the
office; “It ah plays an important role in ah company”. Similarly, Trang offered her
opinion on the quality of designer-luxury goods as “… the quality of their product is very
high”. Similarly, Nam commented on the availability of fake products; “… we still see a
lot of fake products all around”, while Mai evaluated mismanagement as the biggest
cause of business failure; “I think mismanagement is the biggest cause”.
In a few cases, Nam or Mai were found to evaluate the previous sections of the discussion
in order to move the it forward or to end a certain part of the discussion. For example,
Nam qualified the focus of the previous talk, e.g., “that’s all about work” before moving
the discussion forwards, or ending the talk with “that’s all”. Similarly, Mai showed her
concern about the amount of talk they had produced during the discussion by giving
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evaluations of it in order to move a certain discussion part to an end, e.g., “that’s pretty
much of it; it’s very much it”, or to end the whole discussion with “that’s it for our
discussion; that’s it for today”. This finding was consistent with the identified interaction
patterns in the previous two chapters regarding their management of the discussion.
In a very few other cases, the learners’ attitudes towards the topic or the benefit of the
discussion were displayed. Trang was the only student who gave comments on these
aspects. For example, she judged the topic of Task 3 as ‘interesting’, i.e., “this topic is
quite interesting”, and valued the discussion Task 3 as it gave them “more knowledge
and information about luxury brands all over the world”. Similar to Trang’s positive
evaluations of other peers’ contributions, her positive evaluations of the discussion were
likely to be encouraging to all learners.
Occasionally, the learners were found to directly evaluate contributions of other learners
as shown in Table 7.4. Although Nam produced the largest number of cases of evaluation
in the five tasks, Trang was the one who gave assessments of other peers’ ideas most
frequently, all of which were positive evaluations. The most common phrase used by
Trang was “that’s right”. Sometimes, she evaluated Mai’s ideas as ‘interesting’ or ‘good’;
“sounds interesting; your idea is quite good, that’s the good point”. As suggested by
Martin and White (2005), an evaluation is closely related to the feelings of a speaker; thus
ascribing an attitude towards an issue. As such, Trang’s positive comments on others’
contributions showed her positive attitudes towards other peers, which could motivate
others to talk more as they felt their contributions were appreciated. Like Trang, all of
Mai’s judgements of others’ contributions were positive. Hoang made no comments on
others’ ideas. On the other hand, Nam made both positive and negative comments about
peers’ ideas. While Nam’s negative evaluations of other peers’ ideas might not be desired
by others, they were important in making discussion points clear to every learner,
contributing to the success of the interaction. This is consistent with the earlier finding in
Chapter 6 that Nam was the only one who frequently critiqued the quality of ideas
provided by other learners.
To sum up, the learners were mostly concerned with evaluating different aspects of the
content of the discussion, rather than offering comments on others’ contributions or the
discussion task itself. Trang and Nam were found to display their feelings towards others
more frequently than Mai and Hoang. Trang was also the one who most frequently
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provided encouragement for others through lexical choices, evaluating their ideas or the
discussion task. On the contrary, Hoang often refrained from providing assessment both
of the content and of others’ contributions.

7.2.2. Learners’ positioning their attitudes in relation to others
Learners’ attitudes towards others were not only revealed through the emotions,
judgements or evaluations enacted in language, but also shown through how they
positioned their propositions in relation to other viewpoints, perspectives and
possibilities. The system of

ENGAGEMENT

will provide insights into how the students

make reference to these alternative options through the two categories of monogloss and
heterogloss. Figure 7.1 provides a brief illustration of the ENGAGEMENT system.
Disclaim (not, but)
contract
proclaim (of course)
Heterogloss
Entertain (may, could)
expand
attribute (X said that)
Monogloss (I got it)

Figure 7.1. A snapshot of the ENGAGEMENT system
As discussed in the methodology chapter, in the monoglossic category, speakers/writers
state their propositions as factual information with the expectation that such facts be taken
for granted. In contrast, the heteroglossic category recognizes the existence of dialogic
alternatives (Martin & White, 2005). In the discussion data, the students were found to
present their ideas as one of many possible options through lexical choices more
frequently than presenting their ideas with no dialogistic alternatives, thus allowing others
to present their propositions.
Table 7.5 presents a summary of cases when the students employed lexical resources to
present their ideas as one of a variety of alternatives (i.e., heteroglossic choices) and as
one correct option (i.e., monoglossic choices).
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Table 7.5. Summary of learners’ heteroglossic and monoglossic choices in five tasks
Heterogloss
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

35

41

34

9

119

Task 2

32

23

20

10

85

Task 3

12

25

24

6

67

Task 4

11

26

8

5

50

Task 5

31

40

19

12

102

121

155

105

42

423

Total heterogloss choices
Monogloss
Task 1

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

16

12

9

2

39

Task 2

15

10

11

3

39

Task 3

15

6

19

4

44

Task 4

8

9

7

1

25

Task 5

12

7

13

1

33

Total Monogloss choices

66

44

59

11

180

187

199

164

53

603

Total ENGAGEMENT choices

As can be seen in Table 7.5, the number of total heteroglossic choices of the students in
the five tasks nearly tripled that of monoglossic choices (423 heteroglossic cases
compared with 180 monoglossic cases). This indicates that the students acknowledged
the diversity of propositions on the same issue more frequently than they aligned other
learners into sharing the same single worldview.
Among the four learners, Mai recognized the existence of other alternative propositions
most frequently. She produced 155 cases out of a total 423 cases of heteroglossic
utterances during five discussion tasks and she did this most consistently across the five
tasks, e.g., “probably, it [email] is the fastest; you may find it [the genuine shoe] lighter
than the fake one”.
Within the heteroglossic category, there are two sub-categories of ‘contraction’ and
‘expansion’ as shown in Figure 7.1. While the

CONTRACT

category refers to the closing

down of space for dialogic alternatives, or is ‘dialogically contractive’ through ‘disclaim’
and ‘proclaim’ resources, the

EXPAND

category opens up space for alternative positions

for the same issue, or is ‘dialogically expansive’ through ‘entertain’ and ‘attribute’
resources (Martin & White, 2005). Table 7.6 presents the summary of the number of cases
of individual’s lexical choices representing CONTRACT and EXPAND categories.
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Table. 7.6. A summary of CONTRACT and EXPAND choices in five tasks
CONTRACT

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

20

21

9

3

53

Task 2

15

6

6

2

30

Task 3

8

14

9

5

36

Task 4

3

5

0

2

10

Task 5

21

27

11

6

65

Total CONTRACT

67

73

36

18

194

EXPAND

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

15

20

25

6

66

Task 2

17

17

13

8

55

Task 3

4

11

15

1

31

Task 4

8

21

8

3

40

Task 5

10

13

8

6

37

Total EXPAND

54

82

69

24

229

121

155

105

42

423

Total HETEROGLOSS

Mai not only acknowledged diverse voices the most frequently among the four learners
as discussed in the previous section, but also opened up space for other peers to present
their own viewpoints (82 cases of EXPAND by Mai out of a total 229 EXPAND cases). Mai
often presented her propositions as one of a range of possible positions (Entertain in
APPRAISAL

terms), thus invoking dialogic alternatives. She frequently employed modal

auxilliaries (e.g., may, will, can, have to, should) and the interpersonal adjuncts ‘I think’
(interpersonal metaphor in Halliday’s terms) to make assessments of the likelihood. For
example, she presented her idea as her own opinion about the possible future of the email
in office communication; “I think in the future email will still be number 1” or about the
biggest cause of failure in business; “I think mismanagement is the biggest cause”, thus
giving others the opportunity to present their own viewpoints on the possible future of
email, or the biggest cause of failure in business.
Like Mai, Trang and Hoang’s speeches contain more evidence of opening up space for
dialogic alternatives for other peers, rather than closing down space for them. For
example, Trang often employed modal auxiliaries and the interpersonal metaphor ‘I
think’ to present her proposition as one of many possibilities, e.g., “they [companies]
should locate their factories in … the appropriate location”.
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On the other hand, Nam contracted dialogic space for other peers a little more frequently
than he allowed alternatives, thus aligning other peers with his propositions. He produced
65 cases of CONTRACT and 54 cases of EXPAND during the five tasks (see Table 7.6). He
often closed down dialogic space for his peers by rejecting a proposition and/or presenting
a counter argument to a current position. For example, he rejected Trang’s idea that the
taste of KFC is the same all over the world by saying “But actually, it is not that”, and
supplied the evidence for the difference of the KFC taste in Vietnam compared to that in
the UK. As a result, Nam could convince his peers to agree with an opposite proposition
on the taste of KFC. At times, Nam presented his ideas as highly warrantable, thus
limiting the scope of dialogistic alternatives. For example, he overtly aligned others into
his proposition, e.g., “mismanagement of course is the biggest cause to a business
failure”. By doing this, he directly rejected a contrary position that mismanagement is not
the biggest cause of business failure.
In summary, across the five tasks, the learners were found to have positive attitudes
towards others through presenting their ideas as one of a range of possibilities, rather than
stating their own opinions as ones with no dialogic alternatives, thus providing others
with opportunities to present their own. Both Nam and Mai were found to have most
frequently employed lexical resources to position themselves in relation to others. While
Mai often created opportunities for other peers to present their viewpoints on the
discussed issues, Nam tended to align others into his propositions by making them true
or valid, thus closing space for alternative positions. When the learners expressed their
attitudes by taking up a position, their lexical choices also displayed how strong their
attitudinal positions were, which is discussed in the following section of

GRADUATION

analysis.

7.2.3. Learners’ graduating their attitudinal positions
As discussed in Chapter Four, attitudes can be graded according to either their strength
(FORCE) or according to how the sematic categorization construing the attitudes is
sharpened or softened (FOCUS).

FORCE concerns

terms of the lexical choices, while

FOCUS

the intensification and quantification in

deals with the prototypicality and the

preciseness of phenomena. Figure 7.2 provides a brief overview of the

GRADUATION

system.
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number (many)
Quantification

mass (a big risk)
Extent (long distance)

Force
Quality (very important)
Intensification
Process (pronounced correctly)
Focus (kind of, true needs)

Figure 7.2: A snapshot of the GRADUATION system
The GRADUATION analysis provides insights into how the values of AFFECT, JUDGEMENT,
and APPRECIATION are graded; that is, how attitudinal positions are amplified (up-scaling
in APPRAISAL terms) or weakened (down-scaling in APPRAISAL terms). The students were
found to raise and lower the strength of their assessments (FORCE) much more frequently
than they sharpened or softened their evaluations (FOCUS) as shown in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7. Summary of GRADUATION analysis across five tasks
GRADUATION: FORCE

Nam

Mai

Trang

Hoang

Total

Task 1

28

20

24

4

76

Task 2

21

17

6

6

50

Task 3

13

10

27

4

54

Task 4

14

16

4

3

37

Task 5

26

18

13

4

61

Total FORCE

102

GRADUATION: FOCUS

Nam

81
Mai

74
Trang

21
Hoang

278
Total

Task 1

6

7

4

0

17

Task 2

3

2

0

1

6

Task 3

5

5

3

1

14

Task 4

4

1

1

0

6

Task 5

1

4

1

0

6

19

19

9

2

49

121

100

83

23

327

Total FOCUS
Total GRADUATION

The analysis of the

FORCE

category shows that the students tended to amplify their

evaluations of ideas and issues. This suggests that they were committed to the position
being advanced and aligned others into that value position. For instance, the up-scaling
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of ‘very’ construes Mai as highly committed to the shared value of considering after-sale
service to be important in gaining customers for a company; “the after-sale service is very
important”.
Nam was the student who most frequently adjusted the force of his attitudinal positions
(102 out of a total 278 cases of

FORCE

in five tasks, see Table 7.7) and he did this

consistently across all five tasks. His evaluations of topic-related issues were often
intensified through his lexical choices. For example, he used the words ‘the best’ to
indicate the optimal value of face to face communication in business. Similarly, the word
‘enormous’ conveyed the huge challenge for the Trung Nguyen coffee company when
entering the UK market. This amplification through lexical choices indicated Nam’s
tendency to align other peers with the value positions made by him.
Interestingly, when Nam gave negative comments on someone’s talk, he lowered the
intensity of his assessments. For example, when he did not understand what Hoang was
talking about, what he said to Hoang was, “… it’s a little bit confusing”. Also, when he
asked other peers to move to the next point of discussion, he lowered the intensity of the
request “Let’s talk a little about our own country Vietnam”. The employment of such
lexical choices suggests that Nam was concerned about his peers’ feelings and tried to
avoid making others feel embarrassed or uncomfortable during the discussion.
Hoang, on the other hand, graduated the strength of his attitudes much less frequently
than Nam, being responsible for just 21 out of a total 278 cases of FORCE in the five tasks.
In all these cases, he employed word choices to amplify his assessment of topic-related
issues. For example, for him “all Vietnamese are the low-income community”, and a
bottle of coke in Vietnam was “very cheap”. Mai and Trang employed a similar number
of lexical choices to graduate the force of their attitudinal positions (74 and 81 out of 275
cases of

FORCE

respectively); however, Mai did this more consistently across the five

tasks than Trang.
With regards to FOCUS analysis, Nam and Mai were the students who most often adjusted
the focus of their evaluations. Nam equally sharpened and softened his evaluations
concerning topic content during the five tasks. For example, Nam used the word ‘top’ to
maximize the value position of the act of building relationships with a local company as
“the top priority”, or the word ‘kind of’ to soften the effects that his propositions might
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bring to others when proposing a typical feature of Asian businesses, i.e., “it’s the kind
of typical of the Asian culture” such as getting to know each other first before creating
business relations. On the other hand, Mai tended to soften her attitudinal positions more
frequently than she sharpened them, and her typical lexical choice was ‘basically’, e.g.,
“basically, technology is good for work”, which was used to avoid directly imposing her
ideas on others. This indicates that Mai was more careful than Nam in avoiding
disempowering other members of the group. This is consistent with the findings so far;
that Mai was more concerned about the harmony in their group discussions than were
other learners.

7.2.4. Summary
The APPRAISAL analysis has provided insights into the affective dimension of engagement
with language through examining how the learners displayed their attitudes towards
themselves, other peers, and the discussion. It was found that they rarely used lexical
resources to directly display their attitudes through their feelings or evaluations of others
with reference to their ideas, their behaviour, or the discussion task. Instead, they
frequently targeted their evaluations at people and issues mentioned in the discussions.
This finding is similar to the results of Chapter 5 in the respect that the learners mostly
focused on the content of the discussions. Among the four learners, Trang and Nam
displayed their attitudes towards others more frequently than Mai and Hoang. They were
more open in expressing their evaluations of other peers’ propositions and capabilities.
In addition, the learners were found to frequently present their ideas as one of several
available possibilities, creating opportunities for other peers to make their contributions.
This indicates that the learners were very co-operative during the interaction, as the
success of the groupwork activity depends very much on the contribution of all of its
members (Oxford, 1997). These findings have been obtained through the learners’
linguistic resources, which can be enhanced through data from interviews with them and
observational notes of their talks. The following section provides supplementary
information regarding how the learners engage with the English language during group
discussions.
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7.3. Learners’ perceptions of the English language and their
interaction
As suggested by Mackey (2002), the exploration of language learners’ perceptions in
interaction research could be useful as it provides further insights into the production
data. This section will examine learners’ perceptions of the English language, small group
tasks, their interaction with others during group discussions with regards to their overall
participation, their interaction behaviour, their focused attention on their language use, as
well as the factors which they perceived are hindering or facilitating their engagement
with language.

7.3.1. Learners’ perceptions of the English language and working in
groups
As this study did not aim to provide a comprehensive analysis of learners’ attitudes
towards the English language, learners were only asked what they thought about the role
of English in Vietnamese society and English language learning. Their responses
displayed their positive attitudes towards the English language and English language
learning. All four learners recognized the importance of English language not only in
Vietnam, but also around the world. They believed that English would bring them good
job prospects after graduation. Trang also added that English would be useful for those
who liked travelling and studying in English-speaking countries. She planned to travel to
many countries and undertake higher education overseas in the future. In addition, all
four learners reported enjoying learning English and appreciated any opportunity to use
language to communicate, such as peer interaction. This finding is similar to common
academic findings; that Asian learners often have positive attitudes towards English (Bui
& Intaraprasert, 2013; Carissa Young, 2006; Haswell, 2014; Yu, 2009).
With regards to working in small groups, all the learners showed that they liked this type
of activity due to its benefits. Group work activities were considered by them as a valuable
opportunity to communicate in the target language, by which they could improve different
aspects of their English language such as content knowledge and language knowledge
(i.e., pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical structures). Mai emphasized that group
interaction is a friendly environment that could promote their learning. The learners’
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reported benefits of group work activities are consistent with the benefits which have
been widely identified in the literature (e.g., Chappell, 2014b; Long & Porter, 1985).

7.3.2. Learners’ perceptions of their overall participation in the
discussion
The learners’ perceptions of their overall participation were sometimes inconsistent with
the observed interaction. Evidence from both the linguistic analysis and the observation
notes (i.e., verbal and non-verbal participation) show that Nam, Mai and Trang actively
participated in all five discussion tasks. However, only Nam and Mai perceived
themselves as active participants. For example, Mai said that “I’m often the initiator,
supporter and the person who wraps up the discussion”. Similarly, Nam perceived
himself as “focused” and “engaged in learning” and active in his contribution; “I often
add my ideas to the discussion”. Nevertheless, when evaluating their participation in
relation to others, only Nam made a true assessment of his active participation in the
discussion. Mai viewed her participation as less active than that of other three learners.
In contrast, Trang did not perceive her participation as being ‘active’, as she reported “I
did not actively participate in such tasks in class”. The only one who correctly assessed
his participation was Hoang. He thought that he was a quiet participant. He reported that:
I often responded to others’ questions by giving answers if I know, or gave my
ideas if I had. Otherwise, I would sit and listen to them talking. I rarely ask
questions except when I was assigned as a leader.
Hoang’s perception of his participation resonates with the findings from linguistic
analysis, that he produced the smallest amount of talk during the five tasks and the
observation data revealed that he spoke much less than the others.
The above findings are an overview of how the learners perceived their participation in
the five discussion tasks. More details of their perception are provided in the following
section.

7.3.3. Learners’ perceptions of their interaction behaviour
Although some learners did not make an accurate assessment of their overall participation
their perceptions of their interaction behaviour were all considerably precise. When being
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asked about the details such as the roles they took up (i.e., initiator, follower, leader,
supporter, and challenger) and the assistance among the learners, they provided a much
more accurate recount of their interaction patterns. Nam reported that he frequently
initiated talk, managed discussion to a certain extent, and provided support for other peers
during the interaction. This report reflects precisely what was found in the

SPEECH

FUNCTION analysis of his interaction. He remembered initiating the talk, taking notes, and

wrapping up the discussion even when he was not assigned the role of the leader. Nam
also provided reasons for taking the initiator role frequently; he said that the assigned
leader in each discussion sometimes did not fulfil his/her assigned role. As a result, he
and Mai took turns taking up the role of the leader of the discussion in order to lead the
discussion and move it towards the completion. Nam also recalled that he always wanted
the answers to be well-organized when carrying the learning task in groups, i.e., “I know
I’m an organized person, so I want the group discussion to be organized”. When asked
if he could remember the situation in which he insisted on how the discussion should go
in Task 1, Nam could provide an account of what had happened. For Nam, summarizing
the discussed points could also help better organize the discussion, which was what he
often did during the group talk.
In addition, Nam was also aware of the assistance he provided to other peers, especially
Trang and Hoang. He said that:
If someone has problem with expressing his/her idea, or the word they use is not
really appropriate, or they have wrong pronunciation, I would help them by
providing the word or correcting the wrong words.
Linguistic analysis revealed that Nam was the student who most frequently offered word
choices for others to complete their ideas or corrected others’ language use. However,
Nam mentioned that he tried not to interrupt his peers to correct their mistakes unless
those mistakes caused misunderstanding. When being shown the clip of Trang’s
considerable hesitation and stumbling over the words during the discussions and being
asked about his tolerance towards this, Nam said that he did not want to interrupt Trang
too often, as he wanted to give her an opportunity to complete her ideas. He said:
I know that, it [Trang’s speech]’s really time consuming. I mean it takes too much
time from the time for the discussion, but I wanted to give her another chance to
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correct/express herself or complete her idea. More importantly, I didn’t want to
make the situation too serious when I stopped her too often and she might be
totally discouraged. She might think bad about me and she would not want to
work with me anymore.
Above all, Nam cared about what other peers might think of him as a person. He did not
want Trang to think negatively of him, suggesting that Nam was concerned about keeping
group harmony in the discussion.
Like Nam, Mai assessed her interaction behaviour accurately during the five discussion
tasks. Mai perceived herself as a frequent initiator, a supporter and a manager of the
discussion. She explained in the interview that:
I often initiated because this has become a habit. When no one said anything, I
just did it spontaneously.
Mai was also aware that she often provided assistance for her peers, but with regards to
topic content rather than language use. She mentioned that when she asked questions to
start an exchange, she often waited for her peers to give their answers first, then provided
her own ideas. She added that she sometimes noticed their inappropriate use of language,
but she rarely corrected or provided feedback on that use. She said:
I knew Nam often corrected others’ mistakes, but I didn’t often do it.
Mai mentioned that although she sometimes knew that it took Trang and Hoang
considerable time to express their ideas, she did not often interfere in their talks. Her
reasoning was that she did not want to let them down because she was not close friends
with them and she did not want to invite criticism. This was also reflected through her
linguistic choices as she tried to maintain harmony in the interaction so far.
The perceptions of Nam and Mai concerning providing support in content and language
are similar to what Philp et al. (2010) found in their study; that is, some learners
deliberately avoided correcting other peers’ mistakes during their classroom interaction.
While the reason for not correcting errors among peers in Philp et al. (2010) was the
perceived equality among the learners, the reason provided by the learners in this study
was to do with maintaining a good relationship among themselves.
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In addition, Mai was well aware of her control over the discussion, that she reported that
she often wrapped up the discussion to move it forward, and was concerned about the
equal opportunity for all to give ideas:
During discussion, if I found that someone had talked too much, I tended to ask
the rest for their ideas.
Trang also had an accurate account of her interaction behaviour. Trang was aware that
she did not often initiate talk during the five discussions, and she reported having
problems with expressing her ideas during the interaction. Regarding talk initiation,
Trang said that she did not often remember who had been the assigned leader of the
discussion, even when she was assigned this role. She remembered sometimes taking the
initiatory role as she wanted to contribute her ideas to the discussion, but not because of
her role as the leader. She mentioned she took an initiating role only when she “felt like
doing it”. This indicates that Trang was not concerned about who took the lead of the
discussion or who initiated talks. She contributed to ideas when she was able to.
Linguistic analysis also showed that when she was assigned the leader role, the role was
soon taken over by Mai and Nam once the discussion started. With regard to the problems
with expressing her ideas, Trang acknowledged that she did not have sufficient
vocabulary:
Sometimes, I couldn’t express my ideas. I knew the ideas in Vietnamese, but I did
not have enough English language to express them. Especially, I did not have
sufficient vocabulary so I had to look for words to express my ideas while
speaking.
She mentioned that she had many ideas to contribute but sometimes she could not present
these ideas appropriately, and her peers could not understand what she had mentioned. It
took her considerable time to explain to her peers what she wanted to add to the
discussion. Evidence from linguistic analysis showed that sometimes her explanation
might not have been seen by her peers as clear either, as they still asked her what she
wanted to say, e.g., “what do you mean?”. When she watched some moments of the
interaction clips in which she was trying to make herself understood, she admitted that
she was trying to find words to express her ideas but failed:
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Sometimes I didn’t have words to express my ideas, I had to give up explaining to
others and accepted the interpretation which was closest to mine.
It is clear that even when Trang had great ideas she did not have sufficient language to
express these ideas, so she could not communicate successfully. This suggests that
thorough preparation could enable Trang to better express her ideas, thus making more
valuable contributions to the discussion.
Like other students, Hoang’s reported interaction behaviour was very similar to that
behaviour which was evident from the linguistic analysis. He knew that he rarely took up
the initiatory role if not assigned as a leader of the discussion. His explanation for this
was his introverted personality:
I’m an introverted person. I initiated when I had been assigned. Sometimes, when
working with the same people and they initiated most of the time, I might decide
to initiate the talk. However, I didn’t like that. I did it because I didn’t want people
to think that I was lazy, and that I always relied on them.
Hoang’s concerns about people’s judgement echoes those of Nam and Mai. This may
have influenced their actual and perceived interaction behaviour.
Hoang also recalled that he rarely asked questions, except for the time he was assigned
the leader, as he did not feel comfortable doing that. He said he rarely asked questions
even when he did not understand or missed the information given. He also reported that
he preferred to respond to others’ questions by giving them the requested answers if he
knew the answers, or contributing to discussion by giving his own ideas if he had any.
Otherwise, he would prefer to sit and listen to others, and learn from them in respect of
ideas, pronunciation, vocabulary and grammatical structures.
With reference to the assistance among the learners, Hoang said he remembered
sometimes being assisted by his peers with his language use, which was confirmed by
linguistic evidence from the data. He reported that he was aware of his problems with
language use and said he needed more assistance:
I know sometimes I found it so difficult to express my ideas in English and it took
me time to do so. I needed more help, I didn’t have enough words and structures.
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Hoang also reported that he sometimes noticed Trang’s problems with expressing her
ideas, but he did not know how to help her. He added that if he had known what to do he
would have helped her. This explained why he did not offer assistance to others in terms
of both content and language: he did not know how to express the ideas in English. This
indicates that Hoang was much more open to language feedback than Nam and Mai.
While both Nam and Mai were quite reserved about providing language assistance for
correcting others, as they thought other peers might not like that, Hoang expected to
receive more help of this type. Hoang could have received more assistance if Nam and
Mai had known of his wish.
Hoang’s problem may have been due to a practice he reported about himself. He often
prepared the ideas in Vietnamese and looked for English equivalents during the
interaction. Thinking in the mother tongue has been considered a major problem for
learners of English as a second language, and language learners should learn to think in
the target language as early as possible (Trimble, 1993). Although, thinking in the mother
tongue may be useful for difficult L2 writing task (Knutson, 2006), this may not be true
with L2 speaking. Actually, ‘thinking in English’ has been argued as a tool to improve
fluency in English speaking classes (Hasan, 2016). Muciaccia (2012) even suggested that
the lack of ability to speak the language being taught was due to learners’ inability to
think in that target language. He also reported his own learning experiences of two
languages, Italian and German, whereby he was unable to speak these languages as he
had the habit of thinking in his native language – English. He even claimed that learners
“must think in English in order to learn English” (Muciaccia, 2012, p.xix) as when
learners think in a target language, words will come up in that language and follow its
logic and grammar. Similar to Hoang, Trang also had the habit of thinking of the
contributing ideas in Vietnamese and then finding words and expressions in English to
present them. This suggests the need to train students to think in the target language when
interacting during discussions.
To sum up, details of the learners’ interaction behaviour were accurately reported by them
in this study. Consistent with the findings from linguistic analysis, the interviews and the
observations show that the group of learners in this study collaborated to complete the
discussion tasks. The following section will explain how they perceived their focused
attention during the interaction.
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7.3.4. Learners’ perceptions of their focused attention in the interaction
With respect to the target of the learners’ focused attention (i.e., language use or the topic)
during the interaction, they offered mixed views. While Nam and Trang reported that they
paid more attention to the content of the discussion, Mai and Hoang said they did the
opposite. However, their actual linguistic behaviour suggested that they mostly did focus
on the content, rather than language use, during the discussion. For example, the learners
were found to frequently build up content knowledge of the discussion by exchanging
their opinions on varied aspects of the topic, while employing a small part of their talk
explicitly discussing language use. Interestingly, Nam, who reported earlier that he
refrained from correcting others’ language use, was the one who actually paid attention
to the language use of others most frequently through correcting his peers’ erroneous
utterances or offering vocabulary for others to complete their ideas. He explained that he
used to pay conscious attention to language features of his peers during oral interactions
in the early years of learning English, and this has become a habit. Then he only had to
care about the content of the discussion. Nevertheless, he was aware that he paid more
attention to language use than his peers during interaction. He reported that:
I think I paid more attention to language use than my mates especially if they were
not as good at English language as me. The thing is this attention became
spontaneous and I just did it unintentionally.
This finding suggests that once a learner’s attention to language use becomes
spontaneous, he may naturally correct his language use and offer language support for his
peers. By doing this learners may not only maximize their own learning opportunities
(Sato & Ballinger, 2012) but also create favourable conditions for other peers to learn.
This is because interactional feedback has been proved to facilitate second language
learning as extensively discussed in the literature chapter.
On the contrary, Trang did not care much about language use and she did not remember
explicitly discussing language use with her peers during the interaction. Neither did she
remember correcting her peers’ language mistakes or being corrected by them. When
shown the video clips of their explicit discussions of language use, she recognized her
involvement in these discussions and that she was offered correction (e.g., pronunciation
of impolite or failure) or prompted with words to finish her idea. She then admitted that
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such assistance with language use was good for her, as it was shown in the video clip that
she would not have been able to continue talking without language assistance form her
peers. As she did not pay any attention to language at the point when language assistance
was offered, she could not remember anything related to it when interviewed. Attention
to language use has been proved to have a facilitative role in language learning (e.g., Bao
et al., 2011; Izumi, 2002; Mackey, 2006; Mackey et al., 2002; Nabei & Swain, 2002).
Trang’s lack of attention to language might prevent her from learning new language or
consolidating her already known language use through group interaction. This was
evident in her long pauses and stumbling as identified in the linguistic analysis.
On the other hand, although Mai and Hoang reported paying more attention to language
during group interaction, there was not much evidence of this during the discussion. This
could be explained by the time pressure the learners were under and the desire to maintain
harmony in the group interaction, as was reported in the interviews. Both Mai and Hoang
reported that the priority should be given to language, as the goal of this course was to
develop their language competence, but the time limit often caused them to concentrate
only on the content.
In short, the analysis of the learners’ responses in the interviews provides more insight
into how they used language to interact and the possible reasons for such use. The
following section will explore the factors that are believed by the learners to influence
the way they communicate during peer interaction.

7.3.5. Learners’ perceived factors affecting their interaction
Interview data show that the factors perceived by the learners to have affected their
interaction confirm many of those factors which were claimed by Svalberg (2009) to
influence learners’ engagement with language. Their reported factors included
personality types, the topic of discussion (i.e., interesting, relevant, difficult, familiar,
preparation for the topic), task requirements, relationships among learners, peers’
proficiency level, peers’ co-operation, immediate surroundings, and other personal
issues. Nevertheless, their perceptions of how these factors influenced their interaction
differed significantly.
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With respect to personality type, extroverted learners were believed by Nam, Trang and
Mai to be more willing to interact with other peers, and introverted students were not. In
contrast, Hoang did not think that personality type of a learner affected his/her willingness
to interact with others, but rather the way they communicated, such as initiating talk or
asking questions, affected their willingness to interact. As discussed earlier in this section,
Hoang commented that he was an introverted person and did not often ask questions
unless he was assigned as the leader of the group. However, he added that he was very
willing to engage in the discussion:
If I had ideas, I would contribute, if I didn’t I would sit and listen attentively.
As such, Hoang’s limited contribution to the discussion was due to his lack of ideas, not
his unwillingness to communicate. Evidence from observations also show that he often
nodded his head while his peers were talking. This finding suggests that introversion and
extroversion might not be the major reason for learners’ willingness to communicate.
There might be other important factors accounting for that. Gan’s (2008) review of
literature on extroversion-introversion dimension and L2 performance has also showed
the inconsistent results concerning the correlation between extroversion and second
language performance.
With regard to the topic of the discussion task, interesting and familiar topics were
thought by these learners to have positive influences on their interaction, as these topics
encouraged them to interact with others more and to pay more attention to their language
use. However, they had mixed views on the difficulty and relevance of the topics. When
interviewed, Nam, Mai and Trang said difficult topics did not affect their participation in
the interaction, but the relevance of the topics did. In contrast, Hoang reported he was not
affected by the relevance of the topics, but difficult topics would discourage him from
participating in the interaction as he did not have much knowledge of them. Above all, a
thorough preparation for the topic of discussion was perceived by most learners to be
important as it afforded them more effective participation in the discussion.
Concerning the task requirements, how to deal with the task and time limit were perceived
by the learners to have affected their interaction. All the leaners said that they tended to
interact more if they knew what they had to do in the discussion. Mai also mentioned that
with difficult topics, the instructions from the teacher were really important in helping
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them understand what they were required to do. Similarly, Nam commented that more
specific language assistance should be provided by the teacher when providing
instructions for such tasks. Besides, time pressure was often a problem for them as they
often had to rush through the discussion to complete the task.
Relationships among learners were perceived by most learners (i.e., Nam, Mai and Trang)
to affect their group discussion. Nam, Mai and Trang again shared the same perception
of the positive impact of working with good friends. For example, Trang said that
working with good friends made her feel more confident. Mai also admitted that she
enjoyed working with her good friends in group work activities. Nevertheless, she pointed
out that good friends were often more tolerant towards her mistakes or ideas, so she could
not learn much from them. This indicates that Mai could differentiate what she liked and
what was beneficial for her regarding group members. This finding is similar to findings
of Pham (2010) who cautioned that harmony might be at the expense of the quality of
group work.
Unlike the others, Hoang said that he was not affected by working with good friends, as
for him these discussions were only learning activities. For Hoang, what mattered for him
was the proficiency level of the interlocutors. Hoang was not alone in this respect as all
the learners reported that they liked working with peers with a higher level of proficiency
as they felt they could benefit from interaction with them in terms of both content and
language. However, how the learners perceived their peers’ levels of proficiency might
actually matter more than their actual scores on the tests (Bowles & Adams, 2015).
Watanabe and Swain (2008) found that a more proficient learner who was quiet during
the interaction was perceived by her peer as lacking confidence and, consequently, was
perceived to have a lower language proficiency level.
Although Nam enjoyed working with good friends and people of a higher level of
proficiency, he reported that what mattered most for him was the attitudes of other
interlocutors, their co-operation and their collaboration, which would encourage or
discourage him from actively participating in the groups. He reported that he loved
working with those who are co-operative and active. He did not like working with those
who were so quiet and passive. Like Nam, Hoang said that he liked working with cooperative students. This confirms the findings of Chang (2010), who found that learners’
participation in group work was influenced by their peers’ co-operation.
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In addition, the immediate surroundings, such as people walking out of the classroom,
the door opening and closing, chairs moving, and phones ringing were believed by the
learners to influence the working of their group. Other personal factors reported by them
to affect their participation in the talk included their mood, their health conditions, and
their personal problems.

7.4. Summary
This chapter has provided insight into how the learners’ lexical choices displayed their
attitude towards others and towards the discussion task. The

APPRAISAL

analysis shows

that the learners generally had positive attitudes towards other learners during group
interaction, which is similar to the findings of Suksawas (2011). Their positive attitudes
were not only evident in their positive feelings which were construed through their
emotional responses, but also through their judgements of their capacity and others’
capacities and the evaluations of the contributions of others. Trang was the student who
most frequently directly displayed her positive attitudes towards other learners. The
learners’ positive attitudes towards their peers were also indirectly shown through the
way they presented propositions, that is, allowing space for others to make contributions.
Mai was the student who was most often found to indirectly show her positive attitudes
towards others most. While the learners’ attitudes towards the discussion tasks were
rarely displayed, they were found to frequently present their propositions concerning
topic content. The latter was evident through their construal of emotional responses to the
characters mentioned in the talk, their judgements and their evaluations of topic-related
issues. In addition, their attitudes towards the content of the discussion were often
strengthened through their lexical choices which tended to amplify value positions on
issues.
This chapter also discussed how the learners correctly perceived details of their
interaction behaviour, as well as the reasons they reported to account for these interaction
patterns. Consistent with findings from Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, Nam and Mai were two
dominant speakers who took the roles of initiators, idea contributors, supporters and
managers of the discussion most frequently, but they also avoided disempowering other
peers. Both linguistic analysis and interviews show that Hoang was generally
marginalized in the discussion. However, the reason for this was not his unwillingness to
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communicate, but his lack of ideas and vocabulary. In addition, the long pauses and
hesitation in the speech of both Hoang and Trang was explained by their habit of thinking
in their mother tongue and translating their thoughts into English. These findings,
together with the learners’ perceived factors affecting their interaction, act as the basic
foundation for the pedagogical implications which are discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter Eight
Discussion and Conclusion
8.1. Introduction
This chapter summarizes and discusses the major findings obtained from Chapters 5-7. It
begins with an overview of the study. It then presents how the Vietnamese learners
engaged with language during oral classroom group discussion. Based on the findings, a
re-conceptualization of the construct of engagement with language in peer interaction is
presented and discussed. Implications for English language learning and teaching, in
particular, oral group interaction, are provided. Suggestions for further research are also
presented with regards to learners’ engagement with language in various situations. The
chapter ends with critical reflections which highlight the contributions of the current
study.

8.2. Overview of the study
Learner-learner interaction plays an important role in the learning of English in varied
contexts. The primary role of peer interaction is to provide second language (L2) learners
with valuable opportunities to try out new language and consolidate their already known
language (Philp & Iwashita, 2013). Research on learner-learner interaction has enriched
our understanding of aspects of interaction such as interactional feedback, collaboration,
attention paid to language during the interaction, as well as willingness to communicate.
This study draws on Svalberg’s (2009) concept of engagement with language to bring
together a number of aspects of learner-learner interaction. These aspects include how
learners use English to initiate and maintain the interaction, to provide support for each
other, to challenge each other, to display their attitudes towards others and towards the
discussion, to display their focus of using English as a medium or an object, and to present
their knowledge of the topic and language use. This investigation aimed to provide a more
comprehensive picture of how learners use the English language to communicate during
oral classroom peer interaction. To achieve this aim, five group discussion tasks carried
out by a group of four EFL Vietnamese learners were investigated. As this study focused
on how these learners used English to interact during group talk to complete their learning
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task, the theoretical framework of the Systemic Functional Linguistics was found to be
appropriate for the purpose. From an SFL perspective, language learning is a process of
making meanings and the language is the major resource for doing so. SFL did not only
provide this study with a theory for language learning, but also a model for language
analysis. In particular, this study drew on the analysis of genre to describe the small group
interaction as a form of cultural practice. In addition, it explored how learners made
meanings about their experiences of classroom events and how they engage in the process
of learning through interpersonal language choices. This study addresses one overarching
research question and two sub-questions.
How do Vietnamese EFL learners engage with language during oral classroom peer
interaction?
1. How might Svalberg’s construct of engagement with language be understood
from the systemic functional linguistics perspective?
2. What are the factors (if any) that facilitate/hinder their engagement with language
as perceived by EFL learners?

8.3. Vietnamese EFL learners’ engagement with language
during peer interaction
This section presents a summary of how the EFL Vietnamese learners engaged with
English language during peer interaction. To be specific, it describes how the learners
employed English language resources to participate in group discussion. Participation in
the discussion involved co-constructing the talk, construing experience with respect to
the topics of tasks and language itself, working together and expressing attitudes and
opinions.

8.3.1. Cultural mode of participation in group discussion
In this study, the learners’ use of English to interact in group discussion reflected cultural
ways of participating in such discussion tasks. Genre analysis has shown that talk in the
five discussions had clear organization, evident in the purposeful stages such as Task
Orientation, Issue initiation, Negotiation, Issue Finis, Task Closure. The learners were
concerned about both starting and ending their talk. They oriented other peers to the
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discussion by explicitly stating the start of the whole discussion, e.g., “let’s start our
discussion today”. Sometimes, they added the focus of the discussion topic and some
background information. The learners did not only start the whole discussion (i.e., Task
Orientation) but also initiated each issue (i.e., Issue initiation) as each discussion task
consisted of two or three issues negotiated through questions. In addition, the learners
were found to close their talk of some kind across the five tasks. They often clearly
signalled the end of the discussion (i.e., Task Closure), or signalled the end of the last
issue (i.e., Issue Finis). The organizational structure of the learners’ group discussion was
formed by the learners during their talk, though not all learners contributed to this. Some
stages which were directly concerned with organizing the talk such as Task Orientation,
Issue initiation, Issue Finis and Task Closure tended to be produced by some learners and
not others. Despite this, all the learners benefited as this organizational structure enabled
the discussion to proceed towards completion. This finding presents a typical way of
constructing the discussion among the learners.
As genre depicts the internal structure of the talk (Eggins & Slade, 2004), the small group
discussion genre in this study represents the organization of the interaction among the
learners during their group work tasks. This indicates that learners employed the English
language to build up their talk, although they might have done this subconsciously as it
was part of their culture. Such schematic structure of the talk represents their
understanding of their participation patterns during the interaction. Therefore, to engage
with language at the broadest level is to construe understanding of the context of culture
(i.e., genre) in which language is used. In other words, learners’ engagement with
language during oral group discussion is realized through the way they used the target
language to construct their group talk.
In addition, the knowledge of learners’ participation patterns can serve as the base for the
discussion of whether certain cultural ways of participation in group discussions are
effective in second language learning. The learners’ group talks unfolded not only
through stages but also through the phases belonging to the Negotiation stage. These
phases included opinion giving, opinion exchanging, content discussion, language
discussion, answer organization and content summarizing. Figure 8.1 demonstrates one
task with typical schematic structure with stages and phases.
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Task orientation

Issue 1

Initiation

Opinion giving (1)

Negotiation

Opinion giving (2)

Finis

Opinion giving (3)

Answer organization
Opinion exchanging (1)
Initiation
Issue 2

Negotiation

Language discussion
Content summarizing
Opinion exchanging (2)

Opinion exchanging (1)
Initiation
Issue 3

Negotiation
Finis

Opinion exchanging (2)
Content summarizing
Opinion exchanging (3)

Task closure

Figure 8.1. The sequence of stages and phases from Task 1
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During the five tasks, the learners frequently used English to negotiate content aspects of
the discussion in such phases as opinion giving, opinion exchanging, content discussion,
and content summarizing. While negotiating the topic content, the learners tended to
contribute their ideas and expand peers’ talks through elaborating, extending or
enhancing them, rather than questioning ideas given by others. This indicates that their
group talk had more features of cumulative talk (i.e., positively and uncritically expanding
other’s talks) than explanatory talk (i.e., constructively engaging with others’ ideas)
(Mercer, 2004). Findings from Knight and Mercer (2015) show that success of groups in
information seeking tasks is positively correlated with students’ engagement in
exploratory talk. What seems to be missing in group interaction among the learners in
this study is a lack of critical consideration of ideas, which is important in gathering more
quality group discussions.
Occasionally, the learners explicitly discussed English lexical choices for the purpose of
making language use more appropriate (i.e., language discussion phases). For example,
Trang used a wrong word ‘merchandize’ to mean that one party grants another party the
right to use their tradename. Nam and Mai questioned the use of that word and offered
the right word ‘franchise’. This study affirms previous findings that during meaningfocused activities, learners do pay spontaneous attention to form (e.g., Fernández Dobao,
2012; Loewen, 2003, 2005; Zhao & Bitchener, 2007). Such incidental focus on form has
shown to be beneficial for second language learning (Ellis, 2001; Loewen, 2005), as it
enables learners to connect form and meaning in meaningful communication. This is
particularly so in advanced level classrooms as there is often a variety of language
learning tasks that focus on fluency (e.g., discussion tasks) among learners rather than on
form (e.g., text reconstruction or grammar exercises). As previously argued, advanced
learners must be able to use language to communicate rather than merely knowing the
rules of a language.

8.3.2. Presenting knowledge
The findings of the study suggest that small group discussions in the classroom contain
features of both casual conversations and academic discourse. Halliday and Matthiessen
(2004) have argued that everyday conversation tends to feature personal pronouns
functioning as Themes. Group discussions in this study similarly showed high occurrence
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of personal pronouns (e.g., I, you, we, they) in thematic positions. However, such
personal pronouns as ‘you’ and ‘we’ in the discussions did not often refer to the learners
themselves, but referred to people in general or specific people or issues (e.g., business
people, companies, customers). The discussions among the learners also demonstrated
features of academic talk (Halliday, 2001, 2004), that is,

PARTICIPANTS

functioned as

abstract Themes (e.g., face to face communication, underfunding and overstaffing,
designer luxury goods). This examination of

PARTICIPANTS

in thematic position in a

clause showed that the focus of the learners’ messages during group discussion was topic
related information rather than the English language use.
The analysis of

PROCESS

clauses also showed that the learners tended to focus more on

the topic content rather than language use in their discussions. During the five tasks,
learners most often described the activities of companies, customers and other people
mentioned in the talk using material clauses (e.g., what a foreign company should do
when entering an overseas market) as well as presented the characteristics and identities
of issues discussed (e.g., types of communication, quality of goods). As such, the
experience construed by the learners through their linguistic choices in the analysis of
TRANSITIVITY

represented their knowledge of topic content rather than their language

knowledge. In other words, learners employed the English language to discuss topic
content rather than negotiate language use.
There were several reasons accounting for the learners’ limited attention to language use
during their interaction, one of which was time pressure. In other words, time pressure
hinders students’ thinking process. In the interview, Mai and Hoang reported that they
had to focus on the content ideas for the timely completion of the task and often ignored
language, although they knew that using language appropriately was more important than
having great ideas in their current language course. One reason given by Trang was that
she did not care much about language use by her or the others during the interaction. On
the other hand, Nam’s reason was that his attention to language had become spontaneous,
so he did not have to consciously do it but just concentrated on the content. This
spontaneous attention to language has been proved by a number of studies to benefit L2
learning (e.g., Abdollahzadeh, 2015; Nassaji, 2010). For third year students, as in this
study, spontaneous attention to form should be an expected outcome of any oral peer
interaction.
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8.3.3. Enacting roles
Learners in this study enacted a range of social roles using interpersonal meaning choices
during their peer talk. These roles were initiator, leader, responder, supporter, and
challenger, which were depicted through the analyses of MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION.
The analyses show that participatory roles were unevenly distributed among the learners.
Nam and Mai often took the role of the leader in the five discussions. They initiated talk
the most often and most consistently across the five tasks, which showed a certain degree
of their control of the interaction by leading the direction of the discussion (Eggins &
Slade, 2004). Trang and Hoang often took the roles of responders, thus being more
passively positioned during interaction. In their interviews, Nam and Mai revealed that
they initiated talk more often than the other two learners, not because they wanted to
dominate the conversations, but because the other two learners did not perform their duty
when being assigned as the leaders of the talk. Mai also added that she did not want the
group to fall into awkward silence. Unlike Nam and Mai, Trang reported she did not care
about who initiated talk or who took the role of a leader during the interaction, and she
soon forgot her role as a leader when she was assigned. Hoang, on the other hand, said
that he did not feel comfortable initiating talk and that he was an introverted person. This
finding suggests that one reason why learners do or do not take on certain roles is their
communication preferences and personality.
In addition, Nam and Mai’s leading roles were reflected in their active participation in
the building up of the schematic structure of the discussion, as summarized in Section
8.3.1 (i.e., starting and ending talk). They also demonstrated their roles as leaders through
checking whether other peers were paying attention, e.g., “ok?, you know?” or directly
involved other learners in the discussion, e.g., “What do you think, Hoang?” or making
discussion points clear for every one during their talk, e.g., “what do you mean; I think
what she means is”. Although Nam and Mai controlled most of the interaction, they tried
not to disempower others, which was evident in their use of grammatical clauses. For
example, Nam used you-&-me imperatives to initiate talk and tagged declaratives to
invite confirmation from his peers. Their leading roles were also shown through the
support they provided for other learners.
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The linguistic analysis also provided insights into the learners’ roles as supporters, which
showed a high level of collaboration among them. This finding affirms the results from
the previous studies on learner-learner assistance during peer interaction (e.g., Donato,
1994; Fortune, 2005; Foster & Ohta, 2005; Gánem Gutiérrez, 2008; Kim, 2008;
Suksawas, 2011; Swain & Lapkin, 1998; Watanabe & Swain, 2007). The learners in the
current study tended to provide support for each other through reacting to others’ talk
more often than developing their own ideas. The support among the learners was
presented in a number of ways. The most common type of support among them was the
encouragement they offered for one another, such as encouraging peers to continue
talking, e.g., “Yeah, uh huh”, acknowledging others’ ideas, e.g., “Yeah, I know that”,
showing agreement, e.g., “of course, Yeah, I agree with Trang”.
In addition, the learners provided support for each other by developing peers’ ideas. They
often expanded their peers’ ideas by adding further details or providing elaboration for
these ideas. Their frequent acceptance of other ideas and co-building of content ideas
suggest that the talk of these learners contained many characteristics of cumulative talk
(Mercer, 2004), that is, learners gathered content knowledge during their interaction in
an uncritical way. This can be beneficial for group work activities in a sense that learners
could quickly move the task to completion. However, it might not be effective for
interaction aiming at helping learners to use the target language to critically engage with
peers’ ideas in the exploration of the topic.
While Nam, Mai and Trang actively developed the ideas of other peers, Hoang did not
do this very often. In his interview, Hoang revealed his limited language ability and the
impact this had on his participation in the discussion. This suggests that learners’
perception of their language competence is one of the factors affecting their participation
in peer interaction.
The learners sometimes supported one another by asking questions to clarify or verify the
information given during the interaction, e.g., “you mean the location?”, or to volunteer
further details for confirmation, e.g., “we cannot differentiate between the original and
the fake?”. Although this type of support was not often provided, it could enable the
learners to obtain better understanding of the talk, thus resulting in more quality
discussions. The learners’ responses which offered clarification also indicated their
support. Occasionally, they provided correction for peers’ inappropriate language use
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(e.g., pronunciation) or offered words and phrases for peers to complete their talk. Nam
was the most frequent of the four learners to ask his peers for clarification of their ideas
and also provided them with the most language assistance. His language support was
concerned mostly with vocabulary rather than grammar. This finding is consistent with
the findings from García Mayo and Pica (2000), Philp et al. (2010), and Williams (1999)
which suggest that learners paid more attention to vocabulary than grammatical aspects
during peer interaction.
Nevertheless, language support among the learners was impacted by their desire to
maintain group harmony. Both Nam and Mai refrained from correcting others’ language
use or offering language assistance, which was evident from the interview data. They
reported that they recognized others’ problems with language use during the discussions,
especially when Trang and Hoang took time expressing their ideas with long pauses and
hesitations. However, they did not want to let others down by correcting their language
use. The learners’ desire to maintain a harmonious atmosphere during group work was
also reflected through the lack of challenges during the interaction. Even when learners
confronted one another, they did not just offer bare counter assertions and challenges.
Instead, they often offered explanations and suggestions. This also suggests that their
group talk featured more exploratory talk than disputational talk (Mercer, 2004). That is,
learners offered constructive comments rather than simply offering bare counter
assertions or challenges.
The desire to maintain a harmonious atmosphere during group work in this study
corresponds to findings obtained from P.M. Nguyen’s (2008) and Pham’s (2010) studies
which found that Vietnamese learners preferred working in harmony, and they even
sacrificed their ideas or avoided offering different opinions to maintain group harmony
(P. M. Nguyen, 2008). Although group harmony helps learners feel comfortable working
together, it may lower the quality of discussion in terms of both content ideas and
language use.

8.3.4. Enacting attitudes
Across the five tasks, the learners were found to display positive attitudes towards other
interlocutors and the discussion task through their linguistic choices. The findings of
APPRAISAL

analysis show that learners rarely displayed their feelings directly.
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Occasionally, the learners provided evaluations of others’ ideas and the discussion task
itself, most of which were positive. This finding gives further support to the idea that the
learners wanted to maintain a harmonious atmosphere during group work even when they
may agree or want to disengage. This claim is similar to the caution provided by P. M.
Nguyen, Terlouw, and Pilot (2012, p. 148), that the harmony of the group interaction may
contain “hidden disagreement and distrust”.
In contrast, the learners frequently evaluated behaviours of characters mentioned in the
talk (e.g., companies, business people, customers) or topic-related aspects (e.g., face to
face communication, new technology, advertising), providing further support for the
finding that the learners were mostly focused on the content of the discussion. While
making these evaluations, they indirectly displayed their attitudes towards others by
adopting a stance and by positioning their peers. They often presented their ideas as just
one of several available options by using such lexical choices as ‘probably’, ‘may’,
‘should’, ‘I think’, e.g., “you [company] may suffer a big loss; they [company] should
consider advertising”. This shows that they often recognized different ideas and tended
to open up space for other contributions from their peers. The finding concerning the
learners’ positive attitudes towards other interlocutors is similar to that which was found
by Suksawas (2011). These positive attitudes towards other learners were particularly
important in group talk, as they are one of the key factors that directly influence the
participation of group members during interaction (Cao & Philp, 2006).
In addition, learners’ evaluations tended to be enhanced by such enhancing lexical
choices as ‘very’, ‘the best’, ‘enormous’, e.g., “face to face communication is very
important in the business”. Such linguistic options suggest that the learners were fully
committed with their evaluations and strongly aligned others into the positions being
advanced (Martin & White, 2005), thus strongly creating a shared value among them.
This acts as further evidence for the learners’ maintenance of group harmony.
With regard to individual differences, Trang was the one who most frequently displayed
her positive attitudes towards others by providing positive comments on others’ ideas,
e.g., “that’s right, that’s the good point”. Both Trang and Mai only provided positive
evaluations of others’ contributions. Hoang did not make any comments, and Nam
offered both positive and negative comments. This confirms the previous finding that
Nam was critically engaged with others’ ideas during the discussion. On the other hand,
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Mai most frequently created opportunities for other peers to contribute their ideas by
presenting her ideas as one of a number of possibilities, e.g., ‘in my opinion, they
[company] should consider advertising”. This again confirms her concern with the
harmony of their group work.

8.3.5. Factors affecting learners’ engagement with language
Factors found to influence learners’ engagement with language came from both their
interaction and their perceptions. The previously discussed maintenance of group
harmony during peer interaction was one obvious factor that affected their participation
patterns. That constant harmony resulted in their talk featuring frequent agreements and
rare challenges, which supports other studies which found that Vietnamese learners
enjoyed working in a harmonious atmosphere and were discouraged from criticizing and
reflecting (P. M. Nguyen, 2008; Park, 2002). This suggests that the harmony of EFL
Vietnamese learners’ group work activities was influenced by their culture.
Individual communication tendencies and preferences also influenced learners’
interaction. For example, Mai and Nam would take over the role of the leader if the person
being assigned that role did not do his/her task; or Trang preferred not to initiate talk;
Hoang was not comfortable asking other students questions. Similarly, Nam and Mai
tended to avoid correcting others or providing frequent language support for others during
their interaction, as they wanted to maintain group harmony.
Interview data also show that the learners were considerably influenced by the topic of
the discussion. All the learners shared the same view that the nature of a topic affected
engagement with language. If the topic was interesting, they tended to engage with others
more and engage with language more during the interaction. Similarly, familiar topics
tended to have positive impacts on their participation and attention to language. However,
the difficulty level and the relevance of the topic were perceived to affect the discussion
in different ways. Those learners who were affected by the topic’s difficulty level were
not affected by its relevance and in vice versa.
In addition, the other the factors reported to influence all the learners included peers’
language proficiency and task requirements. The learners expressed their desire to work
with peers of higher proficiency levels under the assumption that they could learn more
from these learners in terms of both ideas and language. They also observed that clear
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task requirements, especially with difficult topics, enabled them to conduct better
discussions.
Personality, relationships among learners, preparation for their discussion, time pressure
of task completion, and co-operation among peers were factors believed by most learners
to influence their peer interaction. For most learners, extroverted students were more
willing to interact with others than introverted ones. These learners also enjoy working
with good friends. Regarding discussion preparation, the learners considered their
preparedness for the discussion to have affected their group discussion, as a thorough
preparation brought them more quality ideas and sufficient language to speak. The
pressure of finishing the discussion task within the time limit also prevented the learners
from paying attention to language use.
The above findings suggest that individual perceptions of these factors play an important
role in shaping their interaction patterns as well as their attention to language use.

8.3.6. Summary
The findings of the current study have provided insights into the EFL Vietnamese
learners’ engagement with language during oral classroom peer interaction. The learners
were found to employ the English language to co-construct their group discussion
representing their cultural way of participation across the five tasks. During their group
talks, they tended to negotiate topic content rather than language use, thus displaying their
topic knowledge rather than language knowledge. In addition, their language choices
enacted their roles and positive attitudes during the interaction. Learners often took the
role of the supporter rather than the confronter. Those who took up the roles of the leader
were also active supporters during the discussion.
In short, these learners formed a harmonious group working to complete the discussion
task. Across the five tasks the learners’ talk demonstrated considerable agreement with
each other, which was shown through their uncritical acceptance of others’ ideas. This
creates a sense that there was a lack of the necessary challenges which successful learning
requires (Knight & Mercer, 2015; Mercer, 2004). As argued by Janis (1982), frequent
agreements can lead to low quality group talk, and disagreements can be beneficial when
they occur with reasoning and evidence. The necessary challenge is expressed through
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the confrontation role which stimulates the participation of others in the group, keeps the
discussion on track, and provides opportunities for the group to co-construct better quality
ideas. Thus, to a certain extent, moderate confrontation during the discussion could be
considered as a collaborative act that language learners should develop during peer
interaction for their successful language learning.

8.4. Re-conceptualizing engagement with language in peer
interaction
Svalberg (2009) has introduced a new and useful concept, engagement with language, to
the field of second language teaching and learning, which has added to our understanding
of three important aspects of learners’ language use; that is cognitive, affective and social.
Nevertheless, Svalberg’s concept of engagement with language focuses on a description
of language as an object, rather than as a medium of communication. This conception is
limited to the context where learners are doing language exercises or form-focused tasks,
and in which the manifestation of their engagement with language is mostly shown in
language related episodes where learners explicitly discuss language solutions. This
limited scope could restrict the wider application of the concept of engagement with
language. Examining Svalberg’s criteria for identifying the three aspects of engagement
with language, it seems that these three aspects could occur in any interaction regardless
of the focus of the tasks on language as an object or medium. What is more, form-focused
tasks are not the only type of tasks in the current language classroom. In addition to tasks
focusing on forms, there is a wide range of other language learning tasks such as
information exchange and discussions which have been used in language classrooms and
research (e.g., Mihye, 2014; Nakahama et al., 2001; Ryoo, 2010).
The findings of this study have demonstrated that the concept of engagement with
language, as proposed by Svalberg, has the potential to provide a holistic account of
learners’ engagement with language during oral peer interaction. The concept brought
together various aspects of interaction such as learners’ co-construction of the discussion,
their focused attention, their collaboration, their attitudes towards other learners and
towards the discussion task.
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8.4.1 Re-conceptualizing engagement with language
As previously noted, Svalberg’s (2009) original concept of engagement with language
limits the notion of language to being an object of study. However, in most
communication contexts using language either oral or written, learners need to
communicate their messages. Language classrooms are not an exception, as the ultimate
goal of learners is to be able to use the target language effectively (Butler, 2011; CelceMurcia, 1991; Littlewood, 1981). From the perspective of SFL, learning a language is a
process of making meanings; therefore, a successful learner is someone who can
successfully make meanings using the target language. Based on this perspective, this
study also suggests that a successful language learner is someone who successfully
communicates their ideas to others, because merely possessing a good knowledge of the
rules of the target language does not guarantee appropriate language use in
communication (Ellis, 2005). Therefore, to engage with language one should not be
overtly concerned with language as an object of study. Rather, language should be treated
both as an object of study and as a medium of communication. Perhaps Svalberg did not
offer as much as SFL did in terms of understanding the learning that is going on.
The focus of learners’ engagement with language as an object or medium depends on the
purpose of the learning tasks. If the task focuses on the correct form of language, learners
will engage with language as an object of study. If the task focuses on meaningful
communication, learners will engage with language mainly as a medium, as their primary
focus is on meaning (Philp et al., 2014). However, during meaning-focused interaction
learners occasionally switch their attention to language when problems with language are
triggered (Loewen, 2003, 2005; Zhao & Bitchener, 2007). As argued by Sato and
Ballinger (2012), learners’ learning opportunities will be maximized when they pay
attention to form spontaneously. Therefore, communicative activities offer learners a
great opportunity not only to use the target language to communicate meanings, but also
to consolidate their language knowledge, as well as to learn more about the target
language. Thus, to engage with language in communicative activities is to engage with
language mainly as a medium and sometimes as an object.
Even when learners engage with language as a medium, language engagement should be
studied in a nuanced way. As discussed in Chapter 3, language evolves within a certain
culture in which language is used (Martin, 2009); therefore, to engage with language is
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firstly to engage with the context of that culture (i.e., genre). Genre construes typical ways
of doing things in a certain culture in which language is used (Martin & Rose, 2008).
Therefore, to engage with language is to engage with using language to construct cultural
ways of doing things. In small group discussion, to engage with language should firstly
be re-conceptualized as to engage with using the target language to construct learners’
cultural ways of participating in the discussion. In addition, language from an SFL
perspective is a resource for making meanings, so that engagement with language is also
engagement with making meanings through using language. The three types of meanings
are experiential meanings, interpersonal meanings and textual meanings (Eggins, 2004).
In the context of foreign language classroom peer interaction, experiential and
interpersonal meanings are of central focus as they construe learners’ classroom learning
experiences and their roles and relationships.

8.4.2. Engaging with language as a communication tool
In the context of a content and language integrated program as in this study, content
knowledge is taught in the mother tongue and language classroom are designed to offer
the learners opportunities to use English to successfully communicate content knowledge.
Content knowledge is often seen as a vehicle for practising using the target language in
order to make language learning more meaningful, thus improving learners’ language
competence. The language which is required in this context is more functionally oriented
language, describing what it is students are engaging with. Based on the insights drawn
from the findings of the study regarding how the learners used English to communicate
during their group interaction and the SFL theory, the concept of engagement with
language is re-conceptualized as involving three aspects: construal of understanding,
enactment of roles and enactment of attitudes. Although not all aspects of each dimension
of Svalberg’ engagement with language are depicted using SFL tools, the cognitive aspect
corresponds with construing understanding; social aspect corresponds with enacting
social roles; and affective engagement with language corresponds with enacting attitudes.
As discussed in the Theoretical Chapter, learners’ cognition was interpreted based on
linguistic processes. Specifically, the examination of the learners’ cognition in this study
was undertaken through the investigation of how they used English language to construe
their understanding.

Understanding is the process of transforming knowledge into

meaning using language (Halliday & Webster, 2009). During peer interaction, the
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learners’ knowledge was transformed into meanings which represented the organizational
structure of their talk and knowledge of both topic content and language use. Therefore,
construing understanding includes co-construction of the interaction and representation
of learners’ knowledge. Table 8.1 presents how Svalberg’ engagement with language is
linguistically depicted drawing on the SFL perspective.
Table 8.1. Linguistic enactment of EFL learners’ engagement with language during
classroom oral peer interaction
Svalberg’
Re-conceptualized
Linguistic enactment
dimensions of engagement with language
engagement
from the SFL perspective
with language

Cognitive
dimension

Co-constructing
interaction

the Generic structure of the interaction
Phases (details of how learners negotiate
of content, language and organization of
answers)

(cultural
ways
participation)
Representing knowledge

TRANSITIVITY

(both content and language)

PROCESSES

clauses (how learners’
construed experience represents their
knowledge)
in thematic positions
(focus of experience construed represent
focus of language use)
PARTICIPANTS

Social
dimension

Enacting roles

Affective
dimension

Enacting attitudes

(general
participation
indicative roles and statuses)
MOOD

and

(social roles taken up by
SPEECH FUNCTION (detailed roles such as
learners)
initiator, supporter, challenger)

(attitudes
towards
learners,
towards
discussion task)

APPRAISAL

other ATTITUDE (directly expressed attitudes
the through emotional responses, judgements
of others’ behaviour and evaluation of
others’ contributions)
(indirectly
expressed
attitudes through positioning themselves
in relation to others’ propositions)
ENGAGEMENT

(graduating the force and
the focus of attitudes)
GRADUATION
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The generic structure of a group discussion demonstrates how learners use English
language to build up the organization of their talk. This organization is realized through
the way they start the whole discussion (i.e., Task Orientation stage), to initiate different
issues (i.e., Issue initiation stage), to negotiate varied aspects of the interaction (i.e.,
Negotiation stage), and to end talk (i.e., Issue Finis and Task Closure stages). The
variations across talks are shown by phases such as opinion giving, opinion exchanging,
content discussion, language discussion, answer organization and content summarizing.
The schematic structure of their talk is important as it reflects their metacognition
(Negretti & Kuteeva, 2011, p. 97) (e.g., how to monitor their performance), which allows
learners to employ appropriate language to communicate their message in a certain social
context (Henry & Roseberry, 1999).
In addition, the analysis of phases shows the types of talk constructed by the learners.
There are three types of talk suggested by Mercer (2004); that is cumulative, disputational
and exploratory. Among these types of talk, disputational is the least desired type as it is
characterized by short exchanges of disagreements without constructive criticism of
suggestions. Cumulative talk is useful in gathering knowledge among learners during
group work, which has such features as elaborations, repetitions and confirmation.
Although this type of talk can enable learners to achieve harmony in group talk, it does
not encourage critical engagement with the ideas proposed. Unlike the other two types of
talk, exploratory is the most desirable one, in which learners engage critically and
constructively with each other’s ideas (Knight & Mercer, 2015; Mercer, 2004). Therefore,
how learners use the target language to interact with one another during group interaction
reflects their cultural ways of participation in such activities.
Learners’ knowledge of content and language is depicted through the analysis of
TRANSITIVITY.

During peer interaction, learners engage with language to construe

experience which represents their knowledge of both discipline knowledge and language
knowledge. As argued by Halliday and Matthiessen (1999), language is a resource for
construing experience of the world, while a metalanguage is a resource for construing our
experience of language. In addition, the examination of
CIRCUMSTANCES

PARTICIPANTS, PROCESSES,

and

in thematic position in clauses builds up a description of how learners

use the target language to present the focus of the experience construed, which represents
the focus of learners’ language use.
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In addition, learners’ language choices reflect their roles and statuses during interaction.
The analysis of MOOD presents an overview of learners’ participation with their indicative
roles, such as initiators and supporters, as well as their amount of talk. SPEECH FUNCTION
analysis provides further details of their participation through the roles they take up such
as initiators, managers, supporters and confronters of the discussion. Through these
analyses, patterns of learners’ interaction become evident, which might include learners’
working in harmony and/or learners’ working collaboratively.
At the same time, learners’ attitudes are displayed through their lexical choices in the
APPRAISAL analysis. Learners’ attitudes towards other interlocutors are directly presented

through their emotional responses or their evaluations of peers’ behaviour and
propositions. In addition, learners’ attitudes towards other peers are indirectly presented
through the way they position themselves in relation to others. This can be achieved by
learners’ presenting their ideas as one of several available possibilities, thus opening up
space for others to make contributions. Furthermore, learners’ attitudes towards the
discussion is realized through their comments on the task itself, such as the topic of
discussion. Learners’ attitudes towards the content of discussion are shown through their
comments on various aspects of the topics being discussed, such as characters in the talk,
events and issues.

8.5. Pedagogical implications
The current study has provided a nuanced understanding of students’ peer interaction,
based on which some pedagogical implications have been developed with the aim to
improve students’ language learning through group discussion.
As learners’ interaction with each other does not automatically lead to L2 learning (S. J.
Kang, 2005), the classroom teacher should develop a better understanding of how they
actually use language to interact with one another, as well as an effective plan for
implementing peer interaction. A detailed picture of how learners do this can be obtained
through the investigation of their linguistic choices using SFL analytical tools as
previously discussed. More specifically, the teacher can gain a profile of how learners
use language to co-construct the discussion, to communicate content ideas and negotiate
appropriate language use, and to provide assistance for one another in terms of both
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content and language use, and to display their attitudes towards other learners and the
discussions. These are all important features of peer interaction that language teachers
would benefit from knowing in order to adjust their teaching accordingly.
Based on its findings, this study offers implications concerning designing discussion tasks
and training learners to participate in group discussions. With regards to task design, it
should contain specific language requirements (e.g., discussion questions that lend
themselves to more explicit discussion of language) that will encourage learners to reflect
more often on language. However, it is important to note that learners’ reflection on
language does not need to contain the use of metalanguage (Chen & Myhill, 2016). In
other words, learners’ attention to language can either be directly recognized in their
speech, e.g., “you got the wrong word” or only implied in their discussion of the meaning
of a certain word.
On the other hand, the lack of learners’ critical engagement with other peers’ ideas in this
study suggests that language teachers should design tasks that allow students to use
language to explore the topic together in groups. The design of tasks should include
materials that provide learners with content knowledge, vocabulary and structures
necessary for the group discussion. For example, the teacher could give students a piece
of reading and ask students to reflect on both the content and how different viewpoints
were communicated in that text. By reflecting on how the arguments were developed in
the given text, learners may be able to take a more critical stance and prepare them with
needed language for the interaction. The four categories in the examination of students’
metalinguistic understanding suggested by Chen and Myhill (2016) can be useful for the
teacher in guiding their students to develop their metalinguistic understanding. They are
identification (i.e., locating a particular concept); elaboration (i.e., explanation or
exemplification); extension (i.e, link with its usage in text); and application (i.e., showing
understanding). This assistance from the teacher can also meet the needs of learners
similar to those in this study, as such students need clearer task requirements and
assistance from the teacher to prepare for the group discussion in terms of both content
ideas and language. As argued by Rose and Martin (2012, p. 10), “teaching means
preparing learners for each learning task and handing control to learners to do the task
themselves”.
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In addition to task design, the uneven participation and the extremely harmonious
interaction patterns of learners in this study have revealed the need for the training of
learners on how to participate in a group discussion. This is consistent with
recommendations for explicit instruction on interactional features and processes from
such studies as Hoang (2013) and Philp and Tognini (2009). The teacher needs to provide
learners with a model structure of group discussion, in which he/she clearly highlights
the purpose of the discussion and necessary linguistic resources that are used to achieve
that purpose. When learners have sufficient understanding of the discourse pattern of the
discussion, they will be able to participate more co-operatively and effectively in the
group talk (Busch, 2007).
It is also suggested that students should be instructed on different participatory roles they
need to take up during their discussion including initiating talk, maintaining talk,
providing support and challenge. Through the demonstration of these roles, learners
acquire the skills needed to actively participate and fully benefit from group interaction.
A video of a group discussion could be very useful for this demonstration of roles. In
terms of the supporting role, learners should be taught about different ways to collaborate
with other peers, of which showing agreement is only one. As both agreement and
disagreement are required for a successful discussion (Paulus & Nijstad, 2003), learners
should be trained in how to express disagreements and make constructive comments
while still showing respect to others. It has been found by Tjosvold, Hui, and Sun (2004)
that Chinese students can discuss conflicts together as long as they can save face. Also,
it is important to caution learners that both too much agreement, and conversely too much
disagreement, can lead to poor quality discussion.
As shown through the findings of this present study, all the learners preferred to work in
groups with more proficient learners due to their assumed benefits. This study
recommends that the classroom teacher needs to explain the benefits of group discussion
for both high, and less proficient, learners. The teacher should emphasize that learners at
lower levels of language proficiency can also help those of higher proficiency level as the
term ‘expert’ and ‘novice’ are alternated among learners during their interaction (Storch
2002, Shima 2008). Each student can be called ‘expert’ in certain areas and when working
together in group discussions, they can collaborate with each other to achieve their shared
and personal learning goals.
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As the speeches of those students in this study who reported thinking in their mother
tongue contained many long pauses and hesitation, it is suggested that learners should be
trained to think in the target language as early as possible in their learning. ‘Thinking in
the native language’ has been seen as an obstacle for L2 language speaking (Trimble,
1993; Muciaccia, 2012). Despite how great students’ ideas are, if they developed their
ideas in their native language and they are not able to express them in the target language,
it is difficult for them to become successful language learners. It is argued by Lantolf
(2000, p.6) that “to be an advanced speaker/user of a language means to be able to control
one’s psychological and social activity through the language”. Although it is best if
students could learn to do this at earlier stages of their language learning, it is never too
late to guide students to think in English during any course of teaching. Muciaccia (2012)
has provided effective resources for not only teachers of English but also for learners.
Finally, in order to gain a full understanding of how learners use language to
communicate during a small group interaction, it is best to appreciate both learners’
linguistic choices and their perceptions of their interaction. The learners in this study were
found to have accurate accounts of their interaction behaviour during group interaction.
In addition, learners’ perceptions of their interaction provided insights into the reasons
for particular interaction behaviour, thus enabling the teacher to provide needed support
and guidance for their students to be fully engaged with language during peer interaction.
This will result in better language learning opportunities for students to develop their
language competence.

8.6. Limitations and suggestions for future research
The current study makes a significant contribution to the understanding of the multidimensional construct of engagement with language from an SFL perspective.
Nonetheless, the study has its limitations in terms of scope of the study. As discussed
earlier in the thesis, the three contextual factors which impacted on the learners’ use of
language to communicate include field, tenor and mode. This study limited its analysis to
two aspects of the register; that is, field and tenor through the experiential and
interpersonal meanings construed by learners’ language choices during the oral peer
discussion. Textual meanings which resonate with mode are one type of meanings created
by language users during group interaction. Future research could further explore this
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aspect of meaning separately, or in a combination of three types of meanings investigated
in one study on learners’ engagement with language. The additional analysis will provide
more insights into how learners use the target language to communicate during classroom
peer talk.
Secondly, this study aimed to investigate whether the learners consistently engage with
English when interacting with other peers in one type of task (i.e., discussion task). It had
strong focus on examining how the learners used English to communicate while
completing five discussion tasks. The findings of this study, therefore, could only reflect
how learners engage with English during the discussing tasks. As the nature of the tasks
could possibly affect learners’ engagement with language, future studies could
investigate learners’ engagement with language across a number of different types of
tasks.
Thirdly, this study made a brief reference to learners’ non-verbal cues as a supplementary
form of evidence for the learners’ engagement with language. Non-verbal forms of
communication could serve as an important source of information regarding learners’
participation and attitudes during peer interaction. Future studies could investigate these
non-verbal cues in more depth to provide a better picture of learners’ attitudes and support
during peer interaction. Lastly, although certain measures were taken to minimize the
possible impact of the camera and the voice recorder on the learners’ interaction process,
the students’ participation and engagement may have been affected by the presence of the
camera and the researcher.
In addition to the aforementioned future directions, the study makes further
recommendations for potential future research. Similar studies on engagement with
language during peer interaction in various learning contexts could be carried out for the
purpose of synthesizing research on this issue. These studies could examine each aspect
of engagement in isolation or all the three aspects in one study. Also, learners’
engagement with language in other language skill areas such as reading and writing are
worth investigating to obtain a more comprehensive understanding and description of this
concept. This will be beneficial for the teaching, learning and researching of second
languages. In this study, those learners who had higher academic achievements seemed
to have shown greater engagement with language during the peer interaction. However,
further research should be conducted to draw conclusions about the relationship between
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learners’ academic achievements and their engagement with language during oral peer
interaction. In addition, intervention studies on language learners’ engagement with
language are encouraged. These studies can draw on the SFL theoretical framework (i.e.,
systems of TRANSITIVITY, MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION, and APPRAISAL) to develop a program
that equips English language learners with necessary skills and strategies to employ the
English language to communicate and learn during peer interaction.
This study was conducted in an EFL context in Vietnam; that is, all learners and the
teacher came from the first-language background other than English, and English was
taught as a foreign language. The findings presented in this study represent the
interactions of four participants during five group discussions over a semester at a
university in Vietnam. Therefore, this study is likely to be relevant to the EFL context,
and its findings should not be generalized to other second language teaching and learning
contexts. In addition, this study examined only one small group of four participants
carrying out one specific type of group interaction, which makes it impossible to
generalize the learners’ interaction patterns or engagement with language to a larger
population of EFL learners in Vietnam. Nevertheless, detailed linguistic analysis enables
readers and other researchers to recognize certain features of peer interaction in similar
settings, thus enriching understanding of learner-learner interaction in their own context.
Future studies could include a larger sample of participants and investigate learners’
engagement with language during peer interaction across a number of different tasks.

8.7. Concluding remarks
This study has provided a nuanced understanding and description of learners’ engagement
with language from a systemic functional linguistic perspective with regard to small
group discussions among EFL learners. The findings have confirmed that the concept
engagement with language could be better understood and described using SFL. In
addition, this study contributes to second language teaching and learning by offering a
detailed linguistic analysis of group interaction, complemented by interviews and
observations. This study has brought interesting findings concerning how learners
employ language to co-construct their organization of their talk, to present their
knowledge of both content and language, to take on different roles in the interaction, and
to display their attitudes towards others, towards the discussion. It is expected that
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pedagogical implications provided in this study could be beneficial for teaching and
learning in similar contexts. It is also hoped that this study is the starting point for more
research on English language learners’ engagement with language, which could
contribute greatly to the teaching and learning of English in various contexts.
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Appendix A: Svalberg’s criteria for identifying engagement with language

(Svalberg, 2009, p. 247)
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Overall speech function network adopted from (Eggins & Slade, 2004)
Appendix B:

attend
command g&s
offer g&s
open

fact
statement information
opinion
initiate

close-ended
fact
question information

open-ended
close-ended
opinion
open-ended

monitor
prolong

elaborate
extend
enhance

attend

elaborate
extend
enhance

continue

Move

develop
support

elaborate
extend
enhance

concern
engage
register

respond
reply
sustain

accept
comply
agree
answer
acknowledge
affirm

disengage
confront
reply
react

track

decline
non-comply
disagree
withhold
disawow
contradict
check
confirm
clarify
probe

support
respond

resolve
repair
Acquiesce

challenge

detach
rebound
counter

rejoinder

confront
respond
to challenge

unresolve
refute
rechallenge
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Appendix C: Interview Guide
General questions:
1. What do you think about English language in our society and English learning?
2. What do you think of working in small groups of 4 or 5? What do you like about it?
What don’t you like about it?
Interview questions
Learners’
1. During the group-work discussion, how do you often contribute the
interaction
completion of the learning activity?
behaviour (e.g.
E.g., Initiate, respond to the ideas given by others, etc.,
initiate, maintain, 2. During the group-work discussion, do you often help your friends with
respond)
consolidating their English language use? Can you give me an example?
3. During the group-work discussion, do you often receive help from
Support among
friends to consolidate your English language use? Can you give me an
learners in the
example?
construction of
4. Did you recognize that A did this?
language
5. I noticed that you xxxx, can you explain why you did that?
knowledge
Learners’
focused attention
paid to content
and language
Learners’
noticing and
reflection

Leaners’
perceived factors
that
hinder/facilitate
their engagement
with language
during group
discussion

1. During group-discussion, do you often focus on the content or the
language use? What are the possible reasons for doing so?
2. During group-work discussion, do you often ask your friends
questions? If yes, what questions do you often ask? If no, why not?
e.g., about the content of the talk, about language use (vocab,
grammar, pronunciation etc)
3. During the group-work discussion, do you notice your friends’
inappropriate English language use? If yes, what do you often do when
you notice that?
4. During the group-work discussion, do you notice your own
inappropriate use of the English language? If yes, what do you often do?
6. Did you recognize that A did this?
7. I noticed that you xxxx, can you explain why you did that?
1. How do such factors as the topics, the tasks, the teachers and the
interlocutors influence your interaction with your friends during group
discussion?
e.g., interesting topics, familiar topics, difficult tasks, good
friends, gender, level of proficiency of the interlocutors, etc.
2. What any other factors influence your interactions with your friends
during group discussion?
e.g., classroom atmosphere, weather conditions, personal
problems, etc.
3. What factors influence your level of attention paid to language use
during group discussion?
e.g., Do you think you care more about the choice of words, the
grammatical structures when you are interacting with those who
are of higher level of language proficiency than you or who are
of lower level of language proficiency than you? What are the
possible reasons for doing so?
4. Did you recognize that A did this?
5. I noticed that you xxxx, can you explain why you did that?
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Appendix D: Transcription convention

Symbols

Meaning

.

certainty, completion (typically falling tone)

No end of turn punctuation

implies non-termination (no final intonation)

,

parceling of talk: breathing time

?

uncertainty (rising tone, or wh-interrogative)

!

surprise, interest

(…)

untranscribable talk

(words within parentheses)

transcriber’s guess

==

overlap (contiguity, simultaneity)

…

short hesitation within a turn (less than three seconds)

[pause – 4 secs]

indication of inter-turn pauses length in seconds

Other analytical symbols used in this study:


Turn numbers are shown in Arabic numerals: 1, 2, 3.



Clause numbers are shown in lower case roman numerals: I, ii, iii.



Move numbers are shown in lower in lower case letters: a, b, c.

Taken from Eggins and Slade (2004), p.4-5
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Appendix E: The engagement system network

(Martin & White, 2005, p.134)
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Appendix F: The graduation system network

(Martin & White, 2005, p.154)
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Appendix G: Svalberg’s factors affecting engagement with language

(Svalberg, 2009, p. 255)
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Appendix H: Stages and phases of the interaction
Task1:
Moves
1-3

4-10/a

10/b-17/a

17/b-21/a
21/b-24/a

Stages and Phases
Role allocation
Task orientation
& issue initiation (first)
Opinion giving
(on whether face to face
communication is the
best)
Opinion giving
(role of face to face
communication in
business)
Opinion giving
(advantage of face to face
communication)
Issue finis (first)

24/b-27
28-38

Issue initiation (second)
Answer organization
(Discuss how to answer
the question)

39-58

Opinion exchanging
(today’s communications
types in the office)
Language discussion
(the meaning of
‘chitchat’)
Content summarizing
(today’s communication
types in the office)
Opinion exchanging
(changes of
communication in the
office of the future)

59-70
71-74
75-150

151
152-169/a

Issue initiation (third)
Opinion exchanging
(advantages and
disadvantages of
technologies)

169/b-180

Opinion exchanging
(communication security)

Examples from discussion
Nam làm đi (Nam, you do it)
Nam: Ok, so first ah …we have some questions
about …the communication
Trang: First question is “Business ==is best done
face to face”
Trang: ah… in my opinion, it depends, on each
situation.
Hoang: ah I think, ah, face to face
communication is very, important in the business
Mai: So face to face, you can talk or deal with
with partners, more emotionally like put with the
feelings,
Mai: So I think that the first one we all agree
right?
Mai: So, let’s move to the next one
Mai: I think, we first come to how it change first.
Nam: No, I mean that we should first, make out
the means of communication today, in the office,
so then we will talk about, what it will change, in
the future
Hoang: Today, we have the email, intranet.
Nam: ah, and so the most common one I think, is
face to face, phone and ah …email
Mai: I think she mean by chitchat like, the
colleagues, talking to each other …outside the
business stuff
Nam: We have face to face, we have chat,
chatting,
Trang: I think ah… of course, everything will be
modernized …
Mai: I think, in the future, email will still be
number 1
Nam: People prefer, a faster and more
convenient way, rather than email,
Nam: what about the next question is?
Hoang: Yeah, I think, in some companies, yeah,
the office will be equipped with the modern tools
and device,
Mai: So, basically, in general, the technology is
good, but, it never’s good, without the wifi
connection
Nam: yeah, you can hack, you can have the
password and all the confidential information.
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181-187
188-239/a

Content summarizing
(the influences of
technologies on work)
Opinion exchanging
(the influences of
technologies on personal
life)

239/b-248

Issue finis (third)

249

Task closure

Mai: well, when it comes to pri privacy, and
hacker, and something you can’t avoid right?
Nam: We have training courses increase right?
we have potential of… information leak
Mai: And people, when people come to the
coffee shop, it’s not for talking anymore, having
coffee any more
Trang: because it, when you use too much, the
smart phone, you’ll stick to the screen,
Mai: so, basically, technology is good for work,
but in social life, then people, people tend to
forget, how to communicate
Nam: so, that’s all.
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Task 2:
Moves
1-6
7-13

Stages and Phases
Role allocation
Task orientation
& issue initiation (first)
Opinion giving
(identifying true market
needs)

14-20/a

Content discussion
(Hoang’s given opinion)

20/b-42/b

Content discussion
(Trang’s opinion on
competing rivals)

42/c/b-69

Opinion giving
(Problems Trung Nguyen
coffee company face
when entering UK)
Opinion giving
(budget problem
companies may face
when going
international)
Opinion giving
(slogan translation
problem)
Content discussion
(Nam’s given translation
problem)

70-85/a

85/b-99
100-134

135-139

Issue initiation (second)

140-147

Language discussion
(the meaning of global
advertising)

148-164

Opinion giving
(Hoang’s opinion on
advantages of global
advertising)

165-169

Opinion giving
(Nam’ opinion on saving
money)

170-180

Content discussion
(Trang’s opinion on the
taste of KFC)

Examples from discussion
Ấy làm đi (You do it – Nam to Mai)
Mai: Let’s start our discussion today
Hoang: ah the first thing come to …my mind is
the …are…is that, the …the…the company who
ah…go to internationalize their product, is
identify the true market need
Mai: So, you you think that they need to…like
…to focus on the …right market segment like, the
right… like the right people to sell their products
right?
Trang: From my viewpoint, yeah, I think, when
…going international, when a brand going to
international, they will face…, they will cope
with, …the rival …companies
Nam: so what do you mean by, rival companies
here?
Trang: yeah, Trung Nguyen coffee is …, they are,
they want to …, ah and the competitor is
Starbucks
Mai: ah, I have another problem, is… the budget,
everybody needs money to do something

Nam: I think I have a very obvious, and very
popular problem, is about the brand name
translation
Trang: but I wonder that…ah … that cases, do
exist in Chinese
Mai: So you mean your problem about brand
name, is actually the translation problem?
Mai: ok, ah… so, global advertising. What is the
advantage?
Trang: You mean standardized global
advertising?
Mai: Yes, I mean here standardize standardize,
yeah
Hoang: Yeah, I have a …ah…in my opinion,
yeah, when …a company stand standardize a
product, and …they…can ...ah… they not, don’t
have to adopt …ah…different local market,
Nam: you do the same…ah... commercials, == the
same …ah…kind of advertising, across the world.
That mean you don’t have to invest to adapt to
a… specific local market
Trang: It’s the taste of KFC, from ah…from the
merchandise, from all over the world …ah… they
set only one standard,
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181-182

Issue initiation (third)

183-217

Opinion exchanging
(solutions to mentioned
problems)

218-231

Language discussion
(Trang’s language use merchandize)

232-235

Task closure

Nam: But actually, it’s not that.
Mai: Ok, so, we have heard about the problems,
and the advantages. What do you, what do you
think, we should do?
Trang: ah …I think they should, the first they
should have…like…the detailed and reliable plan
Nam: and…ah…how we can ah compete with
domestic rivals?
Trang: Yes, I think we have to, …to…know know
clearly about rivals
Trang: merchandize chain like the KFC is one of
the merchandize chain
Nam: what do you mean?
Mai: it’s more like franchise.
Mai: So I guess, that’s it for today
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Task 3:
Moves
1
2-20/a

20/b-25
Opinion

26-33
34-68/a

Stages and Phases
Role allocation
Task orientation
& issue initiation (first)
Opinion giving
(Hoang’s opinion on
souvenir as a type of
products that rely on
their heritage and
cultural background)
Opinion giving
(Nam’s opinion on
tangible products as type
of products that rely on
their heritage and
cultural background)
Opinion giving
(on food that has
cultural origins)
Opinion exchanging
(on souvenirs)

68/b-69

Issue initiation (second)

70-93

Opinion exchanging
(every Vietnamese has
bought a fake product)
Content discussion
(Trang’s opinion on
categorization of
customers)

94-116

117-142/c

Content discussion
(Hoang’s attention paid
to goods when shopping)

142/d-144

Issue initiation (third)

145-154

Opinion giving
(Mai’s opinion on fake
products)
Content discussion
(Trang’s opinion on
luxury goods)

155-181

Examples from discussion
Mai/ấylàm đi
Mai: Let’s start with the first question. What
products do you know that rely on their heritage,
and cultural background?
Hoang: Yeah, in my opinion, is some kinds of the
souvernir, yeah, for example, in Vietnam, we
have the áo dài or …nón…yeah

Nam: when foreigners, for example, when the
foreigners come to Vietnam, we organize the
shows, to demonstrate, to perform the traditional
music of Vietnam
Trang: I think ah when when they eat burger, I
think they think about…the it this is the
American style, yeah.
Mai: You can see, they have these little models,
of the Pisa Tower, or …the famous ah like
Leonardo de Vinci a small statue
Nam: and Vietnam are going to make that kind of
the structures, I mean the statues, of some famous
generals in Vietnam
Nam: so I’m ==sure , that all of you have ever
bought, a fake luxury products
Trang: or Hongkong is the ==paradise of fake
products.
Mai: I guess, everybody has bought
Trang: one kind is…a group of people, [[who buy
the luxury product, …ah the fake luxury product,
with purpose…on purpose]],
Nam: we can not differentiate between the
original and the fake?
Hoang: yeah, the first thing I pay attention to, is
the quality of ah this product
Nam: so you still choose it because the price,
because of the price?
Nam: that leads to the final question of our
discussion
Mai: So, basically, when you try both of them on,
(iii) there’s not really, not really any difference,
between them, really
Trang: in my opinion, the designer luxury goods ,
of course, ah absolutely are always higher quality
.
Nam: So, what you are talking about is just, the
service a company with the product, not just the
quality.
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182-199

200-213
214-231

Opinion giving
(Hoang’s opinion on
luxury and non-luxury
goods)
Opinion exchanging
(quality of luxury goods)
Task closure

Hoang: And…because it’s non-designer, and ah,
and it ah, it’s made from …the cheaper ah
material,
Trang: but ah, I think, the durable of the high, of
the designer luxury goods are always better,
Mai: My point is disagree
Nam: That’s all for today
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Task 4:
Moves

49/a

Stages and Phases
Role allocation
Task orientation
& issue initiation (first)
Opinion giving
(Nam’s advice given to
companies developing
business in China)
Content discussion
(Nam’s opinion on
building relationships
with local companies)
Opinion giving
(communication with
customers)
Issue Finis (first)

49/b-53

Issue initiation (second)

54-68

Opinion giving
(Trang’s opinion on
location)
Opinion giving
(Mai’s opinion on
advertising)
Content discussion
(Hoang’s opinion on
pricing)

1-6
5-14

15-32/a

32/b-48

69-93
94-120/a

120/b-123
124-144
145-154

155-165
166-171

Content summarizing
(factors companies
should consider)
Opinion giving
(Mai’s opinion on aftersales service)
Opinion exchanging
(governments policies)

Content summarizing
(factors companies
consider)
Issue Finis (second)

Examples from discussion
Ấy làm đi (You do it – Mai, Nam to Trang))
Trang: let’s start our discussion today
Nam: People first get to know each other, about
each other first then and they create relationship
based on that,
Hoang: you mean we will to …ah find some more
information about the … Chi…Chinese culture
Mai: So, so you you mean, that the the first
advice you give them, is to communicate
Mai: they… ah the communicate the
communication here is the most important factor,
that you need to pay attention to
Nam: so that’s about Vietnam, ah, that’s about
China.
Nam: so Let’s talk a little about our own country
Vietnam.
Trang: I think …I think they should consider
the…the…the…the place.
Mai: ah ah…In my opinion, they should consider
the… advertising
Hoang: ah…in my opinion is the, (ii) the price is a
problem…ah…
Nam: So should we have …a wide range of
prices, or just we focus on , you know, the low
prices?
Nam: so we have location, we have …advertising
strategies, and we have …pricing
Mai: and they also have to consider like
…the…the discounts, sales, sales off
Nam: so do you think another factor is the
government policies?
Mai: yeah, I think, but the taxes here I think, it is
one of the most difficult problems, for any foreign
companies
Mai: The first is the market, the location
Mai: yes, so ah so these are the things, if you one
of you guys want to do …ah
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Task 5:
Moves
1-4
5-12/a
12/b-39

40-80/a

Stages and Phases
Role allocation
Task orientation
& issue initiation (first)
Opinion giving
(Trang’s opinion on the
statement)
Opinion giving
(selling a lot does not
mean gaining more
profits - Mai)
Content discussion
(outselling as the best
indicator of success)

80/b-81

Issue initiation (second)

80/b-86

Opinion giving
(Nam’s opinion on
mismanagement not as
the biggest cause to
failure)
Language discussion
(the meaning of
mismanagement)
Opinion exchanging
(mismanagement is the
biggest cause)

87-99/b
99/c-150

151-153
154-166

167-179

Issue initiation (third)
Opinion giving
(Nam’s opinion
underfunding and
overstaffing as the
biggest cause to failure
Content discussion
(opinions on the third
given statement)

180-192

Opinion exchanging
(underfunding and
overstaffing)

193-197

Issue finis (third)

198 -215

Task closure

Examples from discussion
Tài làm đi (Tài, You do it)
Hoang: let we make a start.
Hoang: and …ah…it is said that the outselling ah
your rival, ah is the best indicator of success
Trang: I think, this is… absolutely right
Mai: Well, I think ah… if you sell more than
your competitors, it doesn’t mean, [[that you gain
more profits
Mai: well, if that if that if that side of the story,
then this statement is true
Trang: this is just one of the indicators …of
success
Mai: So, ah there’s another statement (Tức là)
I’ve heard recently ah “Mismanagement is the
biggest cause of business failure”.
Nam: I I don’t think, it’s not… the biggest cause

Nam: you are not managing the company well,
Mai: well I, in my opinion, I think
mismanagement is the biggest cause, because
mismanagement …includes everything
Trang: I think the success of the company
depends most on the …, on the…, on the the
direction of the leaders
Mai: Ok, what’s other statement?
Nam: I think that statement is true is true

Mai: so you mean, that you just think that
mismanagement is the biggest problem, and then
the overfunding and overstaffing
Trang: yeah
Trang: I think I don’t agree at all, with the this
statement
Mai: It’s it’s I think, I think I think underfunding
and overstaffing, it’s just like a part of
management
Nam: Hmm, so…you meanthat we cannot agree
completely with the statement?
Mai: so I think that’s it for our discussion
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Appendix I: Transcriptions of the five conversations
Task 1:
Mai: Nam làm đi (Nam, you do it)
Nam: Ok, so first ah we have some questions about …the communication.
[pause – 3 secs]
Trang: First question is ==’Business is best done face to face’, ah what do you think?
Nam: == ‘Business is best done face to face’.
[pause – 3 secs]
Trang: ah… in my opinion, it depends, on each situation.
Nam: Yep.
Trang: ah, for example, ah …when you do business, the first time with, the first with, the first
time with this… business, so I think the best way is, face to face, to increase the incredible…
incredibility.
Nam: Yeah I know.
Trang: ==Yes, and ah, when you, when the business if fluent, we think we can do
business…through the …, through the social network, or …the internet… to to make it faster,
and more convenient
Hoang: ==Yes and I…
Hoang: Yeah I agree with Trang, yeah. Ah I think, ah, face to face communication is very,
important in the business because …before you make a financial decision, you need to the…
such (sounds like shut, have been checked with the student for meaning) face to face
communication, with the partnership…== , to …to ah…
Nam: == Yeah.
Nam: to refine all the (…)==
Hoang: ==Yeah, and maybe the attitude of the partner, how they ah… we can see the == (1) ah
who who they are, and ah… counsel with, counsel with them, == (2) of them, yes.
Nam: ==(1) see through, yeas, see through?
Nam: == (2) yeah.
Trang: Yeah, I think that’s quite important. ==
Mai: ==Yes, I also agree, because like…other advantage, of face to face communication in
business, ah through web email, or letters, you can’t like really express ==(1) your
==(2)feelings right? So face to face, you can talk, or deal with with partners, more emotionally,
like put with the feelings, and actually, you can express, explain more to the partner, how we
feel, how we understand, or want to understand more about the …communication==(3).
Trang: ==(1)Yeah yeah.
Nam: ==(2) feelings yep.
Trang: ==(3) especially when we want to negotiate, or persuade.
Mai: yes yes, that’s true . == So Nam, do you agree?
Nam: ==Yep.
Nam: Yes, of course, I agree.
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Mai: So I think that, the first one we all agree right? ==So, let’s move to the next one, ‘How
will communication change, in the office, of the future?’
Nam: ==yeah.
Trang: == yeah.
Hoang: ==(i) yeah.
Nam: Communication, you mean. …We know that, communication change in office, is in kind
of internal communication, within companies or organization only, (iv) so how would it
change? … Do you know? ==Today…
Mai: == I think, we first come to how it change first.
Nam: Ok.
Hoang: Change? Internal or external communication?==
Nam: == We need …you know, to clarify or make out ah…what they do today to communicate
with other people, in the office, so we can just discuss the changes…== to make a
…comparison.
Hoang: ==Yeah, I…, yeah, I I think the office will be, equipped with the (modern) [sounds like
modal] device == (1) or (tools) like the …smart phone or something like ==(2) voice mail yeah.
Trang: == (1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) computer (…)
Nam: No I mean that, we should first, make out the means of communication today, in the
office, so then, we will talk about, what it will change, in the future, to make comparisons.
Hoang: Yeah.
Nam: So, first we need to know about something, today’s communication in the company.
Hoang: Today, we have the email, intranet.
Nam: yeah intranet.
Trang: phones
Hoang: the ah …
Trang: telephone
Hoang: company magazines
Nam: Of course, magazine, but it depends right?
Hoang: Yeah.
Nam: Not all the companies have time for such.
Trang: yeah.
Nam: So, we have phone, we have emails, the most common ones. Ah, intranet, you think?
Mai: ==intranet.
Hoang: ==Yeah.
Nam: so it also depends.
Mai: yeah and like, I think, intranet is not really…, no, ah==
Trang: == not very popular in Vietnam (ii) right?
Mai: yeah, yeah.
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Nam: especially with small sized enterprises, ==(1) (ii)we don’t have such kinds. Ah face to
face is the best. You know, face to face, and phones, and emails, and notes. You know? we have
board, and stick notes on that, ==(2) and everyone can see ah, and so the most common one I
think, is face to face, phone and ah …email.
Mai: ==(1) Yes.
Hoang: == (2) yeah.
Trang: How about chitchat, is a kind of communication?
Mai: pep talk?
Nam: pep talk is a kind of social media, … right?
Trang: not a media … [pause] chitchat
Nam: You mean face to face, or through internet?
Trang: I think both, both.
Mai: I think she mean by chitchat like, the colleagues, talking to each other== …outside the
business stuff.
Trang: ==yeah yeah yeah.
Hoang: at the break.
Mai: Yeah, like the break, lunch break, because chitchat is like that.
Nam: so ah…==
Mai: ==so, that’s how ah …==
Nam: ==We have face to face, we have chat, chatting, we have phone, and we have emails, and
sometimes, we have kind of… internal magazines, or fax.
Mai: so, these are like the communication, in the office right?
Nam: Today.
Mai: Yeah, today.
Nam: So, what do you think, will change in the future?
Hoang: (Change)
Nam: Change
Trang: I think ah… of course, everything will be modernized …==… and ah thing needs to
satisfy the …convenience.
Nam: ==modernized.
Nam: so it will focus on …emails, but we people say that, email is a kind of unfashioned.
People prefer, a faster and more convenient way, rather than email, although email is still, an
important means of communications.
Mai: I think, in the future, email will still be number 1, like the fastest way, to communicate.
However, ah…, I think, one will change …is …more like the face to face stuff.
Nam: seriously?
Hoang: No, I think…no matter ah ah the ah… communica…tive, the (tools) ah develop, I mean
face to face communication, can’t be beaten. It ah plays an important role, in ah company.
Nam: == Uhm.
Mai: ==Uhm.
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Hoang: yeah.
Nam: we meet everyone == people everyday, so we cannot avoid, face to face chat.
Trang: == yeah.
Mai: And besides they have like skype == (1), …so they can talk == (2), see? Do face to face,
== but on the TV right?
Trang: == (1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah, google plus.
Hoang: yeah.
Trang: Yeah.
Mai: Ok.
Nam: So, kind of social media, we have social media, like facebook, like twitter, like
Linke…==
Hoang: == Linken …oh no
Nam: linkedin ok
Mai: so do you think guys? do you guys think, is there any other changes? or I…
[pause – 4 secs]
Nam: we will ah…==
Trang: ==I think, ah the the… technology, will be improved better, so I think especially the
cellphone. I think ah…the mobile host, will have more ups on …, on the phone, to …
Nam: caps, caps on the phone.
Trang: hubs, caps on the phone, so… more hubs on the phone, so…, people can ah can
…connect, communicate with each other easily, == especially cheap, very cheap, no free – ahh
no charge, it’s free, so I think, people will have to, this kind of change.
Hoang: ==Yeah.
Nam: so that, kinds of conference and meetings, can be conducted through the mobile phone,
== not just face to face meetings.==
Trang: == yeah yeah … many many cellphones now has, have the face time, kind of this == (1),
it’s very easy to communicate with each other, like to face to face, but through the internet, …
== (2) very easily.
Nam: == (1) Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Nam: == (2) and ah…, I think there’s one thing that we ah …didn’t mention before that ah,
today’s communication, within the company, also have ah…teleconferencing.
Hoang: teleconferencing
Nam: teleconferencing, that means you…ah…
Mai: ==you don’t understand right? the one like to skype==
Nam: ==set up …the conference, or the meetings == (1)via big screen, so you can see each
other ==(2) like what we do with national assembly, now today. ==(3)
Mai: ==(1) Yeah.
Mai: ==(2) so like?
Mai: ==(3) so like the business partners, from other countries, they don’t have to fly all, all the
way to another country. ==
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Trang: ==Yeah.
Nam: So, do you think that, we will continue on, you know we still develop in the future?
People will …do that, or they’ll find another way more convenient, or cheaply?
Trang: I think that’ll develop, == day by day, better and better.
Mai: ==Yeah.
Hoang: Yeah, we can avoid the… breakdown communication.
Nam: == Uhhuh. ==
Mai: ==that’s true.
Nam: …so, do you have any other ideas, about other kinds of means of communication, in the
future?
Mai: == I don’t think…, that’s pretty much of it, yeah.
Trang:== I think … yeah, I think, that’s enough. I have no idea.
[pause – 4 secs]
Nam: So, in the future, we think that, email is still… the best one?
Mai: Yes, probably, because, email is …
Nam: one of the best ones, one of the best ones
Mai: yes yes, probably it is the fastest, ==(1) and you can, you can attach files, you can write
on…==(2)
Trang: ==(1) yeah
Nam: ==(2) send documents
Trang: ==(2) yeah, I think it’s classic
Hoang: yeah from from a long distance
Mai: Yes, you don’t have to talk, like immediately on the phone, you can say, write on ==ah in
the emails.
Trang: ==Yeah
Nam: then face to face, is unavoidable. It’s still… one of the most popular, means of
communication, within the company.
Trang: Yeah I think, face to face, is like (unchanged).
Mai: Yeah, when you have to sign contract, == you have to meet face to face right, we can’t do
it on the internet.
Hoang: ==Yeah.
Trang: == yeah.
Nam: and we still employ, or exploit you know, the convenience of social media, ok? like
facebook, like twitter, or one of the professional networks is Linke, linkedin.
Mai: ==yeah.
Trang: == ok.
Nam: == ok (ii) ah and ah…, the teleconferencing still continue, to develop?
Mai: ==of course.
Nam: ok, and ah…
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Trang: it will still be more popular.
Nam: and we have the smart phones, we use the smart phone for… conversations, == for
meeting, ok? and even for …transmitting the documents.
Trang: ==Yeah.
Trang: Yeah that’s right.
Nam: ok.
[pause – 3 secs]
Nam: what about the next question is? ok? do you think, “the communication is better today,
with …the new technology?” you have all mentioned that, the kinds of teleconferencing, or
smart phone applications, do you think that all bring good things, to our communication?
Mai: Ah, in business, it may do, but it might, it might but in like… social life, then the new
technology is kind of, ruining…communication.
Nam: So we, so why should we divide it into 2 small areas, ==(1) I mean the work, and the
personal life. ==(2) So, let’s talk about the work first. So we all have talked about the work,
that’s the advantages. What about the disadvantages, if we choose these kinds of technology, in
the work?
Hoang: ==(1) yeah, we…
Mai: ==(2) Yes.
Hoang: Yeah, I think, in some companies, yeah, the office will be equipped with the modern
(tools) and device, without supplying the …training, to the staff, and they …can’t know how to
use the, ah communicative device, to ah…contact with others yeah.
Nam: so, you you you mean that, we still have spent, quite a lot of money on training, == (1)
the the the new staff on using, the complicated devices. ==(2)
Hoang: ==(1) yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ok.
Mai: However, ah there’s one problem I think of, when it comes to new choice, they are new
technologies. But today, people use mostly, ah these technologies, with wifi, like wireless
network, right? What if, what if one day…the connection is like…
Nam: ==yeah.
Trang: yeah.
Nam: off.
Mai: yeah, off. All the, all the, all the work has to delay…, has to be delayed, and and people
can’t have meeting and stuff, so…==
Trang: ==I think, it’ll be a mess.
Mai: Yeah, it’s a major problem. So, basically, in general, the technology is good, but, it never’s
good, without the wifi connection right.
Trang: Yeah.
Nam: That’s talk about the wifi, let’s talk about the security.
Hoang: security?
Nam: yeah, you can hack, == you have the… password and all the confidential information.
Hoang: ==yeah.
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Trang: ==Yeah.
Trang: yeah, I think, many rival companies, has used this, this this this, to…cheat, to cheat.
Mai: yeah.
Trang: Yeah.
Nam: yeah.
Mai: ==well, when it comes to pri privacy, and hacker, and something you can’t avoid right?
Trang: == it’s quite popular.
Trang: Yeah.
Nam: that’s all about work. What else? what else do you think about this?
Hoang: the work.
Nam: We have training courses increase right? we have potential of… information leak
Mai: Yeah
Nam: and the connection, disconnection of the wireless.
Trang: yeah.
Mai: I think, it’s very much it, work.
Nam: So let’s talk about, social life.
Trang: Yeah, personal life, I think, is quite … have a problem…about…kiểu, when you ah…,
when you ah…use use like social network == (1) like facebook, ah blog yeah, you you like, you
it’s, it is they are a kind diary, online diary, so you will share, share a lot of emotions, your
stories, daily stories on this, on these. == (2) So, I think, sometimes, these will cause
misunderstanding, between colleague. == (3) within the companies
Mai: ==(1) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(2) Yeah.
Mai: == (3) yeah.
Mai: (i) yeah.
Trang: Yeah, like ah … it’s for example, like you you disagree, or you dislike, or you feel
disappointed…==(1) with the one, with the situation ==(2), then, immediately you express on
Facebook == (3) so, many people in the company, will know this, and ah this will cause,
misunderstanding.
Nam: ==(1) with the…
Nam: ==(2) yeah.
Mai: == (3) uhhuh.
Mai: not to mention that, people tend to use metaphor, == to hide the true secrets.
Trang: == Yeah, so, many people will guess this, and many people…
Mai: many people will think … it might be with them.
Trang: think with the wrong way.
Mai: Yes.
Trang: yeah.
Nam: Even not just colleagues right? even the friends, even people in your family. You know?
you have for example, you have a …Facebook account…==(1) and ah yesterday, you had a
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terrible row with your …mother –in – law. ==(2)And accidentally, your mother – in – law has a
Facebook account too, and is in your friend list, ==(3) without your knowing. So, that is a
disaster.
Mai: ==(1) yeah.
Mai ==(2) ok.
Hoang: ==(3) ohh!
Mai: true.
Trang: (i) you’ll be controlled.
Mai: Yes, so basically, like Facebook, is where you can express yourself but, no privacy.
Trang: Yes
Nam: So, that’s about social network. What what other kinds of technology that …influence
your personal life?
Mai: phones, smart phones==
Trang: ==Yeah
Mai: I…, there was, I saw this picture on the internet, in this coffee, in the coffee shop. They
have a board, they say that, “communicate, you talk, you have to talk, we don’t have wifi here”.
So, you can see that == (1), the wifi and smart phone play like, an an important role, in our life
right? ==(2) And people, when people come to the coffee shop, it’s not for talking anymore,
having coffee any more. It’s more like, ==(3) searching the internet, ==(4) checking Facebook.
So… that’s one of the best, ah one of bad …bad ah …influence.
Trang: ==(1) Ooh!
Hoang: ==(2) yeah.
Hoang: ==(3) to…
Trang: ==(4)Yeah yeah.
Trang: but I think, it also like, yeah, it’s like, it has two sides. ==(1)… This problem has two
sides. It’s quite a good thing too, but also I think, it’s not good at all. Because it, when you use
too much, the smart phone, you’ll stick to the screen, and this…that means, face to face,
communication, conversation ==(2) will be limited.
Nam: ==(1) two sides, yeah.
Mai: ==(1) yes.
Nam: ==(2) diminished.
Nam: Yeah, and also…==
Trang: ==…and sometimes, it’s ah, it’s it’s called that (impolite)
Nam: impolite ==(1) impolite yeap impolite and also, if you use the smartphone too much, you
know, and also hand-held device like tablets, ==(2) like even the computer, too much, it can
affect badlly your eyes, your vision, ==(3) and also the sleep qualities. ==(4)
Hoang: ==(1) impolite.
Trang: ==(2) Yeah.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Trang: ==(4) yeah, and I think, when use too much computer or smart phone, your face look
like yellow and green.
Nam: ok.
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Mai: So… ==
Nam: ==that’s all about smart phone.
Mai: yes, so… in, so what else, besides smart phone, and social ==network?
Nam: == networks.
Hoang: and…
Trang: (…)
[pause – 3 secs]
Nam: but apparently, it’s the most kind of technology that we use everyday, right?
Mai: yes, so, basically, technology is good for work, but in social life, then people, people tend
to forget, how to communicate, right?
Hoang: yeah.
Trang: yeah, that’s right.
Nam: ok communication…
Mai: So, in conclusion, do you think, it’s better with technology?
Nam: No, of course not, even work or even personal life, although it’s two sides, to a problem.
Hoang: yeah, two sides.
Mai: What about you two. Do you agree?
Hoang: Yeah yeah, we are on the same lengthway, waylength, yeah.
Mai: ok, yeah yeah.
Nam: So, that’s all.
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Task 2:
Trang/Nam: Mai/ấy làm đi (Mai/you do it)
Mai: ok, let’s start our discussion today. Well, every …ah…famous brand product, if they want
to expand their profit, they have go global market, right? ==(1)They have ==(2) to go to global
market. So…but everything has problems, so can you think of any problems, that company
may, companies may face, when they try international, try to internationalize…their brand?
So…but everything have problems, so can you ==(3) think of any problems that company may,
companies may face, when they try international, try to internationalize…their brand.
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(3) of course.
Trang: yep.
Hoang: ah the first thing come to …my mind is the …are…is that, the …the…the company
who ah…go to internationalize their product, is identify the true market need. Ah…this means
that, when you enter the overseas market, you have ah…you have to identify the exactly the
what, people in that country need. Yeah ah…, so you can…ah…meet the need.
Nam: meet the need of the (…)? ==
Hoang: ==yeah.
Nam: Yes, I I understand.
Hoang: ah…ah…, I think it is a problem because, ah…ah…one company to …ah…from
Vietnam for example, you want to ah…ah…make a product go to internationalize in
the…America, ==(1) so , if the…(chief) executive in Vietnam, know the… what exactly the
need, of American people, I think, it’s a problem because, the…ah…culture and the,…the belief
of …the people in…ah…two different countries, is different.
Nam: ==America.
Nam: ok.
Mai: So, do you think that, they need to…like …to focus on the …right market sector like, the
right… like the right people…==to sell their products?
Hoang: ==Yeah, the need the…==
Trang: == I think, ah I think Hoang…Hoang’s opinion is ah…he want to, he want to make sure
that, the …needs….that, make sure that the product, ==(1) of this…ah…brand is appropriate for
the market. ==(2) Because he needs to…if, he needs to find the needs, if people needs this
product, they will buy it, if they don’t need, then you can’t sell the product, right?
Mai: == (1) yeah.
Mai: == (2) yeah.
Nam: Yeah, ok.
Mai: yeah, ok. What about Trang?
Trang: yeah, I want to add another problem. From my viewpoint, yeah, I think, when …going
international, when a brand going ==to international, they will face…, they will cope with,
…the rival …companies.
Mai: ==yeah.
Mai: ==Uhhuh.
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Trang: yeah, the rival companies, which ah…have…has the same kind of product, which has
the same kind of product yeah. Ah…I want…ah…==want to have …ah…an example, yeah but
what do you want?
Nam: ==but …ah…
Nam: but but, what do you mean that? You know, when a …a company want to expand the
market into…another country, that mean it goes …international, internationally…== (1) but
you …you say that…ah…they will face …the competition, from …a rival company ==(2), but
actually, when they stay in their own country, it’s still…, there are still many other rival
companies, so what do you mean by, rival companies here?
Trang: ==(1)Yes.
Trang: ==(2)Yes.
Trang: No, I mean that…I mean that, in …in…the ( host) country…==(1) they may
be…ah…they may be…, they may be…a, …a popular product, ==(2) a popular brand, and
…ah…ah…when they have to deal with the competitors, it will much easier. ==(3) but when
you’re going to global==(4)
Nam:==(1) host country.
Nam: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(3) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(4) in another country, in another country for example.
Trang: Yeah, another country, then you…ah…and in that country, the competitor…, the
competitor is…ah…should be the …should be popular in that country too. So, it will make you
…a big challenge, to …ah…to ah…to compete the market share.
Nam: You mean you’re a new comer, and you have to == … to compete with the…the…
Trang: ==yeah, yeah, I think that is obvious.
Nam: ==yes
Mai: ==Yes, and like to combine two of them…==
Trang: ==For example, when you’re going …go abroad == you may be…feel lost, feel
strange…yeah many things.
Mai: ==Yeah.
Mai: everything is new right?
Trang; Yeah, but in a country you’re going to another province, or Ho Chi Minh city == (1),
yes, it’s still in the country, and you feel… you feel nothing ah…too difficult, ==(2) too hard. I
have an example about this problem. Do you know, Trung Nguyen coffee?
Mai: ==(1) yes.
Mai: ==(2)Yeah.
Nam: ==(2) too hard, yes.
Nam: ==uhhuh?
Mai: ==yeah.
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Trang: yeah, Trung Nguyen coffee is …, they are, they want to …, ah the competitor is
Starbucks, ==(1) right? So they want to going…go in to global, they want to expand their
market, in UK, in the UK. ==(2) and UK is the …is the…is the …is the…
Mai: ==(1) yeah.
Nam: ==(2) yep.
Nam: dominated by Starbuck?
Trang: …yeah, is dominated by Starbuck. == So…the …so…the…the challenge for Trung
Nguyen, is …is very tough, very tough.
Nam: ==Yeah.
Nam: enormous? Enormous challenge?==
Trang:== enormous challenge …ah…Besides, Starbuck is also a global …brand ==(1). It has a
brand, its image is very common, from all over the world ==(2), and …its…ah, its fame …, its
fame is of course much higher than Trung Nguyen, so Trung Nguyen …, so Trung Nguyen…,
ah…so Trung Nguyen challenge is ….has to …, they have to…, they have to build credibility,
in global …market.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(3) uhhuh.
Nam: Yeah, yeah, I understand.
Mai: ==yeah.
Trang: ==yeah I think, it’s very tough.
Nam: ==so, I think it takes a Nam time, to make people believe==(1), in the quality of Trung
Nguyen coffee.==(2)
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Mai: (2) yeah yeah, whenever there is something new, they have to like, take in a little, a little
and a little, step by step to==
Nam: ==gradually. ==
Trang: ==yeah.
Mai: so, that’s why if you global, international, then you have …, it takes a lot of time, to
compete with rival companies, who has already been ==, in the market right.
Trang: ==Yeah.
Nam: uhhuh.
Mai: ah, I have another problem, is… the budget,==(1) everybody need money to do something
and ==(2), go go going going internationally is …will cost you a lot, not to mention for the first
few months, the first few years, you may suffer a big loss, if you don’t have the right campaign,
advertising campaign or… ==(3)the right like…ah...find the right customers. As Trang said,
==(4) it takes a lot of time to adapt ==(5) the new one, right?
Nam: ==(1) budget.
Nam: ==(2)of course.
Trang: ==(2) yeah, that’s right.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Trang: ==(4) yeah.
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Nam: ==(5) so ah competitions will lead to loss…==
Mai: ==Yeah, to loss of budget, and and not many…, not many the…, like companies, have that
much budget, like the big budget to that to go in ..for long…for that Nam, for internationally, so
they have to like, think a lot about …what they get, and what they lost, ah what they lose when
they go internationally…==(1)ah, and budget is one of that==(2).
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Trang: Yeah, I think almost companies when going global == they…I think they have to suffer
a lot, at the first time.
Mai: ==yes.
Mai:==Yes, that’s a big risk.
Trang: yeah, that’s ah that unavoidable.
Nam: uhhuh.
Mai: yes, Nam, do you have any other ideas?
Nam: Mmm, besides the competitions, besides that budget, you also mention ah … the needs,
you need to identify, I think I have a very obvious, and very popular problem, is about brand
name translation. == You know? Ah especially ah for example, when you…, a company from
the Western of …a Western company, for example from America, and you want to enter the
Chinese Market.
Mai: ==uhhuh.
Mai: uhhuh.
Nam: ah but,…ah…unfortunately, your …your slogan or, you know the name of the company,
you cannot be pronounced correctly in Chinese language, so you have to translate into that
language, that people can understand. Ah…for exam ah …but, in some cases, if you don’t have
the right translator for you, so your slogan may be such…ah a ridiculous, == you know, set of
words, and misunderstand, misunderstood by the native people.
Mai: ==yeah.
Mai: yeah.
Nam: I have some…ah…example here. For example, ah…with the Pepsi, when it try to enter
the Chinese market, their slogan at the time was “come alive with Pepsi generation”, but when
you …ah…but when that slogan was …ah…translated into Taiwanese, you know Taiwanese?
==(1) and it became “Pepsi brings your ancestors, back from the death”, so, who want to drink
that… ==(2) sort of beverage? Another, ah another example is about KFC. KFC Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
Trang: ==(1)Yeah I know.
Mai: ==(2)yeah.
Mai: yeah.
Nam: They also want to enter the Chines market, and their slogan at the time was fingers ah you
know, ‘Fingers licking good’ ==(1), ‘Fingers licking ==(2) good’ but when it was translated
into Chinese, it became ‘eat your fingers off’. Ok?
Mai: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Mai: ok.
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Hoang: ah…in general, ah…the problem you have said here refers to …language barrier?
Nam: the language, the linguistic problem …ah…
Trang: but I wonder that…ah …that cases, do exist in Chinese?
Nam: of course, == (1) I read on the internet …some, you know about …ah …an article about
…the the translation problems, focus on a linguistic problems, when people, when ==(2) those
companies have to deal with.
Trang: ==(1) Yeah.
Trang: ==So, so I mean…the …the producer …the…the company, the KFC… and Pepsi, ==(1)
K KFC and Pepsi, so …they…ah…they just …they don’t …they know that, the…I think when
they come to Chinese…ah China, ==(2) they have some …experts from China to…==(3)
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2)Yeah.
Nam: ==(2)experts beyond, but ah maybe …
Trang: but they let this situation happen, and they …let it happen in public?
Nam: Yeah == because…they don’t know…,you know, hire experts in language, or the
translators, I mean mistranslated, it…mistranslated or misinterpreted to …the native …people,
so…a problem, or typical problems, examples of translation problems.
Trang: ==Ohh.
[Pause- 4 secs]
Mai: So you mean, your problem about brand name, is actually the translation problem?
Nam: translation. Sometimes, it’s related to how, people pronounced your…company name, or
company slogan
Mai: yeah, because we have a lot of examples like slogan so, I kind of misunderstand them.
Nam: or for example, when about Coca cola. Coca cola want to enter the French market.
uhhuh? ==(1) and they have slogan like, ‘have a coke and a smile’ ==(2), but because English
you know, English and French ==(3), it pronounce differently, and when …that slogan was
sung, so a smile turn into a mouse, ‘have a coke and a mouse’, so …misinterpreted.
Mai: ==(1) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(2) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(3) yeah.
Mai: So, for brandname, do you mean that, they can get like…misunderstanding, because of the
translation ==(1) or, listening from ==(2) like, different language?
Nam: ==(1)translation.
Nam: ==(2) or you know, ah ..the…dialect, the dialect, ==(1)the language, how people
pronounce ==(2), it depends on the…articulate, articulators, articulators, you know it?
Mai: ==(1) ahh ahh.
Mai: ==(2) ok.
Mai: yeah.
Trang: you mean that it is, because, the people in that country, ...ah…misunderstands, the
…slogan…== or…or…I mean that, they translate slogan themselves?
Nam: ==they misunderstand.
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Nam: No, it was translated.
Trang: It was already translated, in their language?
Nam; in that language, but…by some mistakes, it was not, no longer original.
Trang: ohh ohh!
Mai: I think, there was something to so with culture too, like…
Nam: cultural background.
Mai: yeah.
Nam: yeah.
[Pause- 4 secs]
Mai: Ok == so, global advertising. What is the advantage of, what are the advantages of global
advertising?
Trang: ==Yes.
Nam: global advertising?
Mai: yeah.
Nam: ==global advert.
Trang: ==You mean standardized global advertising?
Mai: Yes.==
Nam: ==We’ll have two, you remember, we have two kinds of that ==(1). When you go global,
you want to advertise globally, you have to choose …ah…, one you have to standardize it
==(2), one you have to adapt it, to the local markets, so what do you mean?
Hoang: ==(1) yeah.
Mai: ==(1) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(2) uhhuh.
Mai: Yes, I mean here ==standardize standardize, yeah.
Hoang: ==standardize standardize.
Hoang: Yeah, I have a …ah…in my opinion, yeah, when …a company stand standardize a
product, and …they…can ...ah…they not, don’t have to adopt …ah…different local market, and
then they buy the material in bulk (pak) without, I mean ah…, when they…buy the material in
bulk (pak), they can …(1) receive a discount or…save money, ==(2) and this saving can be
used to …ah…ah…, can be used to …ah…the development, and research for the new product,
or sometime to make this out of, its company product, to be lower for consumer to buy, for
example in…ah…, Coca cola you know…ah…ah…one bottle of Coca cola in Vietnam, is only
cost ah…about, ten million VND.
Nam: ==(1) save money.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Nam: ten million VND?
Hoang: yeah it’s cheaper…
Trang: no, it’s
Nam: ten thousand?
Hoang: ten thousand.
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Nam: ten thousand?
Hoang: yeah, ==ten thousand VND…per…bottle.
Trang: ==ten thousand dong.
Nam: yep.
Hoang: then…ah…it’s very cheap, I think.
Trang: compare, yeah, compare with the foreign… market?
Hoang: yeah.
Nam: ..so…what about the , we have saved money, because we can choose …we can buy
material in bulk.
Trang: the first advantage is save money.
Nam: What else?
[Pause - 5 secs]
Nam: Do you know, let’s talk a little bit about the advertising campaign right, when you choose
a kind of standardized, advertising strategy or campaign, you mean you save, you do the
same…ah...commercials, ==the same …ah…kind of advertising, across the world. I mean you
don’t have to invest, to adapt to a… specific local market. Ah that means you can save money
also, not just the money to buy materials, but also the money spent on advertising agencies, ok?
Hoang: ==yeah.
Mai: So, what other advantages besides saving money?
[pause-3secs]
Nam: we all come to saving money.
Mai: ok, Trang, what do you think of this?
Trang: I think another advantage is …, ah…you know…ah…, KFC right? It’s the taste of KFC,
from ah…from the merchandise, (pro problem ) from all over the world …ah…they set only
one standard, I mean only one taste, the taste from every country on the world, is the same,
right? (pro problem rai)
Mai: uhhuh.
Trang: So I think the advantage is for customer, when they going == Yeah yeah, they…they,
when I mean when you go, you travel from to another country, and you…ah…you
like…you…ah…can’t adapt, to the food there, so you can go to KFC store, and the taste is still
the same, with the one in your country. (very slowly, painfully expressed)
Nam: ==enjoy the same …
Nam: with the one in your country.
[Pause]
Nam: Ok, that means, people all over the world can enjoy the same taste of KFC?
Trang: yes.
Nam: But actually, it’s not that. You know? when I…, a few months ago, last year I went to a
meeting with a teacher from UK, and she said that, the KFC taste here is not that, in the UK, it’s
different, totally different, so it is adapted to the local market, ==not just standardized.
Mai: ==yes, I think like…ah…they can…like to depend on the cuisine of each, of each country,
each market, so they can …make the food, suitable for that market.
Trang: ahh.
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Mai: Ok, so, we have heard about the problems, and the advantages . What do you, what do you
think, we should do…ah…, like each company should do, when they want to enter the global
market, like…what they…to avoid those problems?
Nam: So, why don’t we just find …the the…solution to each of the problems, that we have all
mentioned. What about the budget? ==the methods…the solutions to the budget?
Mai: Ah …I think they should, the first they should have…like…the detailed ==(1)and reliable
plan, so they can gain the investment from different companies==(2), or different
organization==(3), so that’s for the work, for the budget
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Trang: ==(3) yeah investment.
[Pause – 3secs]
Nam: and …about identify the needs, you know? how can we identify the needs …ah…?
Hoang: by the market research.
Nam: in market research?
Hoang: yeah, questionnaire or…
Nam: even or like survey you know, == it’s much easier, faster.
Mai: ==Yes.
Nam: And…ah…how can we compete with domestic rivals?
Trang: Yes, I think we have to, …to…know know (clearly) about rivals
Nam: know clearly.
Trang: yeah, I mean ah…ah…
Nam: what their strengths, and their weaknesses.
Trang: yeah, …a report about their…their business, their strength, weaknesses, yeah, like that
Mai: They have to …wide knowledge, like…so …right?
Trang: yeah.
Nam: But I think we should accept the fact that, we have to guess some loss, at the beginning
…even for first few years.
Mai: Yes, so they have had back up plan, for the loss ==(1) they may face, the back up plan
==(2). Ah, Nam, what about ==(3) your problem?
Nam: ==(1) back up plan, yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(3) about translation problems == (1) That means we also have to do …research about
cultural backgrounds, ==(2) ah…even we have to find out …ah…how to translate, or how to
pronounce our company’s name, or the ….the slogan, in a specific…ah…language ==(3)
correctly, and not …lead to misunderstanding.
Mai:== (1)Yeah.
Mai:== (2)Yeah.
Mai:==(3) uhhuh.
Hoang: yeah, I think we can hire a… linguistic expert, ==in translation, the slogan.
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Nam: ==yes, of course, and double check the slogan, before give it to the press, ==or the public
to avoid the misunderstanding.
Mai:==yes.
Mai: Yes, ok, so ah….
Nam: What else do you think? Besides the the solution to each of the problems, that we have
mentioned, What else can you think of?
[Pause- 4 secs]
Nam: Do you think, we need some ah intermediatry, intermediary==when we enter a specific
market, instead of we go there ourselves.?
Hoang: ==yeah.
Hoang: yeah, do you mean the export agent ah agent?
Nam: yes, yes, I mean export agent. We want to export our goods to another country, but we
don’t do it directly, but we hire an export agent, to do it for us.
Trang: maybe ah you know, maybe some kind like merchancedize, you buy, youbuy
merchancedize, == and you sell merchancedize, for who want to buy.
Nam: ==merchancedize.
Nam: No, I mean là, for example we want to export the shoes ==
Mai: == yes, so you have to hire some else ==(1) to enter the market right.
Nam: ==(1) yes.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: but merchancedise, I want to add, when a merchandize chain ?
Mai: What do you mean?
Nam: What do you mean?
Trang: merchandize chain like, the KFC is one of the merchandize chain
Nam: No, It’s the license or Franchise, the Franchise.
Mai: it’s more like franchise. You got the wrong word.
Trang: yeah, I mean franchise, sorry.
Nam: ok.
Mai: for the first few years, I think export agent is necessary, ==(1) so they can enter it more
smoothier, and with someone who knows the market already, so they have more benefits, when
they enter it internationally. ==(2)So I guess, that’s it for today. Enough right?
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) yeah.
Trang: yes.
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Task 3:
Mai/ấy làm đi (You do it)
Mai: Let’s start with the first question. What products do you know, rely on their heritage, and
cultural background?
Hoang: Yeah, in my opinion, is some kinds of the souvernir, yeah, for example, in Vietnam, we
have áo dài or …nón…yeah
Mai: uhhuh.
Nam: conical hat.
Hoang: conical, yeah, so ah we ah ah give, ah it to the, when the Big Bang come to Vietnam.
==I don’t know the time, the fans, give the Big Bang, the conical ah…
Nam: == (…)
Nam: conical hats.
Mai: hats.
Hoang: hats, yeah.
Nam: ok.
Mai: yeah.
Hoang: Ah and I think …this is a the…==
Trang: ==I think this, these products is a kind of, a kind of, of, of, of image…biểu tượng là thế
nào nhỉ (what is the English word for biểu tượng?)
Nam: ==symbol.
Mai: ==symbol.
Hoang: ==(…)
Trang: yeah, a symbol, a symbol of Vietnam.==
Hoang: ==yeah, and and it it introduce the Vietnam culture, to the world.
Trang: ==yeah, that’s right.
Nam: ==So that’s kind of, you know, kind of tangible products, so do you ever …thought of
of…intangible products?
Hoang: like?
Nam: the music, it’s business, ==(1) it’s business, you know? when foreigners, for example,
when the foreigners come to Vietnam, we organize the show, to demonstrate, to perform the
traditional music of Vietnam,==(2) and so we make money out of this, so it’s a kind of product,
but it’s not tangible, it’s not physical.
Trang: ==(1) ahh.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Hoang: yeah.
[Pause- 3 secs]
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Trang: Yeah, I have another example, not from…, not from our culture, I think in American, I
think burger ==
Mai: ==burgers?==
Hoang: ==yeah.
Nam: ==yeah, fast food.==
Trang: ==yeah, …is the is …the idea of American people.
Nam: symbol, it’s symbol.
Trang: yeah, I think when they eat burger, I think they think about…the, it this is the American
style, yeah.
Mai: true
[Pause – 3secs]
Nam: and about Mai? What do you think about it==? Either think of or know of ah kind of
products, that have that the root, in cultural or heritage background?
Mai: ==ahh.
Mai: I think the most visible product that you can see, that has heritage and culture, is like
souvenirs==(1). In Italy, when you find the Pisa Tower, and the (…) like the the ancient ==(2)
ancient buildings.
Trang: == (1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) ohh!
Nam: ==(2) structures.
Mai: structures yeah. You can see, they have these little models, of the Pisa Tower ==(1), or
…the famous ah like Leonardo de Vinci ==(2), a small statue. And I think those
products, also base on the culture.
Hoang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) Yeah.
Trang: Yeah.
Nam: and Vietnam is going to make that kind of structures, I mean the statues, of some famous
generals in Vietnam. For example, ah general in chief… Vo Nguyen Giap==. We are
going to build…do it, also it’s kind of souvenir products, to introduce our background,
our heritage.
Mai: ==uhhuh.
Trang: yeah.
Mai: or like in Germany, remember when the Berlin Wall, was torn down
Trang: Yeah.
Mai: and people they took the small pieces from that wall, they preserve it, and then they make
it like the cards
Nam: wrap it?
Mai: Yeah, they wrap it, in like a small round plastic, ah, ==(1) round thing to preserve it. And
then they, when they make the card, tourist card, they left a hole, to put the round
plastic protection…==(2)
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Nam: ==(1) bag.
Trang: ==(2) ohh!
Nam: the piece of
Mai: Yeah, the piece of the wall in it. And when you buy, you can see the little piece.
Trang: ooh, interesting!
Nam: Did you buy it?
Mai: Yes, and I gave them all away.
Trang: yeah, sound interesting.
Nam: but…did it…cheap or expensive?
Mai: Yeah, exactly, it’s actually like …one, one Euro or something. It’s like souvenir thing, so
it’s not that that expensive.
Nam: that kind to remind people of the== Wall.
Mai: ==of the Berlin wall, yeah, of the Berlin wall.
Trang: so… all in all, I think the…all souvernirs ==
Mai: ==Yeah.
Nam: ==yeah basically, most souvenirs==
Trang: ==that rely on their heritage and cultural background, yeah.
Nam: ok, so talk about the luxury products. Ah, in many countries, for example, in Chi China,
and in Vietnam, and also in many other countries in the world. Ah what I think happen
that, although we have branches of luxury brands, in that country, but we still see a lot
of fake products, all around. Ok? I’m ==sure that, all of you ever bought, a fake luxury
products.
Trang: ==so the question is…?
Mai: Yeah.
Trang: of course, because our country Vietnam, is right, is right next to the China==…the the, it
is like the biggest country, that produce fake …
Nam: == next to our neighbour.
Nam: products.
Trang: fake products on the, with very cheap prices.
Nam: or Hongkong is the ==paradise of fake products.
Trang: ==yeah.
Mai: You can see Dior, Yves Saint Laurent, good brands everywhere.
Trang: everything
Mai: from the top to bottom, everything you can see…==even the iphone.
Nam: ==Yeah.
Trang: ==Yeah.
Trang: yeah I think it’s like…, Chinese people like…they can fake everything, fake everything.
Mai: yes.
Nam: yeah, imitate, you produce the fake products. ==
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Trang:== even the food.
Nam: yes, even the food.
Mai: I remember plastic eggs==, it can bounce, bouncing egg.
Trang: ==yeah.
Nam: ==yeah, plastic egg.
Hoang: ==Yeah.
Trang: == yeah.
Nam: Ah, ==so … it’s just the fake…, has bought fake.
Mai: ==I guess, everybody has bought, especially Vietnamese people, everybody has bought.
Nam: So do you think that, they buy…ok they know, that is the fake products, obviously the
fake products ==, but you still buy it? So do you think, because it was labeled with
famous brand, or just it is suitable, or it is, you know, reasonable price?
Trang: ==yeah.
Trang: Yeah, I think we can ah we can categorize… this into… two kind ==(1), one kind is…a
group of people, who buy the luxury product, …ah the fake luxury product, with
purpose…on purpose, == (2) nghia la they want to …they want to…==(3) wear the
luxury brand with low ==(4) price, and other group is people, who buy this product…ah
accidentally…,because…because ah…ah…it’s like many products…ah…ah ==(5) yeah
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(2)Yeah.
Nam: ==(3) buy it.
Mai: == (3) wear the luxury brand.
Nam: ==(4) low price.
Nam Hoang: ==(4) low price.
Trang: ==(4) yeah low price yeah.
Nam: ==(5) we can not differentiate between the original and the fake?
Trang: no, but many product, have the image of luxury brand, …but…ah…and, I think all that
product has the, has the, has the luxury brand, and we need to buy it, because no other
product. There are no other product.
[Pause -4secs]
Trang: Do you mean ==do you understand?
Mai: so you mean like…, so one group people, want to buy the product with the…==(1) like
they want to wear ==(2), look like with, they look luxurious, with the brands ==(3), but
they don’t want to pay a lot of money==(4) . So the other group, they …want, they just
buy …==(5) without without… yeah, without the knowledge ==(6) that it’s the famous
brand or not. ==(7). Is that is that what you mean?
Trang:== (1) on purpose.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(3) ok luxurious.
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Trang: == (4) yeah yeah.
Nam: ==(5) accidentally.
Trang: ==(6) yeah.
Nam: ==(7) ok.
Trang: ok, that’s quite … nearly my thought.
Nam: ==ok.
Mai: ==so, like, so for example, you two, two guys go to the market to buy, do you actually like
pay attention to the brand… name, or just think, that’s good colour, that’s comfortable,
and you buy it ==?
Trang : ==yeah yeah.
Hoang: yeah, the first thing I pay attention to, is the quality of this product ==(1), because I
have bought…a fake shoe of the Gucci == (2).
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) a fake pair of shoes.
Hoang: Yeah, and when ah …ah this shoe is come with the rain (pro problem with ‘t’ at the
end), and the leather in the shoe …
Nam: worn out, worn out, it’s worn out.
Hoang: Yeah, it it worn out, and it’s …ah…I have ah…, I use ah this shoe, for about 3 month
==yeah.
Nam: == three months.
Hoang: If ah it is a …ah…== I mean the…, ah ah…the real, the the real one
Nam: ==original, the price.
Nam: the genuine, the genuine (…)
Hoang: yeah, it is.
Trang: authentic.
Hoang: yeah, authentic.
Nam: no, no, not authentic, it’s genuine, genuine.
Hoang: yeah, yeah, and…==
Nam: ==so you think it’ll last long, it’ll last long?
Hoang: Yeah, yeah, about the two years.
Nam: so you still choose it because the price, because of the price?
Hoang: no, I choose it because of the qua …, because I don’t know, it is the fake product,
==and yeah.
Nam: ==ahh ahh.
Mai: so you you you bought it, and you didn’t know, it was the fake one.
Hoang: Yeah, so from this, I will pay attention to the quality first, ==after the design or colour.
Mai: uhhuh.
Nam: So it’s the attention when choose everything, you pay attention more, you put the quality
before ==(1) the brands. So, that’s kind of interesting, that leads to the final question of
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our discussion. So do you think that ah, the designer luxury goods, is == (2) of greater
quality than the non-designer ones, you know?
Hoang: ==(1) yeah yeah.
Trang: ==(2) are.
Mai: I don’t agree with that.
Nam: really?
Mai: Yeah, because…ah, actually, I have, you know Converse ==(1), the Converse right? ==(2)
Famous shoe brand.
Hoang: ==(1) yeah, yeah.
Nam: ==(2) Converse.
Nam: yeap.
Mai: I bought a real pair of, a pair ones and another fake ones. So, basically, when you try both
of them on, there’s not really, not really any difference, between them, really. You can
see like brand and like every detail, exactly the same, only the …the…
Nam: feeling?
Mai: Yeah, the feeling and sometimes when you…like, when you put on the real one, you may
find lighter, you feel lighter than the fake one, but technically it’s the same. You, yeah,
you don’t, you don’t see any differences, so basically, I think that, the designer luxury
goods, they have …yeah brand names, and better materials, but when you don’t have
the money, or…you are not that rich, you have to take the other option.
Nam: that’s still the same quality, but non-designer.
Trang: yeah, I …I think your idea is quite good, but, ah… but I think, ah… we are mention
about luxury goods ==(1), designer luxury goods, that means a higher level. I think the
converse brand ==(2), is just a normal brand, not …luxury. In my opinion, the designer
luxury goods , of course, ah absolutely are always higher quality. You know? Like
when you buy a product, from the luxury good brand, like just mentioned above ?(pro
problem), Envy, Gucci, (…) L’Oreal, and etc. When you buy it, you have a…a book, a
guarantee, a guarantee book, so when you have any…== (3) problems with the
products, you can go to the, go to the store, of that brand, all over the world to ah, to
ah….
Nam: ==(1) yeap.
Nam: ==(2) yeap.
Nam: ==(3) problem.
Nam: to get it fixed?
Trang: yeah, it’s like to assure, gọi là ah to… ah to…ah to…==
Mai: ==exchange?
Nam: ==to exchange for another pair?
Trang: yeah, to to check or to repair, ah to…== Yeah, I mean that, the quality is very high, so
that the ah ah ah a luxury brand can do this, because the quality if their product is very
high.
Mai: == yeah.
Nam: So, what you are talking about is just, the service a company with the product, not just
the quality.==
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Trang: ==No, I think, no. I think the quality, the quality is very high, so that you can do like
this. If the quality low, you can’t do like this, because can’t, you may lost, may lost==
Nam: ==No. I want to focus on the quality, of that product alone, not just the service, that
comes with that product, because, if you …==
Trang: ==No, I know, I know what you mean, that means the quality, of course, is very high,
higher than non-designer goods. ==I think, that’s my opinion.
[Pause-4secs]
Mai: ==I think what she means is, when you, when you buy luxury goods , like the goods, it’s
like the best price==(1), with the best quality. When you have something wrong, with
the with the ==(2) with the product, then you can return them, to get ==(3) the new pair,
new one, but when you buy the non-designer goods, or the fake one, there’s no way you
can return or exchange it. I think, that’s what she means is that.
Nam: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) (…)
Nam: ==(3) to get the money back.
Trang: but I think, the, there are that kind of (service)
Nam: Service.
Trang: Ah service … because of the high quality==, they have the high quality that they, it’s
like they, it’s like they they…they declare that that,…the that… the their products are as
high as that, you can… even if there are mistakes, or I think you can exchange it,
exchange it.
Mai: uhhuh.
Mai: So, you mean luxury goods, they have both good quality, and good services.
Trang: yeah, but the thing we are… we are discuss here is the quality, so I think it’s very high
quality, and the problem is just about the money.
Nam: Yeah, just about the money.
Trang: yeah.
Mai: Hoang, do you have any idea?
Hoang: yeah, I agree with Trang, because I think the designer luxury good are surely made from
the good materials, and then the price is high to ah…
Nam: it’s higher than the
Hoang: yeah higher than the non-designer goods. And…because it’s non-designer, and ah, and
it ah, it’s made from …the cheaper ==ah material, and …the …ah…the process of
making the product. I mean very…
Mai: ==uhhuh.
Trang: very strict.
Hoang: no. I mean the non-designer, very …ah…
Nam: ==ok I got your point.
Trang: ==Yeah, I think, I think it’s for example nhé, the details of the luxury goods are ... are
very ah very skillful == (1) ah, even when the, even with the sợi chỉ ==(2), từng đường
kim mũi chỉ, tỉ mỉ cẩn thận
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Mai: == (1) uhhuh.
Mai: == (2) yeah.
Nam: ==(2) thread, thread, decoration.
Mai: uhhuh.
Hoang: Yeah, I mean the non-designers are always is produced in bulk (sound like paks).
==…and …and… and the quality of this type product will be…
Trang: ==Yeah.
Nam: higher, always higher. (showing that he doesn’t understand what Hoang’s idea)
Hoang: No. Always ==lower than the luxury one.
Trang: ==lower yeah. [nod her head]
Nam: Actually, there are some kinds of non-designer goods, you know? when you try on it, you
can feel the same feelings, you know, it’s as comfortable as luxury… goods the
…designer. The problem here is …you assume that, those products, those designer
goods luxury products, are of high quality because, it’s of higher prices, ==(1) not just
the, not just the…==(2)
Mai: ==(1) uhm.
Trang: ==(2) So I think, the durable, the durable nhé == with the same, with the same, with the
same model of, with the same model, like the shoe
Nam: ==durability.
Nam: shoes.
Trang: the shoes, with the same model, then nearly …the same ah…the same…the same details
ah, but ah, I think, the durable of the high, of the designer luxury goods are always
better==, I mean last longer.
Nam: ==ok.
Nam: so, you all agree that designer luxury goods here, is always of higher quality than, the
non-designer ones, right?
Hoang: Yes.
Trang: I think, I and Hoang agree that.
Mai: My point is disagree.
Nam: me too.
Trang: So we have two, ==two sides.
Mai: ==two sides.
Nam: So, ok, let me recap what we have discussed today.
Trang: ok.
Nam: We’ve talked about a little about the …the products that has the culture roots, you know?
music, souvenirs that we share about it, and ah…
Mai: we discussed the fake, ==and genuine ones.
Nam: ==the fake ones and the genuine ones.
Mai: yes.
Nam: ==Ok so…
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Trang: ==So I think
Nam: =You go.
Mai: ==You go.
Trang: So, I think ah, so we think we ah after this discussion, we have more knowledge and
information about luxury brands, all over the world I think, but this topic is quite
interesting.
Mai: ==yeah.
Hoang:==yeah.
Nam: Ok, actually we still have you know dispute, dispute about the designer luxury goods
==(1)and the non-designer ones. So I think that we should, everyone, two sides should
do some research, and the next discussion we’ll talk a little bit about it==(2). That’s all
for today.
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) yeah.
Mai: ==(2) yeah.
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Task 4:
Mai and Nam to Trang: Ấy làm đi (You do it)
Trang: Ok, guys, let’s start our discussion today. Ah…as you may know, we are live, we are all
living in the globalised, globalised century, right? ==
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Mai: ==yes.
Trang: And …and…ah…, global trade is …is very popular, ==(1) from all over the world.
And…ah for example, one company want to open a brand in a foreign country, there are many
factors, that lead to succeed, but…ah…the thing we want to mention today, is the factor, is the
relationship ==(2). For example in China, when one company want to develop business
relationship, in (China), China, what advice would you give to that company?
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Nam: uh… in China, you mean ah? you know? based on my background, I mean my
knowledge==, I think that, when a foreign company want to invest, ah or do business in China,
so I think the first thing that they want, they have to establish is the relationship, I mean the
connection, with the…you know domestic companies…or…
Trang: ==yes.
Trang: the local company right?
Nam: yes, or the partnership, ==you have to create partnership.
Trang: ==yeah yeah create…
[Pause -6 secs]
Nam: You know, it’s the kind of, you know, typical of the Asian culture right? People first get
to know each other, about each other first, then and they create relationship based on that.
Hoang: yeah.
Nam: ok.
Hoang: You mean we will to …ah find some more information about the … Chi…Chinese
culture?
Nam: yes, Chines culture==
Hoang: == and …so we can, especially in the business culture in China==. I mean it’s easy to
building relationship, if you want to ah run business …(…)
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Nam: Yeah first you need to, you know, let people know well about you first or== ….
Trang: ==Yeah, I know that …ah the Asian people, ah… we are tend to, we tend to ah make, ah
make business ==with the people, with the company we know well.
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Nam: Yes, yes, that’s right. ==
Trang: == yes, so if we’ll be more, if…you will be more credibility ==(pro problem), you have
more credibility.
Nam: == uhhuh, credible.
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Nam: uhhuh.
Mai: So, so you you mean that, the the first advice you give them, is to communicate like…to
==
Nam: ==you know to create relations.
Trang: yeah create relationship with the local companies ==, so they can help you with the
market and…like
Nam: yes.
Trang: yeah, market research.
Nam: the top priority, ok?
Mai: Yes. Ah…I think …ah…I another advice is, not only they have to create the relationship
with the local companies, they also they have to communicate themselves ==(1), with the
consumers, == (2)[Hoang nod heads]not through other companies ==(3), they have to
com…communicate themselves, like they have …to learn the first market of course right?
Nam: ==(1) yes.
Trang: ==(2) yes.
Hoang: ==(2) yes.
Nam: ==(3) uhhuh.
Nam: yep.
Mai: they also have to learn the culture, ==the culture of the market, so they can depend on that.
They can…ah…maybe …ah…they can…ah…
Nam: ==the culture yes.
Trang: adapt to the market.
Mai: yeah,== (1) adapt to the market, they...ah the communicate, the communication here is the
most important factor, that you need to pay attention to ==(2)when you enter a market, a a
foreign market right?
Nam:== (1)adapt to the market.
Trang: ==(2)yeah.
Nam: ==Ok.
Trang: ==yeah that’s right, and for particularly is China.
Mai: yes yes, China is a really big country, so …
Trang: a big marker too.
Mai: Yes.
Nam: so that’s about Vietnam, ah, that’s about China. Let’s talk a little about our own country
Vietnam.
Mai: yes.
Nam: So, if a foreign company or enterprise or…ah…==corporation, they want to expand the
market, they want to invest in Vietnam, so of course, they have to pay attention to the factors,
that may affect their business right? So what factors do you have if you have to give them
advice, so what you give them. What should they pay attention to?
Trang: ==(1) cooperation.
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[Pause 5 secs]
Nam: maybe about the human resources, about the capital, about our policies, things like that.
Trang: I think …I think they should consider the…the…the…the place.
Nam: the place, you mean the location?
Trang: Yes, the location, the factory and the shop.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: yeah, == and if …ah…if this related to their product, their products if their product, they
should locate their, the factory, factory in the, in the appropriate location==, which have, which
has a , which can supply, the materials, the raw materials, to produce the products.
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: and the shop should, the shop, ==the stores
Nam: == the shops
Trang: yeah, should be…ah, yeah they should find a suitable, a suitable location for the store,
like in the big city ==
Nam: == big city and?
Trang: Yeah, the location, yeah.
Nam: that’s the?
Trang: that’s about the location.
Nam: location, ok.
Mai: In my opinion, they should consider the… advertising.
Nam: Advertising.
Trang: Yeah.
Mai: Yes. Advertising is a common way of communication ==(1), towards to customers right?
And, ah...for me, I think…ah whenever …one business they want to do well, they want to
expand, ex…ex…yeah expand their ==(2) brand
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) their market?
Trang: yeah, their market or their brands, so they, the brand names so they have to, first of all,
they have to …ah …impress, the consumers, and the easiest way to do it the advertising
campaign. ==(1) They need to have, maybe an impressive commercial on TV,
==(2)or…surveys or surveys.
Nam: ==(1) ok.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: you know, you do the survey to get the feedback or ==
Mai: ==yeah, yeah, like …ah…how well you know the brand, and from that, they can they can
have plans to promote, their products.
Nam: ==ok.
Trang: == yeah yeah, they should find ways, to connect the customers ==with the company, the
products.
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Mai: ==yes.
Mai: Yes, that’s right. ==So
Nam: ==to check the brand’s awareness, of the consumers.
Mai: Yes, so they… I think that they should consider… the first was their image, and then the
reputation, ==(1) so they like…how, how well ==(2) do the people know, about the brand,
==(3) so they have …ah…== (4)
Nam: ==(1) ok.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Nam: ==(3) uhhuh.
Trang: ==(4) so they can finger out ==the way to … ah to approach, yeah yeah.
Mai: ==yes yes, finger out the way yeah to promote==(1), and to …expand their…(2) products,
things like that.
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Trang: yeah.
Nam: What do you think, Hoang?
Hoang: ah…in my opinion is the, the price is a problem…ah…
Nam: pricing?
Hoang: the price, yeah pricing ==is is…, ah…you know in Vietnam is, there are many of
the…ah…low-income community
Nam: ==ok.
Nam: uhhuh low income. ==
Hoang: ==yeah, (kind of relief and interest) ah when the foreign (pro problem) companies want
to …ah…ah produce their product in ==(1) Vietnam, ah…this product, the price of this product,
I mean==(2)
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: Excuse me, but…ah I think it’s a little bit confusing. You mean the price, price of the
products, or …the cost you need, for your production?
Trang: ==no, the price (…)
Hoang: ==I mean do you…?
Nam: I mean the price of the product, when you sell it, in the market, or the cost for== your
…production?
Mai: ==you have to …like how much do you spend to to produce ah?
Hoang: Ah ah, yeah, I mean the price when you sell the product== (1) in the market, because
…ah…they, as I said before, all Vietnamese are the ==(2) low-income community, so ah…, the
price should be fit with …their circumstance ==(3).
Nam: ==(1) sell the product ok.
Nam: ==(2) low income.
Nam: ==(3) uhhuh.
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Hoang: yeah.
Nam: So should we have …a wide range of prices, or just we focus on , you know, the low
prices, just low prices or a wide range?
Hoang: yeah, a wide range, because I mean most Vietnamese, not all, yeah ==(1) most …ah…,
when you…ah…ah….give ah…, give a reasonable ==(2) price.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) reasonable price.
Hoang: yeah, you can attract more …Vietnamese people to buy the products.
Nam: products yeah.
Nam: so that’s all about the price?
Hoang: yeah.
Nam: Ok, so we have location, we have …==advertising strategies, and we have …pricing.
Trang: == advertising.
Hoang: == advertising.
Mai: == advertising.
Mai: and they also have to consider like …the…the discounts, sale, sale off, especially when it
comes to pricing.
Nam: you mean the service?
Mai: Yes, the service, also consider the service, the after sale service is very important ==(1)
because, ah, well, when we go shopping, we want to buy …==(2) ah…a cheap, a good but like
low price product right?
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) good products.
Nam: yeah.
Mai: You also expect the good after sale service==(1), right? and so I think that, another thing
have to consider, except for the three things, we have mentioned is the service also, ==(2) like
the discounts, after sale service, and and the people pay when when they get their satisfaction,
when they get satisfaction of course, they will …==(3) they will ah…
Trang: ==(1)Yeah.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Nam: come back.
Mai: they’ll come back, and then they will have mouth, word to word
Nam: word of mouth.
Hoang: word of mouth.
Mai: word of mouth advertising for the …for the …
Nam: for the product.
Mai: for the product right?
Nam: ok.
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Mai: So there are a lot of things, when a foreign company they want to attend another market
==, do they have to consider a lot.
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Nam: so do you think another factor is the government policies? it’s very important, especially
in this case, ah in this time when you know, ah…the….our, our government is attempting to
promote, you know, priortise our own products, ==Vietnamese products.
Hoang: ==our domestic products.
Nam: yeah, ah… in connection with foreign brands, so if we pay more attention to this, we can
…ah adapt to the situations, for example, the taxes
Mai: uhhuh.
Nam: uhhuh, taxes that we have to pay, or the materials, it’s very important.
Mai: yeah, I think, but the taxes here I think, it is one of the most difficult problems, for any
foreign companies, because Vietnam charge them very high==(1), the taxes, they charge very
high. ==(2) That’s why, that’s why, whenever, that’s another thing they have to consider, when
they enter our market.
Nam: ==(1)yeah.
Trang: ==(2)yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) impose.
Nam: as a newspaper that I have read, I read few days ago, that people ah, that they write, they
wrote that while …ah…many countries in the world, try to show that the…, there’s no
difference between the domestic and the foreign brand in their countries, but in Vietnam they
emphasize that …ah…, you know governmental or state-companies have more power, have
more priority…ah… , from the government, rather than foreign countries, ah foreign
companies, so you have to pay pay attention to this, this point if you want to ah make use of
…ok.
[Pause-3secs]
Mai: so we have mentioned the few things, when the company they want to, they need to
consider right? ==(1) The first is ==(2) the market, ==(3) the location,
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: == (2) the location.
Nam: ==(3) the location for the factory and for the shop.
Mai: yeah, and the second one is …== (1) like communication ==(2), then the pricing, and
finally the government policies.
Nam: ==(1) advertising.
Trang: ==(1) advertising.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Nam: ok, and also after sale services.
Trang: ==the service.
Hoang: ==after sales services.
Mai: yes, so these are the things, if you one of you guys ==(1) want to do …ah
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Nam: ==(1) business?
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Mai: yeah business, you have to consider a lot.
Trang: Yeah.
Nam: ok.
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Task 5:
Mai and Nam to Hoang: Hoang làm đi (Hoang, you do it)
Hoang: Yeah ok, thank you, let we make a start. Ah…the topic today, is about …the (success)
of the company, …ah… you know but there are many factors, contribute to the (success) of the
company, and …ah…it is said that the outselling ah your rival, ah is the best indicator of
success. Do you think so?
Nam: you mean the…, if you sell more than your competitor, ==so that means you are more
successful?
Hoang: ==Yeah, yeah.
Nam: uhm.
[Pause-3secs]
Trang: yeah, I …in my opinion, it’s the…ah…, it’s the good …
Nam: good things.
Trang: yeah, I think, this is… absolutely right.
Nam: so the revenue, ah reflect your…ah… ==your success.
Trang: ==success of the company.
Nam: yes, that means, you make more profit, you are more powerful, something like that.
Mai: == I…
Trang: ==I think that’s quite obvious…ah. What do you think, Mai?
Mai: Well, I think ah… if you sell more than your competitors, it doesn’t mean that you gain
more profits.
Nam: ok, that… you you want to… talk about the the differences between the revenue and the
profit?
Mai: …ah…yeah like…, oh the revenue and the profit, always come together right?
==but…ah…, when when you buy, when you sell a lot, it doesn’t mean that you gain a lot.
Nam: ==yep.
Trang: ohh, I get them wrong.
Mai: Like …like…for example, for for one…, for one…ah…, for a restaurant, they sell, they no
they they they offer lunch, for the white collar… workers==(1), and you know the white collar
workers ==(2) they they they they can pay…ah a lot for their lunch, right? ==(3)
Nam: ==(1) ok.
Hoang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Mai: and compare to another restaurant, but they’re for the blue collar workers. You can see the
price for the blue collar workers’ lunch, is always lower than ==(1) the white collar workers’
==(2) lunch. And…and even if…, and maybe…and the white collar workers, ah no, the blue
collar workers’ lunch, they can sell more, more than the lunch for the white collar workers, but
because they have a low price, for the low income people.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Hoang: ==(2) lunch.
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Nam: ==so …
Trang: ==so they gain less profit ==than…
Mai: ==yeah than the white collar lunch.
Nam: ==yes yes.
Nam: ok I see your point.
Trang: Yeah, yeah, I get it.
Mai: You can see, you can see my point right?
Trang: ==Yeah.
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Mai: so so this is an example, if you sell a lot, it doesn’t mean you gain a lot because, it depends
on the price for…==yeah, it depends on the price.
Trang: ==that’s the good point.
Nam: uhhuh.
Nam: not on the…, you know the quantity, not the quantity right?
Mai: Yes.
Hoang: ah but I have …idea that, we said ah we said about the success in general, not only the
revenue or customer guarantee, we have success in general ==… So you just said about the
revenue…
Nam: ==so it’s just ah …
Nam: I mean the profit, ==(1) revenue and profit, so it’s just part of the success==(2), so
another part is maybe reputation. Do you think, you think outselling means that you have
greater reputation?
Hoang: ==(1) Ừ à yeah.
Hoang: ==(2) yeah.
Hoang: reputation or customer loyalty.
Nam: uhhuh.
Hoang: yeah.
Mai: well, if that if that if that side of the story ==(1), so this statement is true, ==(2) because,
well, of course, we have the more reputation, you have… more customer loyalty right? == of
course, your revenue monthly, they…==(4)
Nam: ==(1) yeah.
Nam:==(2) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(3) yeah.
Trang: ==(4) yeah.
Nam: they increase.
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Mai: ==yes.
Trang: ==but however however I think that that, when a store right, you mean outselling is ah
you sale more products==(1), you don’t mention the price, but you sale more products, than the
rivals, but maybe when that company, they ah open …., they have a discount…a
discount…discount ah …
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Hoang: policy.
Trang: …a discount…promotion.
Nam: so, it attracts a lot of customers.
Trang: so they will attract, yeah, they will gain gain gain ah… gain more customer ==(1)
loyalty, the…==(2) the brand the brand awareness.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Nam: ==(2) no, no, gain more customers not just loyalty.
Nam: ok.
Trang: they attract customers, ==so I think …
Nam: == so another side of the story.
Mai: ==so, generally, generally, ==(1) outselling your rival is is a way, to prove your success
right?== (2) when you come in detail==(3) different situation, it is not, but in general people
always think ==(4) that, out outselling…
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2) yeah.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Hoang: ==(3) yeah, in detail.
Trang: ==(4) yeah.
Nam: it’s just the indicator of …just one indicator ==of the success
Mai: ==yes, just the one==
Hoang: ==not is the best.
Trang: yeah
Mai: So like when you come to different situations, and every detail, there’s some part of that is
not true.
Nam: Ok.
Trang: This is just one of the indicators ==…of success.
Nam: ==ok.
Mai: ==Yeah, one of the indicators. So ah there another statement (Tức là) I’ve heard recently
ah “Mismanagement is the biggest cause of business failure”. Do you think so?
[pause -3 secs]
Trang: mismanagement.
Nam: I I don’t think it’s not… the biggest cause.
Mai: yeah, why do you think so?
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Nam: It’s the major course, but not the biggest cause.
Mai: uhhuh.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: I think first of all we should, we should explain the …the phrase ‘mis==management’
Hoang: ==management
Mai: So, how do you understand the word, t.he phrase here?==… if it’s like more detailed
definition.
Trang: ==yeah.
Nam: What do you think, Hoang?
Trang: I think…==
Hoang: ==I think it is… the management of the… chief executive, for example, or the
regulations of the company, regulations or the policies of the …company.
Nam: uhhuh, so it refers to, maybe to directors or the CEO, or even the regulations?
Hoang: Yeah, ==sometimes, ah…
Nam: ==uhhuh.
Nam: but I think that, management when we talk about this, refers to the board of the directors,
the board of directors, the men who be in charge of the company, ok? The people who are in
charge of the company. So, mismanagement…
Mai: means?
Nam: you are not managing the company well, ==ok? So you fail to manage it well, so it is, do
you think that’s the biggest cause of the failure of the business, or just a part? In my opinion,
it’s just the major cause, not just the biggest cause.
Hoang: ==yeah.
Mai: so you think it’s just the major cause, not the biggest.
Nam: Yeah, major not the biggest.
Mai: well I, in my opinion, I think mismanagement is the biggest cause, because
mismanagement …includes everything, like without the management, how can you..., how ah
now without them… like you mean here, the management here is the director…the direct…
Nam: the board of directors.
Mai: the board of directors, thanks. Here’s what you mean right?
Nam: Yeah.
Mai: But, without them, there’s no way you can, you can like launch the products right?
Nam: Uhhuh.
Mai: Even though you have other departments like develop the marketing…ah marketing…
Nam: so they make up everything, make up everything.
Mai: yes.
Trang: yeah, yeah, I agree with Mai. I think that the success of the company, depends most on
the…, on the …, on the the direction of the leaders.
Nam: the top, you mean, depend on the top people?
Mai: yes.
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Trang: yeah, yeah, depends on the leaders.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: because as you know, there are there are a, tục ngữ là gì đấy? there are a == a quote, a
quote in Vietnam says that, …ah…it is better to be ah to work under a good leader, than be a
worst leader.
Nam: ==proverb.
Nam: uhhuh.
Trang: yeah, I think that quote if very popular==(1), and it’s and it’s a, a obvious ah …, it’s a
obvious …==(2) ah prove ah proof.
Mai: ==(1) yes.
Nam: ==(2) it emphasizes the… you know the importance of the leaders, right?
Trang: yeah.
Nam: the importance of leaders.
Mai: Like I mean even if have like the best product, ==(1) or the best staff, but if them, like the
managers they…ah , they ah ==(2)
Trang: ==(1) so therefore
Trang: ==(2) if the leader ==(1) is not as good as ==(2) expected.
Mai: ==(1) yeah.
Mai: ==(2) or they are not visionary enough ==(1), like…like you promote a product, but they
say no, it’s not a product to sell. They will not let you like launch the product, right?
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: == yeah.
Nam:==uhhuh.
Mai: And without the management, if if they say no, then there’s no way you can you can
launch the product by yourself, even though you have every…the best staff, or the best product.
==(1) So in general I think, the mismanagement is ==(2)the biggest cause.
Nam: ==(1) ok.
Trang: ==(1) yeah.
Trang: ==(2)the biggest cause.
Hoang: yeah, I agree with Mai that…ah…in… To my way of thinking, I…ah mismanagement
means the manage, ah the management which doesn’t fit the employees and or staff,.., ah…
they, if you don’t, ah if the staff don’t agree with the decision made by the executive, they can
take the action. They can …to… stop working yeah. == and and when when the company ah…
ah in troub, ah when the company were in trouble…ah…, if the staff make an effort to work to
get the company out of the difficulty.
Nam: ==go on strike
Nam: uhhuh.
Hoang: Yeah yeah, it can avoid the business failure (pronunciation problem), but if the
staff…ah…stop working and…ah…take action, it is the biggest problem.
Nam: ok.
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Trang: so you don’t think… mismanagement is the biggest… cause?
Hoang: yeah, I think, mismanagement is the biggest.
Mai: He agrees with us, but only Nam here (…).
Hoang: I just clarify…==
Trang: ==yeah, yeah, I understand.
Mai: So do you have anything to say?
Nam: no, absolutely no.
Mai: ok, so I guess you agree with us?
Nam: yes, of course.
Mai: Ok, what’s other statement? Do you have any other statement?
Trang: yeah, I, there are one last statement that “underfunding and overstaffing, are the quickest
way to failure”==. So what do you, what do you, is there any idea about this statement?
Nam: ==failure.
[Pause-3secs]
Nam: I think that statement is true, is true. Underfunding that means, you don’t have enough
the…
Hoang: budget.
Nam; ==(1) the budget. ==(2) You’re under budget, you’re under budget, or you don’t have
enough ah capital==(3), to run the business, while you have to hire a large number of people.
Mai:==(1) money.
Mai: ==(2) yeah.
Mai: ==(3) yes.
Mai: too many staff.
Nam: too many staff, so …this is the quickest way leads, quickest way to failure. Hmm?
Hoang: yeah, we don’t have enough money to pay for the …staff.
Nam [nods head]: ok, ==(1) you have to borrow from the banks. == (2) you have to spend ah
too much money, on the the payment of the employee of the staff, while you cannot focus on
the business, ==(3) the operations.
Trang ==(1) yeah.
Hoang: == (2) yeah.
Hoang: ==(3) yeah.
Trang: ah so…but from my viewpoint, this statement is quiet, is quiet ah is quiet (means quite)
close to the previous one==. Ah both the …both statements …are mentioned to the failure,
right?
Mai: ==uhhuh.
Mai: ==yeah.
Nam:== uhhuh.
Trang: the failure of company, but I think Underfunding and overstaffing, I think everything,
everything in the company, is related to the…
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Nam: the management. ==
Trang: ==yeah the decide, the decision of the managers, ==(1)of the board of the directors
==(2), so I think this is not, I think this is… this statement is good at some point, but, ah…I
think I don’t agree at all, with the this statement. I think I still agree with the previous statement,
…ah…that the quickest way leads to, that quickest…quick, ah the quickest way to failure is the
mismanagement ==(3), not underfunding or overstaffing.
Mai: ==(1) managers.
Nam: ==(1) ok.
Nam: ==(2) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(3) So you…
Mai: So, you mean that, you just think that mismanagement is the biggest problem, and then the
overfunding and overstaffing?
Trang: yeah yeah.
Nam: but, do you think that overfunding and overstaffing is just part of mismanagement?
Mai: yes, I think so. I think, I think I think underfunding and overstaffing, it’s just like a part of
management ==. This is a part of management only.
Nam:== uhhuh.
Trang: yeah.
Nam: hiring employees and …the budgets.==
Mai: == so I mean, I think, she means that, this these are just a small part of management, of the
management right? == and so…so basically, underfunding and overstaffing is just
mismanagement, it’s a…
Trang: ==yeah.
Trang: is just a…is just a…is just a decision, it’s just the lead of the management ==(1), it’s just
a part a job of the management. So I think everything , everything everything , every decision of
the managers is… is from…, so that leads to the failure of the company, not only just the
underfunding or overstaffing==(2). So I think the mismanagement is general, and underfunding
and overstaffing is ==(3) just a part, it’s just a part.
Nam: ==(1) uhhuh.
Mai: ==(2) yes, so
Nam: ==it’s just a part, so…ah
Mai: one part of, one part to show that how mismanagement can get to the failure.
Trang: yeah yeah, that’s right.
Nam: Hmm, so…you mean that, we cannot agree completely with the statement.
Mai: yes, so it seems that every statement, we just we just spoke of, have two sides==, two sides
right?
Hoang: ==yeah.
Trang: yeah, like always.
Mai: yeah, like always.
Nam: so, let me recap what we have ah talked about ok, the statements that we have. Ok?
Trang: yeah.
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Nam: The first one is … “out best, ==(1) outselling your rival is the best indicator” and we all
agree that, it’s just ==(2) one indicator, not the best. ==(3). And mismanagement ==(4) of
course, is the biggest ==(5) cause to ah a business failure… And “underfunding and
overstaffing’, no, I don’t think it’s the quickest way, just a quick way to…huh
Mai: ==(1) selling.
Mai: ==(2) one one indicator.
Trang: ==(3) yeah.
Hoang: ==(3) yeah, one indicator, not the best.
Mai: ==(4) is the biggest.
Trang: ==(5) yeah, we all agree with this.
Mai: ==(1) yes, so so basically, underfunding and overstaffing, it’s just like …ah ==(2) a
clearer picture, a clearer picture for you to imagine, when it comes to mismanagement.
Trang==(1) yes.
Hoang: ==(2) regular way.
Trang: yeah yeah, that’s right.
Nam: ok.
Mai: so I think that’s it for our discussion.==
Trang: ==good job everyone.
Nam:==about success.
Mai: yes, about success.
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